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Compatible with Softly.
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to

sums

suit

improved

on

real

estate

and

JUST
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WKF.K.

Manchester-by-the-Sea. They

For other local

nexes see

Another lot of those

polish

finish rockers.

Houlton, Augusta

Portland,

or

the

col-

lege having branches at nil three places.

Best Rocker

on

the market for the money.

William E. Wallace, of Newton, Mass.,
is

r

A. W. CUSHMAN &
Undertakers and

Mrs.

SON,

IT. Clark is employed in Burton
Maine. ! B. Walker’s machine shop for the sum*
Harold

GONE,

j

•

mer.

F. F. Simonton goes to Toddy pond this
week with a party from Bucksport for an

outing.
Mrs. Pearl B.

THE

Mrs.

ON THE MARKET.

George
for

morrow

Saturday

Mrs. D. E.

>nstock

going rapidly.

BUCKBOARDS,

renewing

I

J.J

/r

of IIAHN K»I S.

Iluckbuunl'uau.

RePa0nd°say.e.ro0m.

=

HAMMOCKS,

=

$2.50.

Extra Quality

at a

=
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_MORRISON,
!

JOY & CO.,

FOR A FEW DATS

FREDERICK

two

HAVE YOU TRIED

A

ttntr—Azurlne and

Fruit and Confectionery

A. COOMBS.

can

be

no

Without circulation

resiilts, and without

re-

sults the money which the advertiser inlost.
Leavenworth (Kansas)
is
vests
—

limes.

JERSEY FARM

RUTTJER

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the put
there

A. CUNN) VGIF ttl.

STREET.

Stover, Manager.

may demand.

Usual.

or a

The DUTTON GREENHOUSES

Usher

J.

as

LABRADOR

AT

Albert C.

CIGAR

the market.

on

FLOWERS

ON MAIN

5c

offered in

Orders for a Party, a Wedding
Funeral promptly filled

a

cruise among the
schooner “Roy

small

days.

IS

THE

Best in the Market.
FOR

SALE

dogs reported by the assessors
remain unlicensed, and several of these
are reported dead.
At a meeting of the school board Monday it was voted to engage Principal
Only

Country Gentleman?
CHOICEST

FINE STATIONERY,
Maine.
Ellsworth

CUT

are on

the

The efforts of the city fathers to collect
the dog tax have been highly successful.

Stationery.
I have three sizes and
Crenm.

on

E. Whiting’s yacht “Annie Lee”
has been fitted with a wheel. More
ballast has been put in her, and she is
now, to use her skipper’s words, “as stiff
as a board.”

few

This Is without doubt the
ever

Harbor,

H. B. Saunders, who has been
visiting her husband in Portland, returned home Saturday. She was accompanied by Mr. Saunders, who remained a

ENVELOPES, 3 bunches for 25cts.
Value

Southwest

Will

I shall sell It In

Greatest

way to

BY

ARTHUR SHUTE & CO.

|

a

few

Hoyt A. Moore or the high school, and
his assistants, Harry E. Walker and Miss
Clio M. Chilcott, for another year.
The Onasouson club of the high school
will give an ice-cream festival at Hancock
hall to-morrow evening. Music will be
furnished by members of the school. The
proceeds are for a piano for the high
school.

Monaghan’s band excursion will tnlrr
place Friday, Aug. 12. The excursionists
will go to East Bluehill by schooner and
tug. There will be a ball game between
the high school nine and a picked nine
from the band.

W. Hill and wife, of Woodfords,
a few days in the city last week.
went to Bluehill for a short visit
with Mr. Hill’s parent.-, Prof, and Mrs.
Hill, of Boston, who are at their cottage
al Parker Poin..
F.

spent
They

David Friend has decided to locate in
business in Eubec, providing he can
secure a suitable store building, which he

already arranged for.
“Yes,” said the tish to his shuddering The American and the people of Ells“I
family,
got away; but just think how worth, who have known Mr. Friend in
business and socially for many years, can
that mail will lie about me."
believes

he

hR«

recent

fry

interpretation
forth

set

statute.

salmon
the

effort was made to obtain fishways, it might prove successful.
The commissioners, who had visited the
dams, also expressed the opinion that the
cost of

putting

lower

dam would cost approximately
This being the case, Mr. Drum-

?1,000.

river.

Hales
L.

A.

ELLSWORTH

relatives and friends here.

C. M. Whitcomb and family, with
Robert Gerry, jr., and family are occupying the Morang cottage at C if ‘ration

Society

of

Ahl

box

e

f

Ellsworth.

was

scut to

Company

volunteer

A,

a

Hale

Mr:.
a

Cameron, oi
are occupying
Emery’s resi-

summer.

j

the last
to

Port-

to

Scot-

_

NOTES.

CHURCH

UNITARIAN.
Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
The church is closed during the ibsence
of the pastor.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. David L. Yale, paster.
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer Dating.
Sunday morning service at 10.30. Sermon by Rev. Charles A. Dickinson, of
Berkeley Temple, Boston. Sunday school

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor
League circle Thursday with Al
ert Alexander. Supper will be s
All invited.
Friday evening at

Capt.

John B.

First

Maine

should be sent wherever in Capt. O’Neill’s
judgment they could do the greatest
amount of good.
The list of articles sent is ns follows: 53
pajamas, 66 shirts, 116 handkerchiefs, 117
bandages, 1 w rapper, 10 pairs socks, 6
dozen towels, 30 pillow-cases, 2 quilts, 35
sheets.
The box aslo contained a generous donation from the Work and Win and
Christian Endeavor societies of Dollardtown, consisting of two quilts, knitlsocks,
old linen ami cotton pieces, rolled cotton
The
bandages, and a sum of money.
ladies of Happytown also contributed a
of
and
pair
pillows
pillow-cases, sheets
and towels.
The Volunteer aid association was organized less than three weeks ago, and
thegieat amount of work accomplished
bears testimony to the warm hearts and
willing, able hands of the patriotic
women of
Ellsworth, ninety of whom
are enrolled as members of the associa-

Rob-

d;

10

7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday morning worship at 10 30 with
sermon by the pastor.
Sunday school at
11.45. Epworth league meeting L
.30 p.
m.
Sermon bv pastor at 7.30 p *>i,

Tuesday evening

at 7.30—Cia-

u

-ting.

aturrtssnnnits.

GKO. A.

garments should be used for the Maine
soldiers if needed, and if not that they

receiv-

sharp

a

will commence shipping the bars
of July. They will go from her^
land by car, and thence by steam
land.

infantry at
Chickamauga
a letter requesting that the

Park, with

putting

cents.

The first box of clothing which the
Volunteer aid association has prepared
for the sick and wounded soldiers and
sailor*.
ft Ellsworth yesterday afternoon.

while

scythe into the cutter-oar of
-owing
machine Saturday, nearly severed the second finger of his right hand.
Tli#spool bars at the Mason steam mill
are being sorted and bundled.
Mr. Pierce

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

by the Volunteer

First Box Sent

FALL-.

Henry Wood has been having hie house
?
repaired, and has added a new
The band concert which w
'o have
been given Saturday evening nas been
postponed indefinitely.
Mrs.
Sylvan us Wheelden and son
Charles, of Holyoke, Mass.,
’ting

at 11.45.

_

FOR THE WOUNDED.

among the contractors.

Pennsylvania. The
“Firlands”, Judge

in the

1 he men who have interested themselves in the effort to restock Union river
with salmon are much disappointed by
the commissioners’ decision.
The fry
planted last year and this year will go to
sea in a year or two, and will be unable to
return to the spawning grounds in the

invited to go over the W.
R. line, where she bus many friends

ex-Senator

fishway

The dam-owners found it unnecessary
voice their opposition at the hearing.

Mary Boniface, of the Convent of
Visitation, Evanston, 111., and her
niece, Miss Elizabeth Fahey, of Des
Moines, Iowa, are in Ellsworth for a few
days. They are the guests of Mrs. Mary
Hayes. Sister Boniface during her stay

daughter of

suitable

a

to

Sister

llale is

^^^^^ROVAMSAKINC^POWDFno^O^<FW^OnK^^

mey, for the petitioners, said there was
no desire to put the dam-owners to
any
such expense.

the

Mrs. Chandler

Pure

facts

another

William DeWitt Hyde, of Bowdoin college, occupied the pulpit of the
Congre gational church last Sunday morning. A large congregation listened to a

Hale.

Absolutely

planted in the river return from Cove.
and attempt to go up the river,
Fred Moore,

sea

Pres.

Eugene

the

opinion that the successful stocking
Union river with salmon would be of
incalculable benefit to Ellsworth.
It was estimated that if, when the

will follow their time-honored
custom and unite for their annual excursion, which will take place Aug. 1!.
The schools aud their friends will go by
schooner and tug to Curtis’ Cove, South
Surry, one of the prettiest picnic spots on
Bluehill bay.
Particulars will be given

Mr.
sun, horn on Sunday, July 17.
is the oldest son of Senator and

law,

the

schools

are

of the

did not bring Union river

of

The rain has interfered with the tennis
tournament for the Halman cup, and
only two games of the preliminaries
have been played.
H. W. Haynes defeated C. R.
Burrill, 6-1, 6-0; W. H.
Titus defeated F. K. Swett, 3-6, 6-2, 6-0.
The preliminaries will be finished the
first clay the court is in condition.

the advent of

POWDER

1,750,0C3

that

their power to imand game interest of the
they could not go behind the
Commissioner Oak expressed

State, but

on

and

prove the fish

out-of-town people who
visited the Nicoliu club-house last Thursday were D. J. Cuamberlain and wife, of
Elgin, HI., Mrs. F. H. Bailey, of Boston,
Miss Mae Silsby, of Bangor, and Mrs. G.
E. Webster, of Oldtown.
Miss Nancy
M. Dutton and Miss Mabel Monaghan, oi
Ellsworth, were of the party.

Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Hale

years,

been planted in the river

had

wished to do all in

the

ing congratulations

force

jurisdiction as “a river frequented by salmon”. They candidly admitted that they would like in the present instance to stretch the
law, as they

any.

C. li.

in

under their

on State street, beEllsworth and the Falls, than on
any other street in the city, and yet it is
and long has been in as poor condition as

has been of little

his

ou

Mrs.

CENTS PER POUND.

as

tween

Among

hand

on

past two years for the purpose of
restocking it.
The commissioners decided that under

heavy hauling

more

in

their

dence for the

Eaton”.

Ellsworth.

WRITING PAPER,
<5

j

were

in the

In response to a petition for repairs on
State street, Street Commissioner Maddocks has been at work on it. There is

week

islands

PHILLIPS FARM

at

dam

salmon

reported.

The dredger which has been at work in
the river for the past two months, left
last week for Portland, this year’s appro-

David Jarvis

NATIONAL BOND

pound packages

E. Lee and wife.

lie will spend his summer vacation.
J. W. Nealley, Dr. Harvard Greely, L.
M. Moore, F. K. Swett, George Foster and

TO INTRODUCE
THE FAMOUS

|

va-

Capt. Joseph M. Whitmore, formerly of
Ellsworth, now of Everett, Mass., accompanied by his son George, was in the city
last week visiting friends and relatives.
Rev. O. H. Fernald, of Dexter, was at
the Methodist parsonage one day last
where

Very Low Price.

Haying Tools, Machinery and Repairs.
m>

at

and T.

SUPPLIES.

and

Hand-made CANVAS

Ax

Contention
Bellatty cottage
Cove is oceupi d by Mrs. William Small,
E. F. Small, John W. Coughlin and wife
The

Franklin St., EHsworth, Me.

~

SUNDRIES

BICYCLES,

a^Sr’i'^'nswJrU,.

1 ) AY IS.

E.

HENRY

short

here has been

The schooner “Franconia”, Capt. Harry
Young, is 1-eiiig fitted out with new g.i.ig
of
fore-rigging. Thomas Bowden is
doing t tie work.

VNKEls, ROUES and WHITS.

IM

the

H. Chapman was the guest for
few days last week of Judge J. A.
Peters, jr., at Acadia farm, Lamoine.

Repairing thoroughly and qnickly done.
lines

are

Prof. W.

through the paint-sliop— plenty of
NOW IS TI1E TIME to put the summer
time to harden thoroughly h. fore using.

carry full

city,

a

teiiicle

I

of this

guests of Miss Hannah Holmes.

»:«•*»* tw.,-|Mopijob t«» one that will carry fourteen.

•'’»

Vlllyu

F. Burnham

acquaintances.

Mass., formerly

man,

throughout and fully warranted.

"RTTrM«r
! >/ \ l i;> I w
X

A.

Both the Ellsworth hose racing companies will participate in the races at the
firemen’s muster in Bath Aug. 1.
Frank C. Stetson and wife, of W hit-

Stock in Eastern Maine, and all up
date in Style, Finiah ami Workmanship.

Hand-made

a

H. Knox and wife, of Chester,,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Knox’s parents, masterly sermon. The choir was assisted
by Miss Mabel Monaghan. Next SunCalvin P. Joy and wife.
Rev. Charles A. Dickinson,
Frank M. Hale, of New York, an K1 Is- day morning
of Berkley Temple, Boston, will occupy
worth boy, is visiting relatives here and
the C.
gregational pulpit.
old

BUGGIES. EXPRESS and ROAD WAGONS. SURREYS.

OPEN and TOP

Brockton, Mass.,

of

visiting her parents,
and wife, in this city.

largest
to

Brown,

away for

dam-owners

oppose the petition.
Charles H. Drummey and Dr. George A.
Phillips laid before the commissioners the
fact that Union river years ago was frequented by salmon, that a few land-locked
salmon had been caught below the lower

later.

a. m.

is

Ellsworth, Me.

■

at 10

Charles

Water St.,

CARRIAGES.

Dutton leaves tovisit of a .few weeks in
P.

The populists of Hancock county w’ill
their convention in Hancock hall

15 V K X.

O \V EX
5

a

now

dcilciosia

to

home

hold

at Prices to Suit the Times.
but

has returned

Massachusetts.

Underwear, Hats, Caps and Furnishings
aiUUMNlia

Day

from Bluehill, where she has been visiting relatives.

Best Line of SUMMER CLOTHING

cTnni/ikircstii1

short visit.

Kingman has moved to the
Thomas cottage on Church street.
Kev. J. P. Simonton will preach at the
Trenton church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

lint ItYKX IS STILL OX DECK

Those rn
JUi

a

joined

Elmer E.

Embalnifrs,

Ellsworth,

WITH

llanscom here for

has

B. K.

No. 1 Franklin St.,

• THE FOURTH IS

visiting M. J. Drummey.
C. A. Ilansconi, of Baltimore,

the

cation combined with work and study in
Boston churches, will return to the cooler
airs of Maine to spend his August vacation, instead of going to Connecticut as

pages •/, .T and 8.

people to secure a term, tuition free., nt
the Shaw business college. The successful contestants have a choice of going to

is

wholesome and

Monday evening on the
petition asking for fishways in dams on
Union river.
The petitioners were not
largely represented at the hearing, but

Rev. D. L. Yale, of the Congregational
who

Royal makes the food pure,

American house

During their stay in Ellsworth last
George S. Silsby and Miss Mae
Silsby, of Bangor, were the guests of
Miss Nancy M. Dutton. George E.
Webster and wife and Mr. Waterhouse,
of Oldtown, were the guests of Mrs. F. H.
Bailey.
church,

offered at least three of Ellsworth’s young

Only $1.50.

have been

week

American’s scholarship contest set fort h
in another column. By it opportunity is

oak, cane-seat,

Commissioners’ Decision is Adto Petitioners for Fishways.
The State commissioners of fish and
game—Leroy T. Carleton, of Winthrop;
Henry O. Stanley, of Dixfiold, and Charles
E. Oak, of Caribou—held a hearing at the
verse

weeks. Mr. Black will probably make brief visits to Ellsworth during the remainder of the summer.

Attention is called to the terms of The
solid

29.

aii&crtfaemmtg.

RIVER SALMON.

Fish

here several

Republic.n convention.
BUCKSPORT
Bucksport Seminary— Fall term.

RECEIVED.

NO UNION

Madame Black and her son G. Nixon
Black left on the noon train to-day for

Tremont

collateral.

■

KNTH

—Summer schedule.
D vld Friend—House ami lot for sale.
A C Osgood—Mes on *er's notice.
Probate notlc*'—Est Helen Au rusta Nichols.
Stockholders' meeting of the ..llswortn Electee Illuminating Co.
Edwin M Moo. —F h market.
L F Hooper—Sheri a sale.
.1 A Cunningham—Confectioner.
Robot II Holmes— Furnltii.e.
A W Cushman A Son—Furniture.
E .1 Walsh—Shoe siu.e.
W II Dresser—Meat markc
C It Foster—Furniture.
Hancock
James A Moon—Notice of foreclosure.

ME.

ELLSWORTH,

ADVKKTISKM

congratulate the town Pof Lubec if it
estimable a citizen and business man.
Mr. Friend’s family will remain in Ellsworth until spring at leas.,.

1 “T“:No.

secures so

Rockland, Bluchl’l & Ellsworth Steamboat Co

General INSURANCE agents,
Burrill Bank

merkan.

IMKGHKR,

WHOLESALE ut PT.ML
DRUGGIST.

Physicians' Supplies
^

ami

Mail Orders

SPECIALTIES.

priation having been exhausted. While I
many yards of stickings and refuse have 1
I tion.
been
the work done this
removed,

year
Meetings will be held every Tuesday
immediate benefit, but I ami Friday afternoon in Manning hall,
*
and
all women are cordially invited to
is the beginning of work which, if carried
out as planned by engineers, will be of come, for although there are cheering
signs of peace, the sick and wounded will
immense value to the shipping interests
yet require tender care for many months.
of the city.
Recently the dredger has
been

working

channel at

crocked,

The

D E M OC RAT IC

point, which was very
improved somewhat by
turns easier, but there is no
that

has been

making the
more

point.

Indian

near

water

over

the slabs than

An interested and interesting visitor to
Ellsworth this week was Royal S. Crane,
of New York. Forty years ago Mr. Crane
taught in the old academy that stood on
the present site of II. B. Phillips’ house,
in

the

tract

then

known

as

Mr. Crane has not been here since
Ho is a lawyer.
He found here

many

old

acquaintances,

gates

by

but the town

altogether strange to him. He married a daughter of Richard Tinker, an
uncle of B. J. Tinker, now of the Hancock
house. Richard Tinker, while warden of
the State prison at Thomaston, was killed
by a convict. While in Ellsworth Mr.
Crane was a guest at the American house.
next

Monday

this
about

morning at
twenty-five

Handele-

were

acclamation

:

Harbor.

Sheriff, N. H. Higgins, Ellsworth.
County attorney, George B. Stuart.
don

Hancock hall

held

Only

Senators—Dr. O. A. Littlefield, Eluehill
(western district); Charles Wooster, Hancock (eastern district).
Clerk of courts, Walter J. Creamer, Penobscot.
Judge of probate, E. N. Benson, Bar

was

At

was

present.
Walter J. Creamer, of Penobscot, was
chosen chairman, Curtis K. Foster and T.
F. Doyle, of Ellsworth, secretaries,
tfefhe follow ing nominations were made

Peters’pas-

1S5S.

ture.

vention

cock hall.

Orland.

There will also be an exhibition
concc-t phonograph.
This
entertainment is given under the auspices
of and as a benefit for Monaghan's band.
There will be a band concert in front of
the hall each evening.
The people of
Ellsworth are indebted to Monaghan’s
band directly and indirectly for open-air
concerts, and these entertainments under
t he auspices of the band afford an opportunity to give material evidence of ap-

of

preciation.
Shore Line Kail road.

West Franklin, July 1H (special).—
Work on the railroad has reached
its
climax. Friday morning the railroad at
an
West Franklin was invaded by
army
of workmen, that exceeded all expectations.
Already we hear the shrill whistle
and labored breathing of the locomotive
not far from our doors. In a short time
Franklin as id be united to the outside
world, by rail.

present exists,

Hancock county

was

ergy and money.
The resolutions
Chicago and State

adopted endorsed
platforms.

wasting time,"en-

the

Monday

and

Tuesday, July

2<>, ut
operato.cuefifc
scope and concert phonograph.
Monaghan’s band.
Tickets, 25 cents;
children under 12, 10
cent*:
r^erved
seats, 35 cents, for sale at Parcher’s drug
Hancock

hall—Exhibition

25 and
of

beginning Friday.
Monday, Aug. 1 Fxcursion

store

*'

of
kornis
Rebekah lodge to Brooklin by s timer
“Catherine”. Boat leaves Ellswortn wharf
at 8 a. m. Tickets, 50 cents; children, 25
cents.

Thursday, Aug. 11—Picnic of the Methodist and Baptist Sunday schools to South
Surry by schooner and tug.
Friday, Aug. 12—Picnic of Morifo/ban’s
band to East Bluohill by schouacr and
tug. Tickets, 35 cents.

and successful

termination

of

the

negotiat ions will probably take place in a
few days.
Illness of otic f the principals in New

ihe sad death of Mrs. S. O.
Bangor this morning, will
for a few days, but
the ultimate success of the scheme is conthose
who are in a
fidently expected by
position to Emom* what n going on.
York, and
Stevens Ht

postpone final action

SHOUTING
others, and let
garments shout iui
themselves, i’uy us a vioil,
and examine our.
we

leave to

our

Men's. Youths' and Boys' Spring
Clothing. Hats. Caps,

and Summer

Furnishing Goods.

The Sardine Syndicate.
Reports to the contrary notwithstanding, The American is able to state that
the organization of the great sardine
syndicate is nearly completed, and the
final

15 cents.

ttoumisnunus.

county

j

at
iancock
Ice-cream festival oi Outtsouson
club. Ice-cream and cake will be served;

deeds, Richard P. Harriman,

and said that while these conditions nr
vailed he wc id not accept any nomination.
He said the democratic party in

of Edison’s

Thursday evening, July 21,

—----

Tuesday evenings there will be an exhiCounty treasurer, Alonzo Higgins,
bition of the “operatoseope”, the new- Eden.
Curtis R. Foster, in declining the nomest machine on
the principle o: the
ination for county treasurer, made a
vitascope, which produces moving pic- pointed speech
which the convention
tures. Among the views will be sceues evidently was not
pleased to hear, as there
was no applause.
from the present war—a cavalry charge,
Mr. Foster repudiated the
the sailing of transport ships for Santiademocracy of
Hancock
as it at
go, etc.

COMING EVENTS.

Brooksville.

Register

and

MAINE.

hall

CON V ENT ION.

Hancock
County Democrats Name
Candidates for Office.
The Hancock county democratic con-

before.

ELLSWOKTII,

'ill E Y

Mach late :hes.

ARE

BARGAINS—
not in the ordinary sense
of the word, but considering the make, lit,'sty l.
h •*<
general excellence,
arc

real

bargains,

at

cm.

prices.

LEWIS FRIEND * OQ.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Topic For the Week beginning July
Comment by Kev. S. 11. Doyle.
Topic.— How to have
rxix, 1-30; Deut. vi, 6-0.

a

COMMODORE WATSON.
THE MAN WHOM

happy home.—Job

deplorable

BOON

the

Panacea

SPAIN FEARS

|

OF WORK.
Mental

for

Physical

JUST NOW.

Many blessings of life are not appro- HIS RANK IN THE NAVY IS ABOVE
bated until they are lost. Then we
THAT OF SAMPSON AND SCHLEY
-realize how much they meant to us.
—HIS RECORD.
This seems to be particularly true of a
happy home. The prodigal son did not
Commodore Watson, in command of
realize the joys and comforts of his father's house of peace and plenty until the fleet which will take the war home to
to a strange land he was compelled to Spain, is an able and efficient officer, as
modest as he is able, and a royal good
do undesirable work for a strange man.
From this seventy-ninth chapter of Job fellow to boot.
Commodore John Crittenden Watson,
we learn that the patriarch Job did nut
fully realize the blessings of home until by virtue of his commission is the senior
they were lost. Then, in the midst of of both Sampson and Schley.
There is no better blood in the navy
his afflictions and adversities, he bemoaned his lost estate.
than flows in the veins of Commodore
Descended from the Critten"Oh,” he^nys, “that 1 were ns in the months Watson.
of old,
dens on one side, from the Lees on the
As in the days when God watched over me.
| other, what better proof could there be?
When His lamp shined upon my head.
a record more
And by His light I walked through darkness:
j Few men in the navy have
As I was in the ripeness » f my days,
to be proud of than he. He was born at
Win n the secret of God was upon my nnt,
His
Frankfort, Ky., August 24, 1842.
When the Almighty was yet with me.
father, Edward Howe Watson, was a phyAnd my children were about me;
When my steps w* re washed with butter.
sician. and his mother, Sarah Lee CrittenAnd the rock poured me out rivers of oil!”
den Watson, was a daughter of John
What :i keen sense of the appreciation Jordan Crittenden, the famous Kentucky
af blessings lu<t is expressed in these statesman, rival of
Henry Clay, governor
words! Nothing is more desirable in this at one time of
Kentucky, and attorneyworld than a happy home. Let there be
general in William Henry Harrison's
pleasantnc.--s, peace, harmony and hap- cabinet.
in
the
ami
heaviest
home
tlie
piness
Commander Watson was married in
outside burdens may bo borne and trials 1873 to Miss Elizabeth
Thornton, a disendured, but all manner of worldly and tant
connection, and daughter of Judge
business prosperity will not compensate James Thornton of San Francisco. The
for a disagreeable,
unpleasant home result of£this 'union was eight children,
when strife and contention form the
whom are living.
The eldest
seven of
principal part of the daily bill of fare.
son. John [Edward Watson, is an ensign
The reference in Deuteronomy emin the navy, and.is now attached to the
phasizes the importance of the word of cruiser **.L»eiroii
God m the homo and suggests some
Commodore Watson’s naval career has
necessary characteristics of a happy been a notable one. He entered the naval
home.
academy Sept. 29, 1856, and was graduated
1. A happy home must have God in
in June,£1S60, standing high in his class.
it. Moses commands that the words of I
He was immediately assigned to the rank
the law must be kept in the hearts of
; of midshipman, and Aug. 15 joined the
the people. It was God’s word, and if
•‘Susquehanna” for a cruise to Europe.
we have God’s word in our hearts we
While he was abroad the civil war broke
will have God in our homes. Nothing is
and he returned at once to take part
sadder in this life than a godless homo out,
in it.
in which God is not l^ved,
—a home
He was promoted to the rank of master
honored and obeyed.
1861. His career as a fighter did
2. In a happy home God’s word must Aug. 31,
not begin, however, until Jan. 10, 1862,
be taught to the children. “And thou |
when he was ordered to the “Hartford”
shalt teach them diligently to thy chilThis was Admiral Faras
navigator.
dren.’’ “Thou shalt sharpen them uuto
ragut’s flagship. He was commissioned a
children’’
is
nearer
the
exact
mean^
thy
lieutenant July 16, 1862, and in January,
ing of the Hebrew; “thou shalt sharpen
was made flag lieutenant to Farrathem”—teach them so they will stick in 1864, he
them. God’s word is to be taught in sufth | gut. He was at the battles of New Orleans,
Mobile Bay, Vicksburg and Port Hudson.
a way that it shall not be forgotten. And |
how do this better than by committing In a letter to his son Loyal during the
it to
It is a
fact war Admiral Farragut tells him of Watmemory?
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Half the people in the world are busy
trying to evade work. Well for then
that they cannot wholly succeed. Of al
the gifts of the gods, work is among th<
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1

that children do not commit the word son’s volunteering to slip off aud blow up
a blockade runner.
Among other things
as they used to or should do. Let it be
drilled iuto the childish mind and it is he says: “It was an anxious night for
me, as I was about as fond of Watson as I
never forgotten, and such a child should
do its part to make the home happy, am of your own dear sell.”
The ship referred to by Farragut was
and God’s word learued in childhood
!
often keeps children from doing that burned—blown up as effectively aud comwhich will make a home sad.
| pletely as was the “Merriraac” by Hob8. In a happy home God's word son aud his heroic crew.
It is probably not remembered by many
should be talked about. “Thou shalt
talk uf them when thou sittest in thy of my readers that K was this same Comhouse.” Oh, if there was only more modore Watson who lashed Farragut to
conversation in our homes about God the rigging during the battle of Mobile
and God’s word! It would make many Bay. That incident of the great struggle
between the states long since became
a desert borne to blossom as the rose.
historic, and poets and artists have found
"We should not only talk more of God,
but more to (ltd in them. All our homes in it the inspiration for s^me of their
would be happier if in them we talked best and most spirited work. This is the
1
more of God and more to G«*dL
story briefly told:
The
4. lu a happy home God’s word j
powerful Confederate ironclad
should be obeyed. It should be bound “Tennessee” attacked the
“Hartford”
upon our hands to direct them and be- : fiercely. Farragut took up his position
tween our eyes to direct our minds or in the port mizzen rigging the better to
wills. God’s word should thus direct 1 observe the*progress of the fight and to
our thoughts, words and actions, and if
direct and cheer on his men. Lieut. Watit does our homes must be happy.
son, seeing the great danger to which the
Bible Readings.—Gen. vii, 1; Ex. xx,
intrepid admiral was exposing himself,
17; Ruth i, 1G-22; Prov. vi, 20, 21; procured a rope and lashed him in his
xv, 1-5: xxix. 17; Luke x. 88-42; xxiv,
place.
28-32; Eph. vi, 1-0, Phil, ii, 5; CoL
In a letter which Lieut. Watson wrote
I
Tim.
II
Tim.
v, 4;
iii, 10-25;
i, 3-5; to.his mother after the battle he mendispels
by
iii, 14-17; das. i, 22.
tions in detail the reckless bravery of
is so foolish as to argue that unremitting enormous waste of labor in the
primary
|
Farragut, aud adds: “At last I lashed work, work beyond the strength, work i transportation of our products and manDespite the fragility with which their
I
The Lord's Covenant.
fcx is credited, the number of British fehim to the rigging with my own hands, unrelieved
by proper diversions, could ufactures. ________
male
centenarian# greatly exceeds that of
The Lord’s covenant, however, has having in vain begged him not to stand
i prove a benefit. But properly limited,
the mem. a’ilo women out of u\ery l,0(*0,0uo
Mrs. Younglove— John, do you know
in it that lifts it above the in such an exposed place.”
an element
it
is
the
salvation
of
man.
:
To find one's
reaching the centuxy mark, while only su
Many persons probably believe this work is the first duty of life, aud to that you haven’t kissed me for a week? men of the same i.uuUii out 100 years.
plane f :■ mere human bargain. Though
Mr. Younglove- Yes, darling, I was just
it also involves two parties and contains story of Farragut lashed to the “Hart- j throw his whole
heart into it is the secconditions pledging benefits, yet what ford's" rigging while hell itself seemed ond. He is the
waiting to see how long it would take
Itrhlncss of the -kin, horrible plague. Most
!
happy man w ho works.
is divinely contributed is the only con- to have broken loose around him to be He is the
John, it will he
you to notice it.
successful man who works best.
everybody atllicted in o:ie w ay or another. Only
sideration of value here, and what is mythical. If there were not official recobserved, had his presence of mind right one safe, never failing cure. Doan’s ointment.
I
with him.
received is all in favor of man, who has | ords to prove it to have been an actual
I At any drug -mre, 50 cents.—Arirt.
nothing to offer as an equivalent return occurrence this extract from Lieut. Wat- Magazine, Hook and Newspaper Notes,
Frederick A. Ober, late commissioner in
or pay for the g- >od it brings.—Reformed
son's letter to his mother would suffifHrtitral.
Porto Rico of the Columbian
Church Mes.-euger.
exposition,
ciently establish the fact.
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payments, £ 1 per share.
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WHY PAY RENT?
" hen
you ran borrow on your
share*, give a !ir-t mortgage'and
reduce It every mouth. Monthly
pnvment* and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and in about 10 years vou
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
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Buy,

to

$ Easy

PIE.

T. lT. haa a new ally here in butter, 1 cup sweet milk.
the bicycle. Just before the Fourth a cerCream together the sugar, flour, butter
tain person of the liquor-loving element and eggs, then add lemon and milk; lastly
l>eat the whites of the two eggs to a stiff
gave away the fact that another of his ilk
had some liquor on the road, whereupon froth, stirring it into the other ingredione of the young white ribboners mounted
ents till thoroughly mixed. The whites
a wheel and hastened to announce the apput in separately gives the pie a frosted
tific sense.
advance
in
the study
Every
proach of the “spirits”. Another lady appearance when cooked, and makes the
of mind and body reveals the fact tiial
mounted her wheel and by careful ob- pie a very rich brown. Cook with one
action is the normal condition of all aniservation located the stuff and seizure was | crust and bake forty minutes in a modmate creation. Nature abhors inertia nol
Now the first-named is to be dec- crate oven.
made.
I
less than she abhors a vacuum.
Decay orated with the white ribbon.
Hope some of the sisters w ill try this reand death are the penalty of inactivity |
the way, this badge is in the greatest cipe and report. It is one I have recently
By
and not to use a faculty is to lose it.
* disfavor with the
liquor sympathizers. obtained, and 1 like it better than any
“Get work; be sure ’lis butter than
One of them said he hated the sight of other I ever tried.
what you work to get.” A wiser
epigrau anybody who wore a white ribbon. Good;
S. J. V.
North Lamoine.
i was never twisted tliHii this quaint adhateaway, brother.
vice of Mrs. Browning’s.
Man works foi
BERRIES, CLAMS AND VISITORS.
Ego.
July 16.
bread, tor wealth, for fame or far-off ease
!
The household column has been missing
But these are not the rial objects of work
THE HAD HOADS TAX.
\\ here has everybody
several weeks.
They are but lures to lead a man on tc
been? Did they all. like this scribe, attend
It Does Not Fall on the Farmer Alone,
greater effort. They are no more the purbut on the Merchant nntl Consumer.
j so many conventions that the household
pose of work than an oratorical prize b
had to take care of itself?
In consult ring the subject of taxation
the purpose of speech. Money and posiWell, now the haying is pretty well over,
for good roads you must take into action may be prizes, but the effect of work
jn rhaps we can gossip again. Did anybody
one
the
tax
of
bad
and
of
count
roads,
j upon the worker is infinitely better than
I wish
those straw berry dumplings?
the most thorough and valuable studies try
the gold or honor he works to get.
I
the “Farmer's Wiff** w ho inquired about
made
the
of
has
b»H‘ii
office
Like breathing and all the processes oI
by
inquiry
I strawberry culture in The American of
nature, the effect of work is so subtle and in this direction. In this study we have
May l, could drop in and eat some of my
(.lone
but
fact*
uml
collect
actual
nothing
I gradual that few appreciate its value. It
■•.narsnaiis
Deiorc mey arc gone.
ney
j is recognized only in striking instances, ! information lrom farmers themselves arc delicious.
; Yet
always it exerts its potent in- and apply that infonnation to the other
Now is the time to remember about
'
collected by the census bureau,
| llpence for change and growth and facts General
so
Stone. We have consulted baking the berry pies in a quick oven,
It is the motive power of | says
energy.
of the most intelligent farmers that the crust will be nicely browned bethe engine of
the
heart, and sends : 10,000
in the United States, located in every fore the berries fairly know that they are
the red blood coursing with renewed
and they will have the richness
agricultural
county, as to the present ac- I cooking,
force through the
veins.
It
tingling
tual cost of marketing farm products, of the syrup and still retain their fresh
is
the
master-builder
of
the
and
j
body
and we find the average to bo almost j flavor.
the brain, and daily tears down tissues
It is about time for clam-bakes, too, and
~.r> cents per ton for every mile those
to
build
only
up stronger muscles, firmer
This is three | here is something I saw last year for the
flesh and healthier nerve-cells. It writes products are hauled.
We had a picnic and the man
times as great as the cost of hauling the I first time.
wrinkles on the brow, ’tis true, but not
who provided the clams washed them
same products over good roads, as testimore surely than it writes convolutions
fied again by farmers in the good road ! clean, packed them into a joint of old
on the brain.
It schools the body to indistricts in this country, and it is four | stove-pipe and filled both ends with scastant, deft and accurate obedience to the
times as great as the cost of hauling ! weed, then put them over the tire till done,
mind.
Watching the moral, we cannot
over the best roads in foreign countries. ! and they were entirely free from ashes,
fail to see that work is necessary to health
Taking the total amount of farm prod- | smoke, etc., and were the nicest that I ever
aud sanity, to growth and culture. It is
saw
ucts in the country, together with the
Try it when you picnic again.
as certainly an
element by which the
These are the days when one’s friends,
necessary hauling of farm supplies and |
whole being thrives as air.
from the city visit, and a little foreother materials over the country roads,
As well hope to live without eating as
we find that the total cost of
the haul- thought on the j>art of hostess and guest
to live without working. It is a condition
ing done on those roads is not loss than might make the visit more enjoyable for
imposed upon all life by the Supreme
$900,000,000 annually. Taking into ac- both. The hostess should make the guest
Scientist. Not only is work inevitable
count also the loss sustained by reason
feel at home without making a great
and essential to the safety, health and
of the failure to reach market with per- “spread” and wearing herself out cookof
the
whole being, but it is one
growth
ishable articles, the failure to cultivate ing, and the guest would enjoy it much
of the greatest sources of pleasure.
Inwhich would be marketable if better.
On the other hand the guest,
products
directly it adds to enjoyment because the markets were
togeth- without being officious, might do many
always
accessible,
change from effort, application and er with the enforced idleness of farmers little
things to lighten the work of the
monotony lends double zest to recreation. and draft animals
through periods of housewife, particularly by waiting on herBut it gives also direct pleasure.
All en- 1 wet
weather, we deem it entirely safe self, if no more.
It would In* so much
joyment arises in the use of some faculty. | to
say that $000,000,000 of this $900.- pleasanter than w ith a guest who expects
Conversely the normal use of any faculty ! 000,000 can bo saved to the country to be waited
upon by the whole household.
is pleasurable.
when good roads become universal.
or a hostess who spends her time cooking,
The man who lias found his natural
This $(K)0.0oo,000, then, is the annual as if she thought her guest only came to
! and congenial sphere of work and who bad road tax. And. again referring to
eat, to the exclusion of all rest and social
|
prosecutes it under proper conditions, the ceusns returns we find that this is
chat.
derives real and constant gratification
South Deer Isle.
Kuo.
j
| equal to on--fourth of the home value |
from it although, from necessity, he does
I of all the farm products of the Unit* •!
not recognize it with the same efferves- States.
(.00.1 Hoad Notes.
cent enthusiasm with which he recogIt is uoedb ss to say that this tax is
I
Proper i! inr-n.!!•.•*•< f good roads is
nizes
the
of
a
pleasures
holiday. Taken not all borne lay the farmers alone. It less (••]»■. i:>i\than th»*
j
linprojsT and
from his work he would suffer more from
would promptly bankrupt the whole
r
-m-s.
rare < t \ ,.<l
perfun*-.1
1
the
1
loss than ever he suffered from drudgj
agricultural community. The farm* rs
who
r< l :l rads
The tan:,
I ery.
add all of it tiny can to the price <>f
! 'ii>
c. -t a
u
little in m y
There is nothing like hard and system- their products, and thus saddle it
I
upon
might as well rut his wheat with a craatic work to keep the emotions under the merchant and the consumer, and
dle br:>:;v a r.vp. r would v-t somecontrol. It is the best oblivion in
this it is which is making the people of
, proper
thing.
It cities and villages and of all other occuI which to bury self or sorrow.
broadens the outlook and distracts the pations than farming willing now to
Way down *ast in N< w Brian-wick
,
help
mind from petty personalism.
they have had such bad r od> that in
Like a bear the burden of road improvement.
one section a party going f. r a doctor
brisk walk or a plunge in the ocean, an I The chamber of commerce of the
city of
I
to attend an injured man required six
; exacting duty steadies the nerves, settles | New York says. "Wo are handicapped
hours to travel 00 miles.
t he mind and
illusions.
No one in all the markets of the world
an
The W. C.

Food

to

preferred (I
sugar, yolk of two
only use juice),
a
small
2
piece of
egg's, tablespoons Hour,
1

SOrTH

as a

of every housewife and farmer In Hancock
county. By It we hope to bind the readers of
Thk American closer together In one big family. Contributions are Invited from the house
wives and farmers. Communications must be
Address Household I»e
brief and to the point.
partment of Thk American, Ellsworth, Me.

editor.]

great civilizer and tin
great balance w heel of mankind. To tin
individual it is an incalculable blessing
Nor is this truism meant in the stereotyped sense in w hich it once figured as t
fundamental law of education—the fals<
and unpalatable sense that whatever wai
difficult and disagreeable was necessarily
good discipline. It is meant in a scienIt is the

3l>&rrtt'scmn>t&.

£jomc.

anb

exchange of ideas, questions and answers, re
cipes, and leaves from the book of experience

[The editor invites secretaries of local unions
of the 'V. C. T. U. In Hancock county, ami
white rlbboner* generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will oc
of Interest to workers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It no. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, ami will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should be short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

Ills.

[From the Minneapolis Time*.]
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existed between
Admiral Farragut and his flag lieutenant
were of the most affectionate description.

The Dead Line.

In the ministry there is a-great deal
’’
of talk of men reaching the ‘‘dead line.
No man ever came to that jxiint unless
he chose to come to it. A "dead line"
is not necessary in the ministry any
more than in any other profession and
will never be approached if the minister
devotes himself as thoroughly to his
work as the lawyer, the physician and
the merchant do to theirs.—Presbyterian Banner.

They

relations

were never

which

altered.

In

his

official

battle Farragut
showed what he thought of young Wat“Lieut. Watson,” he wrote, “has
son.
been brought to your attention in former
times. He was on the poop attending to
report

the

of

signals,

the

and

Mobile

performed

his

duty,

as

He* is a
might be expected thoroughly.
he
worthy of the noble stock
sprang from, and I commend him to your
attention.”
Lieutenant Watson was detached from
The Soul of KeUfloa.
the “Hartford” in December, 1864, and in
Reverence is the soul of religion. I April, 1865, was ordered to the “Colorado”
on the European station.
July 26, 1866,
When that is gone, there is little left he was
promoted to the rank of lieutenwith which God can bo pleased. Where ant-commander, and July 15, 1867, was
nothing is sacred everything becomes transferred to the flagship “Franklin’’.
This move placed him again on Farragut’s
common, even God himself.—Lutheran.
staff. July 2, 1868, he was ordered to the
“Canandaigua” as executive officer.
Iteligiou* Item*.
When his cruise in European waters
ended in 1869, he was given special duty
of
the
Episcopal at
Bishop Bonipas
Philadelphia. In 1871 he was made exchurch has appointed a young clergy- ecutive officer of the
“Alaska”, on which
work
in
the
man to undertake mission
vessel he remained a
r.
In 1872 he
commanded
the
“Omaha
him
ento
Klondike and has instructed
’, the store-s >ip
stationed at Yokohama.
The following
deavor to build a church and schools
year be returned home and was given
there.
ordnance duty at the Brooklyn
navj
Jan. 23, 1874, he was made a comA Mormon mission composed of 20 yard.
mander, and in 1875 was ordered to the
members is reported to exist under the Mare Island
navy yard as ordnance offishadow of Harvard at Cambridge, Mass.
cer. serving there two years.
From 1877 to 1880 he commanded the
There are 99 Methodist Episcopal
“Wyoming”, and from 1SS0 to 1883 he
churches within the limits of Chicago.
was
on
the lakes.
scion

lighthouse inspector

There are 25 women on the board of
directors of the London M issionary soci-

ety.
During the past year 187,715 Bibles
end Testaments Snd 192,444 prayer
books have been circulated by the Society For tho Promotion of Christian

Knowledge
England.

of the

Episcopal

church of |

j

j

The Methodist Episcopal missionary |
I
societies will not employ new Bible wonorth China who will cot unmen in
bind their feet.

Then for three years he was stationed at
the Brooklyn navy yard.
In 1886 he was
placed in charge of the “Iroquois” at the
South Pacific station.
March 8, 1887 he
was commissioned a captain, and until
189U did special duty at San Francisco.
From there he went to the Mare Island
navy yard where he remained two years.
He was ordered to the command of the
“San Francisco” in June, 1S92.
While in
command of this vessel he took part in
the naval review of April, 1893, which was
one of the chief features of the Colunibian celebration. In May, 1885, he was
governor of the naval home in
Philadelphia, where his wife and several
children now reside.
He was promoted
to the grade of commodore Nov. 7, 1897.

(appointed

(V

j

has written

for

the

August Century

an

“The Island of Porto Rico”,
The paper, which will be fully illustrated,
will describe the resources of the island
and the characteristics of the people.
article

cn

The

broadening theatre of the wai
Spain will be thoroughly covered by
Harper'8 Weekly correspondents during
the coming month.
Special artists and
with

writers will follow every movement ol
forces on land and sea, and the important events at Washington will receive careful attention.

Ready for
Duty.

the

Hon.

This is

cussion

of Pending
Problems”.
Vanderlip describes the agricultural
miueral resources of the archipelago,

shows

the

amount

of

commerce

Mr
and
and
the

will control by means of their
position. The article will be illustrated.
islands

One of nature’s remedies; cannot harm the
weakest constitution; never falls to cure sum
mer complaints of young or old.
Dr. Fowler’s
Extract of Wild Strawberry.—Advt.

ft ^td

I
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and Dentists.

Cream or Milk teste* i by the Babcock Lac tom
eler and Gravimetric methods.
Office, School Street. Telephone, 38-2.

tht mirvd.

DrT H.

GREELY,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the
clase of ’75
49-Office

Philadelphia Dental College,

Giles'

in

CARROLL

Block. Ellsworth.
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AND

I

used

nine boxes of
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Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale Peocured me and I have the utmost confi-fence in their merits to alleviate suffering
.nd cure disease.”
Many brave heroes who returned from
war found the battle
against the unseen
of disease harder to fight than the con1,
? .s in war, until they commenced to use
L
Williams’ Pink Pills for Fale People.
.lany have found these vegetable pills to
b speedy health restorers.
™
I hey ac*
upon the impure blood,
I read in a newspaper how Dr. Wil- the root of
disease, by restoring the requisite
hams’ Pink Phis for Pale People had efvitality to all parts of the body, creating
fected a cure in a case similar to mine.
functional regularity and perfect harmony
441 had very little money left to experi- throughout the system.
meat with new medicine.
Druggists everywhere sell these pills.

pie

PETERS’ BLOCK,

of the Ontario

441 can now walk miles without exertion.
"The rheumatic pains have cot bothered

me since,
44

OFFICE IN

ELLSWORTH,

Veterinary Surgeons

change for the better in my health*
"It didn’t seem possible, after all the years
of
suffering and expense to which I had
been put, that such a remedy could cure me
readily.
44

ATTOI: X E V-AT-1 AW.

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLABD,
Veterinary College.

ous

so

WHITCOMB,

Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt.
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

Vhen President Lincoln called for volun-, MI talked the matter over with my wife
suppress the Rebellion, S. R. Hun- and decided to try the pills. Before the first
gone I was much better,
ter, a blacksmith in South Scriba, N. Y., b°x wxs
“1 ta8‘r,V purchased more boxes,
immediately left his forge and was one of the
* continued to steadily
improve-as I confirst to respond.

I

B.

BEVJ

OFFICES

teeri to

j

TI I.KPHONF CONNECTION.

BAR HARBOR AND BLUER ILL, ME.

an

BnlisUng in Co. K., Ninety-fourth Nrw
York Volunteers, he participated m many
Lieutenant-Colonel Andrew S. Rowan
will tell in the August number of Mefierce battles, escaping death in innumerClure's magazine, the story of the secret able instances.
The conflicts which he encountered in
journey he made from Jamaica into and
war were nothing, as
compared with his
across Cuba,in order to learn from General
conflict with disease since.
Garcia what support and co-operation we
The hardships of army life left him *
were to expect from
the Cuban insurphysical wreck.
gents in the war then just begun witL
Sciatic rheumatism developed.
For years he doctored and spent hunSpain. Apart from the positive dangers
dreds of dollars without obtaining relief.
that beset every step of it, it was «
Three years ago his lirnfcs became parajourney full of discomforts and difficul- !1
ties and General Miles pronounced Col- lysed and he was unable to walk.
He got about only by dragging himself
onel Rowan’s execution of it “an act ol
! from place to place by his arms.
heroism and cool daring that has
It was no trick to run a common darning
rartly
been excelled in the annals of warfare”
needle into the muscles of his limbs withThe
article
will be illustrated from
out feeling the slightest sensation.
sketches by the Cuban general, Enrique
Physicians gave him no relief.
He believed that he would never be anywho
Collazo,
Rowan
accompanied
thing but a hopeless invalid.
through the latter half of the journey.

MAINE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

episode of a soldier's life. One of the
volunteer; he fought faithfully and well, but
first
returned a physical wreck.
To-day he lauds the spewhich
made
him
hale
and
cific
hearty.

Vanderlip, assistant
secretary of the treasury, has written an
article for the August Century entitled
“Facts About the PbilJjJpines, with a dis-

D.,

PHYSICIAN,

JOHN

to

Frank A.

M.

IM.nJIlI.I,

j

|

The

LITTLEFIELD,

Notary Public

and

Justice

of the

Peace.

Office over Burrill National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

J)R

H. W. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
k»*Sando!or for the Painless Extraction of Tooth,
'•OFFICE

O.ER

E. J.

WALSH’S STORK..•*

Pauper Notice.

undersigned hereby
has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,for
THE
the
of the
gives notice

tnat tie

support
poor, during the ensuing year,
and has made amide provision for their support.
11c therefore f< ! !s all persons from furnishing
supplies to anynauj eron his account, as without
his written order, he will pay for no goods so
furnished.
Harry a. Jones.

that a child-mind starting now
as that of
any antediluvian infant, in a few years can stand on the apex
of human thought. Darkness always has
been, but by fat, by candles, by lamps, by
gas, by electricity hsfce we successfuly
conquered it and turned its hours into
use and stimulus.
The thing that always has been has no
promise of always being of lasting and essential value; else would these legs of ours
still remain our only method of progression. So may we dare to hope that war
vi 11 be purely transitory in its benefit. On
the other hand 1 would not insist that
arbitration would be sure to usher in a
It would
new earth.
new heaven and a
simply prove another one of those slow
but permanent steps by which the race
has climbed away from the bone-splitting
savagery < f the cave-dweller towards the
standard of a creature that is upright,
thoughtful, regardful of others.

PRESENT-DAY THOUGHTS.

our race
as

BY O.

GROSVENOR DAWS.

[Copyrighted by
It

is

w

ell

for

us

Dawc & Tabor.

who

feel

that

|

we

are

right in favoring international arbitra-

4

tion, to remember that it is bound to enstubborn opposition. Yet this is
only part of the conflict that has always
been waged, and whose issues are progress. On the one side the children of
dawning light have ever favored .moving
out of the old ways into the new; on the
other side has been the cry of the conservative: “Our fathers did not do so; we will
follow in their steps!”
And so between the play of progressiveness and reaction there has been
gradual
and lasting movement forward.
Opposition should be welcomed as serving to
clarify thought in regard to our belief, and
therefore as holding down the desire for
change to those advances that are feasible and wise.
counter

f

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

feebly

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Wednesday, July 20, 1898.
MAINE LAW BKQARDINQ WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
One Week’s Winnow lugs of News,
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
Novelty and Nonsense.
and
a
bushel
of
Turks
Island
salt
shall
pounds,
The annual camp-meeting of the Peweigh 70 pounds.
nobscot Spiritual Temple association will
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
be held at Verona Park, August 5 to 22.
In good order and lit for shipping, is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
The thirteenth annual reunion of the
rood order and lit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Maine Regimental associa)f wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and
peas, 60 Twenty-sixth
>ounds; of corn, 66 pounds; of onions, 52 tion will be held at Winterport Wednes)ounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
ndlan meal, 50 pounds; of barley ami buek- day, Aug. 1*.
vheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
Patents have recently been granted to
neasure as by agreement.
Maine inventors as follows: F. W BabCountry Produce.
C. R.

bidge, Rockland, toy;
MacCall,
Howland, thill-tug; J. H. Wallace, Fort
Fairfield, chimney holder.
*eas:
Bangor has discovered a new fire-exJ
Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
tinguisher which ought to prove popular.
Sutter.
At a small awning fire last Thursday
Creamery per tb.25
Seans.

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.25

Dairy.20 §.22
Iheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.12§.16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).90

lemonade from
used to

eighteenth annual reunion of the
Maine veterans’ association will be
held at Rockland on August 23, 24 and 25.
Railroads and steamboat lines will furnish round trip tickets for one fare.
The

In

war

quite beyond

these

all

imagining,

should

loose, per ton. 8 §10
Baled.12 #14

traw.

us,

Cabbage,
inious, bunch
Bermuda onions,
lucumbers,

*

lottee—per lb
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
'ea—per lb—
Japan,
Oolong,

Cramps
Cholera

t

Are ailment* which will ocrur in every family ps
tongas 1 iff has woes. Kvery Mother should have it in
the house; the old family remedy the vital net vile-.

In

brief, arbitration and civilization
meaning “the greatest good

!

Dropped on sugar it is pleasant to take for all aches
and p ains. For bruises, sun-burn, sprains or strains,
It is tho sovereign eure. It baa saved more lives
and relieved more suffering than any other remedy.
It is used and endorsed by physicians everywhere.
I had a ease of cholera or a lfttlo girl who was not
expected to live, but by giving her a few doses of
Jour AnodVne Liniment she was entirely cured
writes ,S. lb UMPHRY, M. D., Cordova, Minn.

j

ELLSWORTH,
AGRICULTURAL BULLETIN.

PIDOnilt’

The Spirit of ’i>8.
From Hancock
[When the train that was to hear away the
Interesting Letters
first
of
Utah troops was about to pull out
quota
County Farmers.
of the -tatlon at Ogden, a mother, passionately,
The fourth bulletin of the State board
but with pale, set lip and dry eyes having eviof agriculture for the season of 1898 is de- dence of recent tears, embraced a manly young
looking him full in the face, said:
voted principally to stock farming.
It fellow, and,
* “My son, keen out of danger as long as you can
contains the following letters from Han- with honor, but when you have to light, do it
well."
It was a picture that the multitude
cock county farmers:
which beheld It will not soon forget.
"And he
Orland—In regard to stock, I think a
was the only son of his mother, and she was a
farmer should keep a variety. He should widow. ”J
have a good many strings to his bow. He “When fierce
resounding blow on blow
should keep according to the needs of the
Wakes all the volleying hills afar,
locality,
keeping in mind the And hotter ilames
the battle’s glow
which is surely one of the most
That lights the gory paths of war,
profitable branches in these days of creamE’en In that storm of screaming shell
eries, where cream finds a ready sale at a
fair
But the farmer should not deAnd blinding death, 1117 boy, tight well!
vote his whole energies to the dairy, for
there are other branches that can be made “If somewhere on some reeling deck
The iron hail falls thick and fast,
profitable. In order to keep his lands in a
thrifty condition he should keep all the A deluge o’er the battered wreck
stock he can raise sustenance for, and
Of mail ed hull aud splintered mast,
manufacture all the dressing possible.
’Till red-mouthed guns are mouths of hell;
Any farm will produce well if kept well
Stand face with Death, and there fight well!
fertilized. Get it well fertilized and

!

j

for

dairy,

always

profit.

I

|

|j

Her. |

^

|J

y,

S

gromise

-mm.

BEWARE

ME.

i Written for The American.

i
Property.
Every bad road is not only a hindrance and burden to property, but a
direct and positive damage to ml joining
keep
let it go back on you. for it is
property. It doesn’t take so remarkable it so. Don’t
expensive to restore worn-out land. When
IS WITH
a bail piece of road to knock $5 per acre
once in good condition it is quite easy to
from the salable value of adjacent farms.
keep it so. By all means produce your
Such roads exist as a menaco and a own fertilizers and save the expense of
this so much is gained.
buying, forwe by
proscription. People will go somo dis- It
Itself.
save that helps the bank acis what
tance around rather than travel over count. What we
Cur. for
&
spend has to be earned
them. They cast an odium on the com- over again to keep financial matters movin
direction.
A. H. Dresser.
the
.COUGHS,
right
munity where they exist. They are an ing
Deer Isle—In this locality, where small
indication of shiftlessuess, of lack of enTISM,
farms are the rule and prices usually low
terprise and to a greater or less degree for beef animals, it would
not seem to
of the lack of good fanning. To grow
much profit to raise animals for
—OttlOS.
tj
eef. Dairy stock, however, always pays,
crops is not all there is of farming.
OF IMITATIONSR Farm products must be hauled to mar- meaning not the old-fashioned scrub cow
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.
to make five
of butter per week
ket, and that, too, often in tho exact and go dry tenpounds
or twelve weeks, but the
PERRY DAVIS’
time of year when roads aro at their up-to-date animal.
There is usually a
worst.
good market for butter, except, perhaps, a
little while in July and August, but the
summer people at that time make a
mar©oil) Dust telas{)ing $3otolJcr.
ket for milk and cream in their localities,
which goes to offset the slack demand for
butter. There has been a great improvement in the dairy stock for the past few
years and some of the finest strains in the !
State are represented here now, but still
j
One
many cling to the old traditions.
thing is sure, every one who raises hay |
ought to keep stock enough to cat it. if lie
wants to keep his field in good condition. I
Grain feeds to supplement the hay ration!
lla«l Hoads Menace

OME A DOSE. Physicians
say they are best Liver
Pill made for Biliousness, Sick Headache, all
Liver trouble*. Send for our B<>ok. Price 25 Cta.
LS. J oil XSON& CU»23 Custom House St., Boston.

Dll I *

be bought here as cheap as they can
(
be raised, potatoes and hay being the J
staple farm products. Almost every -lock !
can

thing of that kind, for fall feed, and aj
large proportion feed grain rations in j
winter with profit.
Silos are not used

1

here at all.

K. S. Warren.

“Nor tyrant’s arm, however strong,
Can lower the hand that strikes for right;
Whose banner champions what Is wrong
Goes down dishonored In the tight;
Stand to your guns at Duty’s call,

qUM

|

Then the cleaning things are laid aside early in the day, and p
the housewife has time for more pleasant things.
K
A
Largest package—greatest economy.
THE N. K. FAIRRANK COMPANY,
g
Louis.
New
■
fct.
York.
Boston.
Philadelphia.
Chicago.

Receipt for l'ulled Hrend.
After the loaf of bread has been baked,
if you want pulled bread, whittle off the
the
crust and pull
crumb into long,
thin strips. Place these strips in a pan
lined with soft paper, bake in a slow oven
until golden brown and crisp to the very
centre.—Ladies’ Home Journal.

Ulivicrttscmnds.

GOLD CLARION RANGES
-AND-

HOT WATER

HEATING
^APPARATUS.
-AT-

ELDRIOGE’S.

2L

ms

Catarrh Of The Liver.
Many forms of liver
trouble
are
directly
traceable to catarrh,
which Pe-ru-na always
cures.
W. T. Dabney,
of Carl, Term., writes:
“I am restored to
health, thanks to your
medicine and Almighty
(»od. 1 can recommend
Po-ru-na as one of the best medicines for
nervous prostration and liver troubles
ever heard of.-’
All druggists sell Pe-ru-na.

Crockery

;———In

great variety.

Cement, per cask 1 60
.85
Lime, per cask
7 §11
175 Brick, per M
150 White lead, prtb .05 §.08
1 25
.75
1 25
Spruce,
1 25
Hemlock,
Provisions.
.08
Steak, beef,lb
.15§.25 Tripe, per tb
Fresh pork,
.11 §.12 Honeycomb tripe,lb .10
Spring lamb, tt» .12§.1S Ham, per tb
.12<i.14
.08 §.16 Shoulder,
.09 §.10
Veal, per tb
.08 §.li
Roasts,
.12§.16
Bacon,
lb
Beef, corneil,
.06§.lo Mutton, per lb .06 §.10 1
.15 Poultry—per tb—
tongue,
Salt pork, per tb
.10
.16:
Fowl,
.10 §.12
.18 § 25
Lard, per tt»
Chickens,
.10 Bologna,
.10
Pigs feet, per tb
.16
Cooked ham, tb
Boneless ham,
.14
Fish.
Fresh—
Salt.05
.07 §.10)
Cod,
Dry cod,
.05
.04 §.05
Haddock,
Pollock,
.10 §.12
.30
Flounders,doz
Mackerel,
.15
Halibut Una, .10§.12
Lobsters,
.12
Halibut heads,
.05
Pickerel,
Boneless cod, .08§.lu
.20
Clams, qt
.40 §.75
Oysters, qt
Tongues and

E’en

though Old Glory be thy pall.

The American :

j

2 75
2 00

j

^

J

Halibut,

.12 Smoked—
.12
.121
Halibut,
.‘25 £.35
.25
Herring, box,
.20 3.25
Finnan haddle,
.10
Trout,
.30
Alewlves, do/,
.25
Mackerel, each
.25
Salmon,
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
3 00<j600
6 25
Dry hard,
Broken,
2 00 33 50
6 25
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 25
Roundings per load
Egg,
l 00 3125
6 25
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
6 00
Flour, Grain aiul Feed.
.95
Flour—per bb—
Shorts—bag—
5 75 36 25 Mixed feed, bag
1.00
Straights,
St. Louis roller.
Middlings,bagl.OOJU.lO
5 75 36 25
Patents—
6 50
Winter wheat,
6 75
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .95
Corn, full weight per
1.00
bag
Oats, western, per
bu
.43 345
Hides and Tallow.
I
Hides—per tb—
Tallow—per lb—
Blur lie li,
Shad,

Ox,
Cow,
Bull,

'Here In the hollow of my arm
And on the pillow of my breast,
I cradled thee from life’s rough storm,
Sweet only birdling of the nest;
And now in manhood’s noon full high
I kiss thee, darling boy, good-bye!
“Each hurrying hour I saw In thee
The glorious image of thy sire,
Whose other like I ne’er shall see—
He withered in Antletam’s fire;
Thou art his self In form and face,
On honor’s field fill thou his place!
“One last embrace! Nor tears of mine
Shall course the channels of my cheek;
Nor dread and boding fears combine
In this fell hour to make thee weak;

Hide,

o my heart, thy tears from sight,
Drew them in loneliness of night!"

The bugle calls! Ill fares the day
For bastard sons of harlot Spain,
When men like these shall hew their way
Across the red Golgotha plain.
To be in truth the scourge of God
That breaks in twain the tyrant’s rod.
A. S. Condon,
A. A. Surgeon, U. > Army.
Fort Bayard, New Mexico, July 7, l.-'.is.
A

Powder,

1

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,

steps.

AndUnO rl LLO.

extra

2d clear,
extraone,
No. 1,
scoots,

POPE MANUFACTURJNG CQ

HARTFORD, CONN!

the greatest number”.
Arbitration has
involved in it the deepest fbgard for the
In the dark ages the
mass of a nation.
whims of choleric rulers were the arbiters
of national fate. We, the people with new
hopes and new ideals, have changed all
that; and we protest against any backward

of the Sixteenth

reunion

Maine

tb—

clear,

Cclar,

are

alike in

The annual

The

pieces.

Granulated,

father-love is strong there will never be a
conscious willingness to have the family
group reduced; and thus are we led to understand the selfish supremacy of these
friends of lighting who calmly welcome
the reduction of a neighbor’s household.

Colic

led him astray.

schooner has gone to

.06 Benson. Reduced rates on railroads.
.30§.65 Oatmeal, per lb
Quaker rolled oats, .06
The State treasurer has completed the
.06
.06>£ Buckwheat,
.06 Graham,
Coffee—A & B,
.05 apportionment of the school fund and
.05
Yellow, C
.05^ Rye meal,
mill tax for the current year to the sevlolasses—per gal— •' Oil—per gal—
.35 Linseed,
Havana,
.60§.65 eral cities, towns and plantations in the
.45 Kerosene, per gal
Porto Rico,
.13
.60 Astral oil,
.15 State, the total amount apportioned being
yrup,
la pie syrup, qt .25 §.30
£514,154.22. The total number of pupils,
Lumber and Building Materials.
as returned to the State treasurer by the
M—
M—
iUmlicr—per
Clapboards—per
State superintendent of schools, is 209,297,
09 §11
24 §26
Extra spruce,
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 09 §11
Spruce, No. 1, 17 *» 1S j making the apportionment at the rate of
12
Clear
35
§16
§60 a fraction over £2.45'4 per
Spruce,
pine,
pupil.
35 §60
Spruce floor,
15§20 Extra pine,
12 § 15 Laths—per M—
Pine,
George H. Smardon, cf Portland, who
Matched pine,
2.00
15§13 Spruce,
Nails, per tb
.04§.06 was the original agent for the telephone
shingles—per M—
ugar—per

flippantly of surplus population, ever
j wriggle or attempt to wriggle when asked
to explain what they mean by the term.
One thing about the argument is reasonably clear: that the surplusage is alSo
ways in the family of another man.
long as mother-hearts can love, so long as

tflcSical.

Capt. Hopkins and his
Capt. Hopkins says

Regimental association will take
place at Newport on Wednesday and
Thursday, Aug. 10 and 11. A business
Groceries.
.06 §.08 meeting will be held at 4 p. m. WednesRice, per lb
.15 §.20 Pickles, per gal .40 §.60
at 8 p. m. Busiuess meet.35 Olives, per qt
.35 §.75 day. Banquet
.33 Vinegar—per gal—
ing at 9 a. m. Thursday, after which there
Pure cider,
.20 will be an excursion
by steamer to Camp
.45 §.65 Cracked wheat,
.06

Aittuce,

re-

assisted

to the shore.

the thick weather

.30 New carrots, bunch .08
.10 Asparagus,
.15
.03 Tomatoes, lb
.10
.05 String beans, pk
.75
.05 Peas, pk
.25
.04
.05

potatoes,pk

crew

crew

Vegetables.

so

the glory of man to change the face of
nature to suit his needs. The hills he can
rend, the valleys he can fill, the rivers he
•an turn.
Infantile ignorance always has
been equally dense, hut it is the crown of
it is

ing

Loose.7 §8
Baled.10 §12

j

5

The schooner “Emma M. Fox”, of and
from Bangor, with lumber for New York,
went ashore north of Plymouth
beach
last Wednesday morning. The life sav-

lay.
Best

dwellers in past
remove
50,000 men a year, it woilld be
ages use all sorts of specious arguments to
solely one fourteen-hundredth of the
conceal their lack of progress.
They say whole and therefore
purely infinitesimal
that war brings out fine qualities, which ;
! in its influence upon the crowded and
at once confirms our belief regarding the
I strained conditions of life. Let it l>e unbackwardness of these men, for the world
derstood, however, that instead of condihas grown towards the fineness of vision
tions being rendered easier for those who
j
that sees heroism in the undramatic, un! remain, the real fact would be that upon
praised doing of duty; in the patient love the toilers is placed a new class of nonI producers to sustain.
fields of the heart where fights with bad
! Our war budget will amount almost to
impulses are waged. Compared with these
The total of this huge
?1,000,000 a day.
things, the heroism of war is purely occa- sum will be
I
cheerfully met by our enlightsional and casual. No praise is too high
I ened population, because we are by force
for such an incident its the Hobson one at
teaching humanity to a nation that is unSantiago, but such incidents multiplied
approachable by modern thought; but
a hundred fold would not equal the heroI our cheerfulness does not conjure away
ism of daily life that any country-side or
I the burden of meeting such an expendicould
show.
city
| ture. It is a very real one that affects even
the smallest of us. And to the extent to
These opponents of ours also say that |
which we each feel it, to that extent docs
war has always been and therefore always j
an army make it harder for us to live.
will he. This is an inconclusive argument.
Last but not least, these men who talk
The eternal hills were here before
hut
In

relation to

Eggs are getting scarce, and price proportion
tely higher.
Fresh laid, per doz.18

lew
lew beets, bunch

was

6th

Neufchatel.05

Another most common and shallow arorder to be properly patient with opgument in favor of war is that it clears off
position, we must remember that the surplus population and thus eases up some
world has passed through a number of ( of the
competition of life. There are sev•tages of development; and that there eral strong replies to this uncompassionate
always lap over into the latter some who view of the matter. First, let us say that
belong to the earlier ones. Thus, though no civilized nation selects the tramp or
the men w’ho rejoice in slaughter live
aged element to fight its battles. In our
under the peaceful benefits of our modern own
case,
particularly, instead of the
civilization, yet they have hearts dwell- army being made up even of off-scourings
ing back in the time when life was lightly of the population, it is in its entirety a
esteemed, when the glory of strength was carefully-selected body from walks of life
not to restrain one’s self but to crush the
that are lucrative. If, therefore, in any naweak, when the weak had no rights save, tion the proof of eased competition should
as it were, to gnaw discarded bones bebe forthcoming, surely it should be in ours.
meath the tables of the muscular.
Yet granting that a series of disasters,

refreshment wagon

a

extinguish the dames.

Once

velops

Preference.

great while .Mr. Blynkins deimpression that he is wiser than
This state of mind is only occa-

in a

an

ills wife.

sional, owing

to the completeness of demonstrations to tlie contrary which almost
invariably follow it. The baby had been
crying. All her efforts to soothe it had been
vain, and nallv Mr. lilynkins laid down
the book
so reading he had interrupted two ortnree times a page to east blameful glances and said:
“You are not adopting the method likolic*st to quiet the child.
You have been
humming to it, but what the child needs
is music. Give him to mo and I’ll show
you what I mean.
He took the child and proceeded to chant
lullaby. The little one stopped crying and
stared at him.

“There!” said Mr. Blynkins as ho
reached the end of a verse. “What he
wanted was music, real music. Of course
the fact that I used to sing in a glee club
and had my voice cultivated may make a
difference too.'
He had not got very far into the next
stanza when there came a ring at the bell.
He gave the baby to his wife while ho
jpened the door. A girl of 14 or 15 said:
“We’re the people who have just moved
Into the flat above. There’s a sick lady
with us and says if it’s all the same to
pou, would you mind letting the baby cry
instead of singing to it.”—Washington
•'tar

Calf

.05*
.05*
.05

Rough,
Tried,

skins, green
.253.75
.403.50
.103.20
Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per lb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3.15 Apples, string
.103.14 Apples, sliced

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per lb

Why
“Bridget,” said

.12
.13
.10

.083.12
.06
.10

Forgot.
mistress, “1 want a
pound
steak,
bag of salt, two ounces
of pepper, a loaf of bread and a pound of
of

butter.
hem all

She
her

a

Do you think you
or

can

shall 1 write them

remember

down?”

“Sure, ma’am, 1 can remember one by
the other.
When 1 have bread, I know I

butter, and when 1 have steak
know 1 want pepper and salt.”
“All right; go, and don’t be long.”

want

Bridget
a

was

very short

Maine, has one of the original circupublished by the N. E. Telephone Co.
is amusing to note the small claims

lars
It

then

put forth by the company,

pared

with

the

present

statement of what
do is

laid

down

if

com-

The

invention would

this

as

as

reality.

the

public

would

consider it as a fairy tale.
The wild assertion is made that “the length of these
lines varies from a few feet to thirty
miles”.
The Maine State Firemen’s association
will hold its muster in Bath on Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 3 and 4. The

headquarters

of the association will be at

Phoenix hotel, and will open there
Aug. 2, the day before the convention.
The drawing for positions in the contests
at the muster will take place at the headthe

quarters Wednesday, Aug. 3, at 9 p.

m.

In the event of any company not having
a representative present at the drawing,
its

position

by

will be drawn

interested person.
railroad has made

The
a

rate of

one

disCentral

some

Maine

half

fare,

will transport all apparatus free.
The annual examination of teachers for

and

State certificates will

take

place Friday,

The places at which examinaAug. 26.
tions will be held will be so arranged as
far as practicable that every teacher taking the examination can leave home In
the morning, take the examination in
full, and return the same day. The subjects in which teachers will be examined

reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic,
geography, English grammar, U. S. history, physiology and hygiene, elementary
science or nature studies, civil government, theory and practice of teaching,
and school law.
All desiring to take this
examination must register on or before
.01* Aug. 20, by forwarding to the State su.03*
perintendent of public schools preliminary examination reports, blanks for
which will be sent on application.

Pelts,
Lambskins,

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

in

1

long. She was back in
time, but with an empty
not

basket.
“Why, where is the dinner. Bridget?”
“I couldn’t remember one of them,

are

The Climate of the Philippines.
regard to the climate which a foreigner encounters, it is easy to exaggerate
its discomforts; although it is tropical,
still even in summer the climate may be
called healthy. From December to March
there are warm days, with cool nights and
little rain. During March, April and May
the days are hot, dry and dusty, while the
thermometer rises to 96° at noon; but the
In the
nights are not uncomfortable.
latter part of May and of June there are
thunder-storms every afternoon with a
In

tremendous

greatest heat
thermometer
the shade.

downpour

of

rain.

The

in these months, the
rising frequently to 105° in

occurs

July, August and September are the
great typhoons, and while
Manila escapes the greatest fury of these,
still enough of their force remains to demolish many houses. During October and
months of the

November storms lessen in severity, and
the weather gradually settles into the fine
days of December.—Isaac M. Elliott, in

Scribner's.

ma’am.”

“Why,

I

thought you could remember
by the one before it.”
“Faith, ma’am, 1 had nothing to remember the first one by!”
each article

“Ah,” the fond mother sighed; “you
but will

say you love my daughter now;
you love her when she is old?”

looking

Steadily
replied: “She

her in the eyes, he
will never get old. Any one

can

see

at

slon.—Advt.

The

Only

a

glance that she takes after you.”
Manner is one of the principal external
It is the ornament
graces of character.
of action, and often makes the commonest offices beautiful by the way in
which it performs them. It is a happy
way of doing things, adorning even the
smallest details of life.
Colored Map of Cuba Free.
On receipt of your address and a 2-cent stamp
for postage, the Boston Herald offers for a
short time to send a beautiful colored map of
Cuba free to all.
Every young person should
have this map, as it is a great educator.
With
this map you can follow the movements of a

single battleship or the whole fleet. While they
last, this offer is open to all.
Address The Boston Herald, Boston, Mass.—
Add.

fit't subscriptions to the American Kitchen
Magazine, ltoston, Mass. Goo<l books anil
other attractive premiums, or a cash commisi
to

COUNTY

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.
Subscribe
For It.

AFTERNOON.

WEDNESDAY

EVERY

AT

new

BY THE

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Rollins, Editor and Manager.

a
ye$r; #1.00 for
!v.-; V) cent? for three months; if
cent?
paid -f ;i :iy In advance, #1.50, 75 and
All arrearages are reckoned at
res pc
the rat
per year.
Hates—Are reasonable, and will
Adverti'
.nvn on application.
bemad-.

SubscriptPrice— $_•

*■

eix

municatlori? should be addressed
.trdcr-* made payable to, The
--i"nty Publishing Co., Ells-

Bus5
at

Han
worth M

WTUVESDAY, JULY 20, 189S.

election, sept. 12,

Llewel’yn Powers,

of Houlton.

For Senators:
RUFl > P. GRiNDLE, of Bluehili.
HANNIBAL E. HAMLIN, of Ellsworth.
For Clerk of Coarts:
JOHN l KNOW ETON, of Ellsworth.

Jud?e

of Probate:

OSCAR P. CUNNINGHAM, of Bucksport.
For Sheriff:
LEWIS F. HOOPER, of Ellsworth.
For County Attorney:
JOHN E. BUNKER, Jr., of Bar Harbor.
For County Commissioner:
PERRY W. RICHARDSON, of Tremont.

Register

'•"nr

of Deeds:

*T

B. CAMPBELL, of Ellsworth.
For County Treasurer:
W. TAPLEY. of Ellsworth.

WILLI'
OM

On

Porto Rico!

On fx
These

Spain!

and his adminis-

McKinley

Fresim....

to

watchwords of

the twin

l‘

tration ilist now.
The brief

speech

of Curtis R. Foster

the democratic county convention
this ri
li'igdidnot receive the apat

the convention for obvious
it it will be applauded by

plause
reasc

that*:
of H-

..eiit

of the democratic party

ock

county which

was

not

j.ted at the convention.

repre
Sen

Hale

teieg.

from

yesterday received a
Secretary Alger stat-

ing f

Pen. Shatter reports that the
surrer demd Spanish
army at and
around Santiago numbers 23.006 men.
Setting

-ide the

Frene"

>

the

test

g

capitulation

of the

the Germans in 1871, this is
surrender in modern

Wars.

Congressman Dingley, of Maine has
been a; ; muted by President McKinley one of the commissioners to meet
similar commission from Canada for
the purpose of adjusting the relations
a

between the United States and Canada. This is an important commission. and
ored

Congressman Dingley is
bj being named on it.

hon-

additional

Americans

tablish national banks in the following places have been filed at the
treasury department: Honolulu, Havana, San Juan, Porto Rico and Manila.
The total amount of

subscriptions
*1,365,000,000,

to the war bonds was
and would doubtless have been twice
as large
had not the certainty that

they would
large
offering to

many

bonds.

get any prevented
financial concerns from
take big blocks of the

not

meaning

The

of this offer of
our own citizens to loan the government ~!
terest.
ic

.365,000,000

wiU be

at

3 per cent, in-

fully appreciated

more

than among ourselves—wa
2 no such proof of the patriot-

Eur

requir
ism of

people. President McKinpleased to know that the

■

The

enough.

j

COUNTY GOSSIP.

they kept on trying in large but diminishing quantities to “inhabit" the river.
We did show, what no one questioned, that
even now after three-fourths of a century of

out

Franklin
stone

hears

whispers of im-

business.

Northeast Harbor’s summer residents
splashing about in the new swimming

are

pool.

_

Hancock county’s share of the mill tax
There are 11,865
this year is ?29,147.28.
children of school age in the county.
In

Bucksport

work is

to begin on
system. The present board of
selectmen has an eye to the health as well
a

soon

sewer

as

the

beauty

Ivory

of their town.

Butler

and

wife

are

haunted by

railroads.
a

A few years ago they lived in
in Massachusetts.
A railroad ran

city

close

by

their door.

The

noise and

fusion with the smoke made it
sirable

place for them to live.

an

con-

i

ence

;

of

The American’s

correspon| dents is not in sympathy with the idea of

tlie business which enables them

*1,210,274,015 worth of domestic products abroad in a year,
against *616,052,844 worth imported.
The new loan has proved a stupendous success, over $1,300,000,000 havibscribed, and it is now the
ing be<
question erf chief interest whether any
baclts “-•■11 get enough, after personal
subscrip'ions have been accepted, to
to market

suppor.
tries a:
lowest

1

further circulation.
Indusbusiness are at the naturally

(joint

fuie th.

“Win
if I wr.”
intiuu’”

for the year, and thereare the more impres-

chords

sive.

_

[

proposed

to her she asked

me

“What did she
recruit.”
“oke wanted to know if I had
w

par. cipated in
fore."

ever

of salmon in the

season:

an

engagement be-

It

gathered about
Justice Emery sat

notable party

a

the

head of

the

Isaac

Paint,

The

Wall Paper,

republicans

of

Burksport

Good

to the

Templars

(business established

Wall

ALL

light

letters”.
This is ambiguous;
“the place spelled with four letters” may
mean “home”, it may mean “jail”, or it
that
other
may mean
place, which
“Fighting Bob” Evans w ishes to populate w ith Spaniards, and to which many
of them are by this time acclimated.

!
1

same

opposing

for the money

we

make

we

Timothy, Hungarian, lied
T«»p an<l I.awn (iraM need.
Alsyke and lied Clover,
Harley,Oat*and Seed l’ea».

Mt. Desert

are

i>.

Our usual lines of

K

n \n
<».
Cure

A

Mauxin,

WHITING
37 Main

<3 doors

UFO.

Choice

Ml MAINE SEMINARY.
BUCKSPORT, ME.

by

atalogue.

is

JFor Salt.

j

appropriate purchase
man

^a

who smokes

a

- A

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

R.R• AGE—Two-seated canopv-top carV.
riage and harness, nearly new'. Enquire
of A. W. Ellis. Ellsworth, Fall's.
F. E. Harts-

f

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

HOHN.

HENRY
PETERS

GOULD.

BLOCH,

ELLSWORTH.

Xoticrs.

YES,

CONVENTION.
republicans of the
THECranberry
Isles, Eden,
Tremont

class towns of
Mt. Desert and
at Masonic
hall, Somesville (Mt. Desert), at 2 o'clock
p. m. Saturday, Aug. 6, 1898, to nominate a
candidate for the legislature.
Dated Tremont, Me., July 18. 1898.
W. A. Holden,
Sec'y.
to

I BUY MY MEATS

meet

NOTICE.
is hereby given that 1 forbid all
persons from trusting my w ife, Ftrmor
A. Treworgy, on my account, as 1 shall
pav no
bills whatever of her contracting from this
dale.
Philip B. Teeworgy.
July 1. a. d. 1898.

'^J'OTICE

-i-N

rPHK

and the like.

BOX of CIGARS

House

requested

annual meeting of
the Ellsworth and

the stockholders
Jl
of
Deer Isle Telegraph company, for the choice of officers and
transaction of any other business that
may
properly come before it, will be held at the
public hall in SedgwicK, Maine, on Wednesday. the 10th day of August next, at 1 o’clock
in the afternoon.
J. J. Siokkord, Clerk.
Deer Isle, July X, 1*98.

AT

DRESSER’S MARKET
ON MAIN STREET.
1

i.ET

Silverware Cheeks
for all CASH purchases.
market gives them.

there

I

>o other

FIRST-CLASS GROCERIES

BUY

THERE ALSO.

( AltD OF TII INKS.
Mrs. I.. J. and Miss Blanche Reeves wi-h to
eXj.r* ss tiieir gratitude and extend their
thanks t*. the many friends who so
kindly
tendered their ai*l during the illness of their
.•"ti anu
»; other, Albert F.
lteeves; also to tite
officers and members of the Divigo club, and
of the different lodges of which he was a
member.
Mas. L. J. Reeves.
Miss Blanche Reeves.
S< HOOL NOTICE—WANTED.
will be received at the office of the
> superintendent of schools, Ellsworth
for wood to be used during the ensuing year’
to be delivered to the different
school-houses
according to specifications to be seen at the
superintendent s office. Rids will be received
until 1 o’clock Monday, August 1, 1898, when
they will be opened by the committee on fuel.
Rids will also be received for
transporting
schola.s from the o d school-hou^e, dial* 'ct
No. 16 (Juniper cemetery), to the Falls, each
senool May, for the ensuing
year. The price
given shall be per week, and mav be for the

1>IDs

term or

>V. H. DKESSEK.

J

Y.MVOOD F.

GILES,

If

A

RItOR.

STATE o»
MAIM
11 a n ■' k
At a p
i.ale court held at
Blct hill. ::i aud f.>r said c<.unt> of Hancock,
on the
tilth day of Ju.\, i:i t!i« year of our
l-ord one thousand Ight 1 :udred ami ninetyeight.
CERTAIN inxtrurt'*
k
purporting to he
1V a copy of tht
nent of
Helen Augusta Nichols, late of Somerville, in
the county of Middlese x and < min tiweaUh
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in -aid oinmoi. wealth of Massachusetts, du ^authenticated, having been
presented to two judge of probate for our
said county of Hancock, for the
purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in tne proI bate court of our said couiu> of Hancock,
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, the first publication to be three weeks,
at least, before the sixth day of September,
a.
d.
1898, that they
mav
appear at
a probate court then
to be held at Bluehill,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, nnd show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. 1*. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest :-(‘h as. P. Dokk, Register.

Special attention given
Commercial business.
MONEY

to

Collections and all

TO LOAN.

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE
OR PERSONAL

MEHSKNfiFJrs NOTICE.
Office of the sheriff of Hancock county.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—July 18, a. d. 1898.
is to give notice that on the eighteenth
day of July, a d. 1898, a warrant in insolvency was issued out of the court of insolvency for said county of Hancock, against
the estate Manuel Melto, of Bluehill, in the
of Hancock and Stale of Maine, adcounty to
be an insolvent debtor on
judged
petition of
said debtor, which
peiilion was tiled on the
twenty-first day of June. a. d. 1898, to which
last-named date interest on claims is to be
computed; that the payment of any debts and
the delivery and transfer of any property
belonging to said debtor, to him or for
his use. and the delivery and transfer of
any property by him are forbidden bv
law ; that a meeting of the creditors of said
debtor, to prove their debts and in case there
are assets
sufficient to authorize the same'
choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a court of insolvency to be
holden at the probate court room in Ellsworth. in said county, on the seco.nl day of
August, a. d. 1898, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my baud the date li.st above
written.
A. C. Osoood,
Deputy .Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of
insolvency for said county of Hancoc k.
NOTICE OF
oltl FI.OS! IIF.
ERE AS Abbie Hide 11a I'omrcy, of Hancock, by her mortgage dt«>» dated the
twelfth d v of Novembei, a. d. U9I. and recorded m the Registry of Deeds, book 29J.

THIS

..»

cu

tv*

« .1

UIRC

PROPERTY.

Offices

over

Burrlll National

Bank,
Maine.

HARRY W. OSGOOD,

HOMCEOPATHIST.
Mais

St.,
Ellswoiuh, .Me.
JWOtot Postal Telegraph Co.
■

(SUCCESSOR

TO

Pk. A. I..

POOC.I.ASS.}

YACHTING PARTIES
in this

vicinity

are

icr-

_

CONFIDENTIAL.

Ellsworth,

J^R.

ii

1

SIIEKII-F’S
ALL BUSINESS STRICTLY

'l

.»!

in parcel of real estate situated in Hancock, in the county of Hancock, and bounded
folk *: Beginning on <.eo.A. Martin'*
line at the norlhwes. corner «.f <
K Martin's lot; thence running
iher 1 v by ami
p.‘*t said Cat ie E. Marlin
ue
it.cuiy rods
to a stake: thence westerly i,
l.t angles
eight rods; tuem.
north...
with
pa.allel
« arrie
sai l
K. Martin .*
n»ivsentv rod* to
V. M
on said George A. Martin
,-.e
right rod* to
first m« ntioncd bow'd
•: tuin'tig
one acre,
which mortgage was on the n.neti a h dav of
February, 1»:■**». assigned to
■!
Bertie B.
M'
of *aid Hancock, by the SH d (.eorge G.
Martin which assignment is reeo d- d in the
KegM.y of Deed*, in book >-*. i.a;,e *10, and
afterwards on ti e t« nt.t day of July, 1897. was
assigned to me. the undersigned, h> the said
lJert-e li. Moon, which assignment is recorded in the Registry of Deeds, hook 313,
page .">15, and whereas the condition m said
mortgage ha. been broken, now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof.
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hancock, July 16, lf>98.
James A. Moon,
by li. 1. Wooster.
t:

<•

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.

year.

Bids will also be received for
repairing certain school-houses, for ouiiding out-houses
and cleaning all of the scnool-houses. partici’la.s for this work mav be had of the superintendent. This work to be done as Ooou
as satisfactory arrangements can b*
made.
Rids will also be received from
persons
wishing to serve as janitors ot the several
school-houses.
Notice is hereby given that no bills for work
done on the school-houses will be paid un. ss
arrangements are made with the superintendent nf
to
,j0;r
pr -v’o
tjie
work.
Ernest L. Moohe,
Supi. of .Schuo

K\K

AM.

■

NOTICE.

rPHE annual meeting of the stockhold* r.s of
the Ellsworth Electric Illuminating
X

company will be held at the office oi Hale .V
Hamlin, in Ellsworth, Hancock county,
Maine, on Wednesday, t he third day of August,
a. d. 1X98, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, for
the election of a board of direct*us for the
ensuing year, and the t .isaciion <*f anv
Other business that mav prom Iv come before
said meeting.
... f
Hami in,
Clerk of sa d company.
Dated July 13, a. *1. 18U8.

(.KANT,

[
An

Fall Term open, August 29.

are

Confectionei/,

Fiuit, Nuts

R..V..I. FRANK 1IAI.KV. A. M„ rn-.lilent.

Special

11.

Hcrpl yotiers.

-----

HOUSE

KlNvorth.

from Main street.)

Ellsworth.

who now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to fill every want that ran
be supplied by

36tifrli5mimts.

and Grounds of the late James F.
Davis on Court street, Bridge Hill. Ellsworth. Will be sold at a bargain. For te. ras
and information apply to Sylvia W. Davis.

Timsor,

INSURANCE.

BROS..

St.,

GOULD,

Whole-Ho

AND LOT—On Church street.
Lot ?k_xlO rods; 2 Si story house, 10 rooms
and bath; hot and cold water; furnace (for
wood or coal); shed- stable. AM in perfect
repair. Possession given immediately. Terms
to suit.
David Friend, Ellswortu. Me.

»\

ELLSWORTH

e-

C

call.

GROCERIES.

i- tak. n intcrnallv, act
Ingdircetly upon the hh.od and mumus Mir
t.o
,f tl
-ten
I’rire‘.V. pi-r hottle. s.-ld
h> aM Druggi-t- Ti tlimodal- free.
H i"’- Family 1M1I-are the best.

Send for

a

'"-i-

DRY GOODS

t>.

atarrh

us

FKKKV'S

No. 2 Franklin St..

We offer mm*
<"!-<» of < at.
'- < atarrh
ur*-.
F h CHKNKi .V ( it Props., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, hav« known K .1.
la-t ]."i > ears, and U!i.\e him
rheney for tl
-il husinrtraa-a. li
perfectly h-.iiorah*
a« 1 financially able to carry out any
hllgatlon
■! adi> !-y their firm.
Wksi A Tki ax, Whole-ale Drug-i-t- To

<

SOAP,

one

turn into cash give

M.

I>.

This?
Hundred Dollar- Reward f-r
h hat
,1.:
t he run >1 1 v

Hair-

I I K

I Or.

looking for a PARLOR SET
just as good as new, all perfect, at one-half the original cost.
We have for sale 125 shares
Electric
Heating Co. Stock; 75 shares Klondike
Gold Mining Stock; 50 shares Self Lubricating Car Axle Stock.
If you have any Household Goods or
anything in our !:n that you wish to
If you
have

a

Field and garden Seeds.

H.

How’s

Wai.mm;.

ask for them.

3 CAKES OF KITTEKM

of

specialty

starts out under it- new management
with good hope. A full faculty of experienced teachers has been secured.
J tie
f II term opens August 1*9.

Druggi-t;-, Toledo,

we

2.1c. 1IOX,

GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS.

lei!.>,

price

White GranYou will
host value

lot of

a

to

your own price.
tind all of the above goods the

The East Maine seminary at Hucksport

Ha!

sell

This lot is all

»

rock has been changed from fixed white
to flashing white, with intervals of fifteen seconds between flashes.

•••

pieces odd

will

we

worth double the

Also

FOR ONI. Y

IllUlglMi.
on

300

over

Ware at

Haw Oil, Varnishes and
Shellac.
Colors and Taint Brushes.

among them two beauties—one weighing
ten pounds, the other nine pounds.
i.igni

well

ask for it.

and

Bulled

landed several salmon,

The character of the

we

U. S. Deck Paint for floors.
"Eagle" White Lead.

Harbor.
the grand

lot of

one

and

perfect
ite

legislature.

i\urr»

We have

Decorated Ware which
close at just half price.

COLORS.

This year

•mi.

and

TINWARE.

Paper.

“Monarch” Paints,

at Southwest

Bangor,

GLASS

We sell the World’s Fair
Prize-W inning

13.

of

crockery.

Matting,

AND

The semi-annual session of
lodge, I. O. G. T., of Maine, will be held
at Southwest Harbor on October 12 and

Pcavey,

OF

Floor Oil Cloths,

NOTICE.

that these salmon now pul into the river will go «>ut. that
they will come back, that they will repeat
their efforts in constantly diminishing numbers. No one doubts either that we can have
turned loose into tin* river ami It* hundreds
of tributary lake* and streams all the multiforms and million.* of ti*h w. mod or a-k for.
that this section with proper fishwuv* and
guarding may become a sp«.rt*m« n's centre.
But we cannot show that Iniou riv«
is
m- :>
that stop* the whole
frequented by
matter.
It is time thru a large part of the
on
outs.de panic*, abundantly
expense fa’ 1
able to hear it. *on
of whom have notifie d
the commissioners of their readiness to put
in the necessary expense on notice. I want to
he frank about this matter from beginning to
end. I believe it to have a great deal to do
with Ellsworth's future. I know that al-eady
a nucleus of very influential nun are discussing the matter of a sportsman's club in
this section, and are watching this movement
which will influence greatly their coming to
staying. It will mean thousands of dollars or
this county if they coiue.
This is one of a hundred benefits that wo
would obtain if we make this county what it
easily can be made from this view.
Ellsworth. which 1 love in common with all her
citizens, who I am glad to say have an uncommon and healthy fondness for her, albeit,
it is often shown without system or
proper
direction, is suffering, not because she has no
resources, but because th* y are not utilized.
I repeat what I have before said or intimated, that if her fish and game privileges
can be properly advertised, guarded and imcoved upon, she will be opened to an income
beyond any now within her borders. Believing this. I am of the opinion that the committee of the board of trade was not dealt with as
it should have been Monday evening. No one
could be more ready with an apology than
myself if the sense of those present indicts me
as wrong.
But I feel that from first to last we
were not arguing before commissioners, before judges of circumstances and facts, but before
council; that we were not dealing with men whose minds wvreop*. n to evidence, but men whose opinions were formed
before the hearing had begun. I say this
openly and frankly now. not. 1 am sure, out of
ill-feeling toward men for whose character I
have nothing but the-highest respect, but that
it shall explain the position in the future tlua
I am bound in conscience to maintain.
The hoard of trade h:x chosen a committee,
and if its members will stand behind it tb**
fishways will yet be put in.
Gko. A- PuiLLli S

Straw

Carpets,

in-

years)
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OFFER CHOICE LINER

and

Green Lake Salmon Biting.
At Green lake last Thursday J.

BARGAINS
TRIBOU’S

Verona, at their convention last Saturday, renominated Isaac Britton for

representative

i

Carpets.

Kenominated.

Britton

SPECIAL

CALLS* FOR

the board.
at

table, with Justice Wiswe I. of the Maine
On Justice Emery’s
court, at the foot.
right sat Senator Hale, of Maine, and following him on that side of the table sat
Justice Haskell, of the Maine bench,
of
Charles
F. Woodward,
Bangor,
Dr. Alfred Mitchell, of Brunswick, dean
of the Bowdoin medical school, Clarence
Hale, of Portland, ami Hon. Franklin A.
Wilson, of Bangor, president of the
On
Maine Central railroad company.
Justice Emery's left sat William DeWitt
Hyde, president of Bowdoin college, F.
H. Appleton, of Bangor, Prof.
Henry
Crosby Emery, of the chair of political
economy at Bowdoin, M. Le Gendre, of
New Orleans, Hon. Charles F. Libby, of
Portland, Daniel Crosby, of Topeka,
brother-in-law to Justice Emery.
Chief Justice Fuller, of the
I'nited
States supreme court, was detained in
Chicago, and Chief Justice Peters, of
Maiue, found it impossible to accept the
invitation extended to him.

after rian-.«

in very small numbers it indeed these

specie come at all.
Practically, no one doubts

.•

with four

A foul breath is one of the greatest afflictions
that a man or woman can have. An affliction
not only to themselves, but to those with whom
they come in contact. Afoul breath is a great
discourager of affection. It would probably be
more so if people only realized just what bad
breath means. Bad breath is on** of the symptoms of constipation. Some of toe other
symptoms are sour stomach, loss of appetite," sick
and bilious headache, dizziness, heartburn ami
distress after eating.
These things mean Indigestion. They lead to dyspepsia and worse
things. They all start with constipation, and
constipation is inexcusable because it can be
cured—cured easily, quicklv and permanentlv,
by the use of l)r. Pierce’s Pie isant Pellets.
give to uature ju*t the little help that she
They
needs. There is no case of biliousness, constipation, indigestion, ’’heartburn”, or any of
the rest of the nightmare breeding brood, that
these little ‘‘Pellets” will not cure.
•Send 21 cent- in one-cent stamps to World’s
Dispensary Medical Association. Buffalo, N. V..
anu receive Dr. Pierce’s J.uos page Common
"KN
MiiOICAL Auvisek, illustrated.

that

they kept coming in gradually diminishing quantities until, as Mr. Carleton himself said in answer to a question of my own
asking, they followed the rule, and now come

Finally

they concluded to sell and move to Franklin, their former home, Mrs. Butler re-

close dams salmon are caught in small quantities below the lower darn.
No one questioned it, nor did any one question the fact
stated that it was very significant that most
of the salmon caught in the river were caught
below the lower dam. We did show, and no
one questioned it, that a million or two of
salmon had been placed in Union river last
year, and we offered the opinion of an expert
tha* the fish of last year’s planting would go
out this year or next, practically all of them
coming back the following year and finding
no opportunity of ascent would come back
again in greatly reduced ranks until finally
all would give up the fight.
We showed all this and more; but we could
not show that Union river is a river
inhabited" or “frequented" by salmon. Is this the
spirit of the law? Was this the intention of
the law-makers?
No one doubts that one
hundred or more years ago this river was full
built

unde-

Spanish fleet, extending hospitality due his rank to
quick appreciation of the jj the captured Spanish admiral, Cervera.
Europe
feat, t
wearying flags of truce at “Who was it,” he asks, “that shelled our
Santiago, and at last the surrender, troops at Santiago?” In the opinion of
have all influenced some markets day our correspondent “the most fitting place
by day, says Dun's Review. But Amer- for Cervera is in the place usually spelled
icans have grown, and see that not
many outside matters greatly influ-

occasion.

was
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up to Bar
is cut out.
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marking that “we will never be troubled
ley a
i with railroads if we move there”.
They
entire
-ue of
bonds will go to indi- came and
Now
i
bought a pleasant home.
of
viduals
not one
whom will get the Washington
county railroad is being
n *5.000,
more t
and that almost built close by their door.
The question
j
half of
e *200,000.000 will go out in
j with them is where shall we go to escape
lots of *'00 or less.
It is a popular the railroad?
■■

given

anxious friends but a day or two before that Ellsworth
made keener the
his death, and this
A Bar Harbor party of ten went out
shock occasioned by the news that tired
this morning for three days, breaking up
nature had at last given up the unequal
two Ellsworth parties who had made
battle.
Albert Forrest Reeves was born in Ellsplans for going.
worth, and all his life had been spent
Ellsworth must have an Ellsworth club.
Reared among friends and home
here.
•
•
•
surroundings, he devoted himself to his
home and to his friends, winning his way
The Fishway Hearing.
! in the esteem of the community to a place
Ellsworth, July 20, 1S98.
! occupied by few young men.
To the Editor of the A merica n:
At the memorial service in the Unitarian church Sunday n orning Rev. \V. K.
Will you grant me opportunity to explain
Hunt used an apt illustration. He divided to the
public in Ellsworth why we are not to
!
young men broadly into two classes
have fishways in the different dams on t'nion
those Who go out into the world to make
j
river at present* I have so often expressed
who remain at
new homes, and those
home. The former he compared to the ! myself to my friends that the opposite wouia
be
true, that I feel also that I owe these a
soon
reared
in
home
bird which,
the
neat,
spreads its wings and seeks a new home; < personal explanation.
t he other he compared to the flower which j
The committee of the board of trade, of
did not leave its native soil, but sends its which 1 am a member, is in no way responsiroots deeper into the earth, and its per- | ble
for what I have to say, though so far as I
fume wider and wider upon the air.
know we are in entire accord. My interest in
Those in the congregation who knew
“Bert” Reeves—and few there were who this matter has sprung from no personal profit
did not—appreciated the truthfulness of or pleasure, but because I believe that no one
the comparison. His affectionate, genial, thing holds out such possibilities for the fusocial temperament twined itself closer ture financial gain of our city as a systematic
and closer about the hearts of his friends,
encouragement of the splendid fish and game
and his influence went out in a constant- I
facilities of our county.
They are already
circle.
ly widening
unadvertised and unknown
Besides his mother, the deceased leaves ! superb, although
He was to the outside world, but holding out far
one sister. Miss Blanche Reeves.
a member of Esoteric lodge, F. and A.M.;
greater expectations,if there is sufficient pubDonaqua lodge, and W. M. Haines com- lic spirit to maintain proper protection and
of
Ellsworth
Uniform
K.
rank,
P.;
pany,
propagation.
lodge, A. O. U. W., and the Dirigo club.
From the single standpoint of fish, which is
The esteem in which Mr. Reeves was
the matter now in question, we have two
held was evidenced by the large attenw ithin as many hours' drive, ready
dance of his friends and associates at the hatcheries
memorial service in the Unitarian church and willing to turn loose millions of fish
Sunday morning, and at the funeral ser- wherever there is proper food and encourvice in the house Sunday afternoon.
agement for so doing. Before I give the hisThe funeral service was conducted by
tory of this at prestnt, at least, abortive efThe pall-bearers were
Rev. W. R. Hunt.
fort to obtain fishways, I want to
say that
Abie L. Friend, William W. Morrison, W.
however harshly my opinion may differ from
F. Aiken and John A. Stuart. There were
the fish commissioners of this State, I have
many beautiful floral tributes, including
pieces from the different orders of which nothing but respect and esteem for each and
the deceased was a member.
Interment all of them. I also feel confident that no man
was at Woodbine cemel%ry.
on the committee, to which I have the honor
to belong,
of which Charles H. Drummey
is chairman, wishes to enforce the putting in
MRS. S. G. STEVENS.
it..
rrill
of these fishways if an extreme burden is to
learn of the death of Abbie L., wife of S.
fall
upon the dam-owners on the river,
G. Stevens, of Brooklin. She died at the among whom art some of my warmest friends.
at
7
o’clock
this
mornBangor hospital
Some three or four months ago my interest
ing. Yesterday the end was perceived to in having ways on the river became known to
he near and her husband and only son
some of the officers of the board of trade, and
Hay were hastily summoned, the former
from
Eastport. the latter from I was asked to become a member of the com- \
Brooklin. Both arrived before she died. mittee having that in charge. As the com- !
Mrs. Stevens’ death was not unexpected. mittee had other and lurge measures also in J
For many years she has been a great
hand, it devolved in a way upon me to invessufferer, but withal cheerful and patient. tigate or to pursue investigation in the direcEverything that a devoted husband could tion indicated. I communicated with differdo has bee/i done.
Her maiden name was
ent
authorities, some of whom are surely
I*arke«, and her early home was in EastSince the establishment of Mr. experts on the subject.
^
port.
: Stevens' business in Brooklin, the family
I finally, by several excellent recoimm- .'a- !
has lived there summers and in Ellsworth, tions through a mutual friend, got the ear of
at the American house, winters.
Mr. Brackett, the fish commissioner of MassaA host of friends will mourn the loss of
chusetts, and the author of the ‘‘Brackett j
a woman of lovely character, the husband
fishway", who finally sent me the working
and son a devoted wife and mother, and
plans of the above-mentioned fishway. His
the heartfelt sympathy of the circles in
estimates were that he could build on the
which she lived goes out to the stricken
average for at least *2 per running foo,:
family.
Mrs. Stevens’age was forty-two years prices differ in localities.
These plans were
and eight days.
Funeral arrangements
put in ihe hands of competent authorities j
have not yet been announced, hut the reit
would cost less than i
who estimated that
mains will be taken to Eastport and the
*200 per dam on the average to construct
interment will be there.
them. I have little doubt that such a contract could be made at any time.
MRS. MARY G. KING.
The next move was to have a hearing before
Mrs. Mary G. King, mother of Arno W.
the fish commissioners of Maine as whether
King and Dr. N. C. King, of this city, Union river is a river “inhabited
by salmon"
died at the home of her daughter, Mrs
Eben H. Googins, in Cambridge, Mass., on etc. That hearing took place Monday evenIt
U
at
the
American
house.
tru® that
16.
ing
Saturday. July
Mrs.
King’s age was seventy-three the committee was not thoroughly prepared;
was
a
native of Lamoine, and as one of them I had no doubt but the comyears. She
much of tier life was passed there. She
missioners would order fishways, as I had no
was the widow of Warren King.
For
doubt about the facts warranting them. We
several years past she had spent
the i
had
to show that Union river is a river “frewinter with her daughters. Mrs. Googins
and
Mrs. C. A. Reynolds,
in
Cam- quented by salmon". We could not do it.
bridge. and her summers in Ellsworth i We did show what no one questioned, that
and lamoine.
many years ago (a matter of history easily
The remains were brought to Lamoine ascertained and not questioned there), before
where services were held yesterday in the !
dams, this was a river into which enormous
Baptist church, of which she long had
been a member.
Rev. S. P. Pendleton of- quantities of salmon came. We did show
what no one questioned, and it was on the evificiated.
dence of Mr. Greely, opposed to fishways
that even years later after dams shut them

proof that the
always keep near the head
of the procession, whether they are
engaged in fighting with deadly
weapons or in the struggle for the almighty dollar, it may be mentioned
West
that applications for authority to esproving
As an

has been

j

COUNTY TICKET.

For

critically ill for several weeks, a
hope had been held out to his many

and table

j

Governor,

For

To the
We are sorry to

j
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STATE

Xlrolin Club.
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KEr:

Judge Kmery

Justice L. A. Emery, of Ellsworth, gave
a dinner at Hotel Sorrento, in Sorrento,
last Saturday evening. The dining-room

Ellsworth, Me., July 20,189S.
Editor of The American:
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ON EXECUTION and will
rpAKEN
X
by public auction on the 31st day
gust, a. rl. 1898, at ten o’clock in the

be sold
of Auforenoon
the office of the sheriff at Ellsworth, in said
county, all the right in euuity which Marv K.
Black, of Bluehill, in said county, has or had
on the first day of June, a. d.
1898, at five
o’clock and twenty minute* in the afternoon,
when the same was attached on the original
writ, to redeem the follow.ug described mortgaged real estate, situated in Bluehill, in said
county, to writ: A certain lot or parcel of
laud described in a deed from David R. Black
to the said Mary E. Black, dated May 10, it. ...
1883, and recorded in volume i04, page 185, of
the Hancock county Registry of Deeds, said
land being thus described in the said deed referred to, viz.: A certain lot or p: reel of land
situated in Bluehill aforesaid, and bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Westerly
bv land of Susan Greudali. northerly by land
of Susan Greudali and David '1. (.ray, east
erly by lard of Joseph S. and Robert M. Gray
ano southerly by John M. Gnudte, being the
same conveyed to
David R. lik es by David
Black and Ruth Black by their deed dated
December 28, 1877, and record* J in Hancock
Registry, volume 162. page .111, on the tenth
day of June, a. d. 1878, reference being had to
til*- said deed fora
>r
f. ’!
-..ii pitot ;
ge.her with all buildings on said land.
Lewis F. iioo. cn, sheriff.
July 19,1898.

at
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WAE NEWS.
Tn this column fkom w^ek to week during the
continuance of the war, The American will
print the Important facts and events of the
war !.i the order of their occurrence.
We shall
endeavor to separate the wheat from the chaff—
fact from rumor—to the end that readers of Thf
American will he correctly Informed of the
progress of events. We will give no space here
to unauthenticated rumors, ami will relieve the
news
of all sensational features and
Inac.
curacies which are Inseparable from dally prc-.Wc will tell the
reports and news bulletins.
plain, unvarnished tale, that the Hies of The
American may afford a fairly correct history >>i
on Wednesdays, however, we will
the war.
print the most reliable news bulletins received
up to the hour of going to press, but these
bulletins will be entirely apart from
this
column.

>

___

WEDNESDAY, JULY 13.
The navy department
Dewey
to-day received the fol-

Speaka Again,

lowing

despatch

Admiral Dewey,

from

which

public:

was made

"Hong Kong, July 13.
Secretary of the Navy, at Washington:
"Agulnaldo Informed me his troops had taken
all of Sublg liny except Isla Grande, which
they were prevented from taking by the German man-of-war ‘Irene’. On
July 7 sent the
‘Raleigh’ and ’Concord’ there; they took the
Island and about 1,300 men, with arms and
ammunition. No resistance.
The 'Irene' retired from the bay on their arrival.
Dewey."
"To the

“State of Texas,” with relief for starving
non-combatants.
MONDAY, JULY 18.
President McKinley toFor the
procladay issued a
Oovernment of mation concerning the

TROOPS LEAVE

}

*

men

as

of Santiago were finally
of
of agreed upon to-day by the
commiaaion appointed for
Santiago.
that purpose.
They are
r

follows:

Flr-t.

Declares that all hostilities shall

reuse

pending the agreement of linn I capitulation.
Second. That the capitulation includes all the
Spani-h force* and the surrender of all war material within the prescribed limits. [The total

M

€

\

from

is

the

time

of three

one

business

months

in

would

is

vote.

voting contest; the prizes are
ccbolarships; who shall have these
is to be determined by the votes of
friends. Below are printed two ballots.
a

The first ballot cut out of this paper and
this office with the name of a
candidate on it will count one.

sent to

When one of the second ballots, accompanied by fl.50 and the name of a new
subscriber, is received it will count thirty.
The

contest

received

will

close with

the

last

Saturday, Sept. 24, and
the young person in the city of Ellsworth
receiving the largest number of votes will
ne

on

emuiea to six

inontns'tuition

tlie

in

business college; the person receiving the second largest number, to three
months’ tuition
in the
stenographic

Shaw

were

fourse,

and the person

receiving

the third

largest number to three months’tuition
in tlie regular course.
Following are the ballots:

Gen. Shaffer’s final report of American
number of troops is estimated at between
losses in tlie Santmgo campaign is as fol000 and 25,<s'n.j
lows:
Killed, 24H; wounded, 1,581; missTidrd. The transportation of the troop
t<>
ing, 84.
Spain at the earliest possible moment, each
MAY
USE
HOSPITAL ON WIDOW’S ISLAND.
force to lie embarked at the neare-t port.
Fourth. That the "pant-h officers shall retain
It is intimated that the naval hospital
their -hie arms ami the enlisted men their peron Widow’s Island, in Fox Island thorsonal property.
Fifth. That after the tlnal capitulation the oughfare, may be used as a fever hospital
Spanish forces shall assist in the remov.J of all in case of a serious outbreak of yellow
fever.
oiistructlon.s to navigation in .Santiago harbor.
Indeed, it was for just such an
Sixth. That after the final eapitulation the emergency ns this that the hospital was
commanding officers shall furnish a complete built some years ago.
Inventory of all arms and munitions of war !
The navy ia partment foresaw the posand a r<>-ter "f all the soldiers in the di-trict.
Seventh. That the Spanish general shall be sibility of our sailors or marines, as well
permitted t«» take the military archives and as their ollicers, contracting yellow fever
when in tropical climates.
This led to a
records with him.
Eighth. That all guerillas and Spanish Irreg- search for a place where all such cases
ulars shall be permitted to remain in t uba if could be isolated and treated.
A comthey so elect, giving a parole that they will not j mittee of naval surgeons was appointed
again take up arms against the United States, ! for that
What was wanted was
purpose.
unless properly paroled.
Ninth. That tlie Spanish forces shall be per- ! a place near the const, to which ships
mitted to march out with all the honors of war, might approach, and far enough away
depositing their arms to be disposed of by the from the coast to prevent the possibility
Unlitd states in the future, the American com- of the spread of the disease on shore.
manders to 'recommend to their government
Widow’s island was finally selected. A
that the arms of the soldiers be returned to
hospital and ottier buildings were erected
them who so bravely defended them.
and the island was supplied with every| It is announced unofficially that the governnt of yellow
thing needful for the tre
ment will not follow the recommendations of
fever.
Recently all the --.idings have
the commission as to returning the arms.]
been overhauled, new supplies have been
SUNDAY, JULY 17.
sent there, and surgeons immune from
According to terms the fever have been detailed to report
American
of
the there whenever needed.
surrender,
It is not believed that any cases of yelFlag Raised above Spanish
troops at
de
Cuba.
laid
low fever will develop on the tieet, but it
Santiago
Hantisgo to-day
down their arms, and is intimated that since the army has no
the city was formally turned over to the such station, the facilities of Widow’s
Americans. This morning at 9 o’clock Island will be offered to the war departGens. Toral and Shatter met between the ment, should stricken soldiers be sent
Spanish and American lines, and in view North.
of both armies the Spanish general handed his sword to Gen. Shatter, who reAN ENDLESS CHAIN.
turned it.
The Spanish troops then marched out
of the
laid down their arms and A Patriotic Woman Started a Bigger

j
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Scholarship Contest.
Three Free

Scholarships

in

SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE.
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credit one year’s subscription to

I

^

T

Battallive thousand lives to have taken it.
ions of Spanish troops have been depositing
arms .-ince daylight in armory, over which I
have guard. Gen. Toral formally surrendered
the plaza and all stores at U a. in.
(Signed)
Snafter, Maj. Gen.
Headquarters U. S. armv,|
S
Santiago, .July 17.
.S'. A., Washington:
Adj. Gen.
Mv ordnance officer reports about 7,000 rifles
turned in to-day, and 600,000 cartridges.
At the mouth of the harbor there are quite a
number of line modern guns about six inch;
also two batteries of mountain guns, together
with a saluting battery of fifteen old bronze
guns. Disarming and turning in will go on toList of prisoners not yet taken.
morrow.
Shaft er,
(Signed)
Major General Commanding.
The surrender of SanIn Possession
tiago, which of course
the Harbor, included the harbor, al-

of

fj

|#

^

»-

i
If

p

|!

lowed Admiral Sampson

to send launches in to take possession,
l he larger vessels could not be sent in for
fear of contact mines.
The Americans took possession of the
vessels in the harbor, which included the
gunboat “Alvarez” mounting two guns, a
transport steamer, two
large Spanish
and
tugs, four lighters, twelve schooners
The American
a number of small boats.
all
of
on
them,
raised
tlag was
in the afternoon the mines were reThe first large
m the harbor.
move i
nter was the Red Cross steamer
reuse1

2
3.
1
5
6

7

(Post-office.)

65,536
262,144
10
1,048,576
11
4,104,304
12
16,777,216
13
67,108,864
14
268,435,456
15
1,073,741,821
16
4,294.967,296
17
17,179,869,184
18
68,719,476,736
19
274,877.906,944
..1.099,511,627,776
Miss Schenck’s chain was to stop with

100. Any one w ho has the time and inclination to calculate the result of the
chain if carried to 1C3, will find before
them an imposing array of Hgures which

will defy reading.

Miss Schenck’s chain has reached to
Ellsworth, and many in this city are now
receiving the letters. It will be no lack
of patriotism, and will be
kindness to
Miss Schenck, to disobey the injunction
in the letter not to break the chain.
Those who wish to contribute their
mite may send it to Miss Schenck, or they
may accomplish the same object through
the Volunteer Aid association
here at
•
home.
~

The

ever

been

attempted.

Ellsworth chorus

last

fall;

it

has

to be sung at the Maine music festivals in
Bangor und Portland next October.
It
consists of selections from the oratorio
“Messiah”, and other sacred music,
operas, part »ongs and Mendelssohn’s
oratorio “Elijah” entire. The latter is by
all odds ti e most pretentious music ever
attempted in Ellsworth.
The voices were for the most part untrained, especially so in music of this
character; the conductor was entirely
new to the work.
Yet with courage born
of ignorance of the task it was undertakthe chorus set to work. It has held
thirty-two regular rehearsals; it has met
with
it
many
discouragements, but
stuck heroically to the task it had set for
itself.
Twice during the season it has
been strengthened and inspired by the
conducting of Prof. Chapman, and to his
fortunate presence and magnetism on the
evening of the concert is largely due the
success of the event.
Owing to a lack of men in the chorus
membership, it was necessary to strengthen the parts from other choruses, and
with volunteers from our own town. To
tnese gentlemen the thanks of the chorus
are due for their able assistance.
And not
to these alone but also to the Apollo quartette, of Bangor, to Miss Monaghan, and
especially to Miss Mae Hilsby, Bangor’s
accomplished pianist, who played the accompaniments throughout, are thanks
also due.

ing the fact that the success of the Ellsworth chorus was due largely to F. W
Rollins, the conductor, and further said
that Prof. Chapman was present, and al
his (Mr. Hunt’s) request had consented

to lead in two selections. Applause loud
and long greeted the announcement. II
was a musicale delightful and
interesting
to all, and the performers were generously
applauded. Miss Monaghan sang a?
sweetly as ever, and it was regretted that
her name did not oftener appear on th«

ing,

programme.—Banger News.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

I* the Best-In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
*1; sli for *5. C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mail.

Hood’s
Pillc
B rllla
ftatlroaba

anti

Steamboats.

Maine Central Kailroad.
Commencing June 27, 1898,

BORN.

I

Liver Ills; eaiy to
take, easy to operate,3»o.
™re
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BAR

ALLEY—At Eden, .July 1(5, to Mr and Mrs Eph
ralm Alley, a son.
BUNKER—At Franklin, July 9, to Mr and Mrs
Walter L Bunker, a daughter.
CON ARY—At Trenton, -July 12, to Mr and Mr?
Rufus (Jonary, twin sons.
I)OW—At Hancock, July (5, to Mr and Mrs Ga
len M Dow, a daughter. [Gertrude Thelma.
HALE—At Ellsworth, July 17, to Mr and MrChandler Hale, a son.
MEADE—At Brooklin, July 12, to Mr and Mrs
F Albert Meade, a daughter.
OBER—At Tremont, July 12, to Mr and Mrs
Hiram T Ober, a daughter.
SAW V Kit—At Tremont, .June 26, to Mr and Mr*
Joshua A Sawyer, a son.

HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A.

M. P.

M. A.

M. P.

BAR HARBOR
Mx’d 10 30
Sorrento.
7 15. lo 10
Sullivan.. 10 4o
Mt Desert Ferry
7 50 12 20 11 20
Waukeag, S. Fy 17 55 12 30 11 27
Hancock.
f7 58 12 35 Ml 30
Franklin Road..
8 06 12 50 11 39
Wash’gton Co.Jc. 1 lo.
8 20
1 32 11 55
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls
f8 24 1 42 12 O1
NicolJn. t8 36! M 57 M2 14
Green Lake. tS 44
2 12 fl2 23
Lake House.
+8 52 f2 25
Egery’s Mill. t- 30.
Holden. tS 58 2 35 M2 3S
Brewer June....
9 17
3 27 12 58
Bangor, Ex. St.. 9 25 3 40 1 07
BANGOR, M.C. 9 30 3 45 1 10
...

M. P.

M.

*3 50
8 ''»
3 30 9 15
4 10.
4 ■'O
9 45
f4
|9 52
4 50.
5 00.
t5 10.
18 1() 20
5
*
?'.
5 41.
f5 50.
f*> 5.4.
f6 02.
6 O.i1.

6 25
6 35 11 30
6 in Ml 35
P. M. A. M. A. M.
5 30
40 5 So

H. M
this concert to the sharp pen of
Portland.
lo.
MAItRlElK
It was wholly an amateur
Boston.
4 30
9 00
5 o7 8 40
performance; ns amateurs they did the BRA Y PASCII A K—At Stonington, July 13, by
Sundays only—Leave Bar Harbor 5 49 air,
best they could; according to all reports
R‘‘V U W Greene, Miss Kmma K Bray to Ben- Sorrento 6 00 a hi, Mt Desert
6 So a n*,
Ferry
they pleased a crowded house to an unjamin F Paschal, both ol'Stonington.
.‘2 < p ni, Ellsworth 7 03 a in, 2 34 n in; arrive
usual degree, and they clearly demonDUNTON—LANDERS— At Kden, July 12, by
Bangor 8 15 a ni, 3 50 p m. Leave Bangor 8 35
strated their capacity for learning and
Charles II Wood, esq, Miss Stella Dui.ton to a in; arrive Portland 12 25 p in, Boston 4 CO pm.
Thomas M Landers, both of Bar Harbor.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
executing high-class music.
Two of the numbers, “Departure” and GORDON—HEA LKY—At Bridgwater,
P. M. P. M. A. M. A. M. A. M.
Mass,
“Thanks be to God”, were conducted by I
July 10, by Rev Libert s Porter, Miss Anna Boston.
7 00 9 45
g 001 9 0
Blanche Gordon, of Bridgewater, to Arthur
Prof. Chapman. lie was greeted on bis
A. M.
1\ M.
Francis Healey, of Boston.
» 12 55
Portland. 11
110. 12 50
appearance after a brief introduction by
A. M.
Mr. Hunt, with vociferous applause by JOHNSON-LARSON-At Kden, June 15, bv
P. M.
Rev Charles B Allen, Mi- Amelia Johnson to
BANGOR.
7
*5 05 10 07 3 15 '4 45
both the audience and
chorus.
The I
Peter Larson, both of Eileu.
5 10 10 12
7 5n
3 -’0
4 5)
Bangor, Ex. St.
chorus instantly responded to the mags 05
Brewer Junction
10 21 3 7 4 .»7
netism of his presence, and sang with
Holden.
10
41
13
47
17
15
mil).
such vigor rind expression as to astonish
9 03.M0 41.
Egery’s Mill..
The climax of the concert
themselves.
Lake House.. 9 os.M0 47 t3 53
was the singing of that splendid chorus I BI'NKKR-At Tremont, July 11, Ruble Bunker,
Greet. Lake.
9 23
It: 7
4 0-^ |5 32
aged 8 ve.,rs, 5 month-.
Nicolin
to 35.Ml 05 (4 11.
that closes part one of the “Elijah”. The
CRABTREE—At Hancock, July 6, Mrs Viren
9 55
11 19
Ellsworth Falls
4 2’
5 ft
I
rendition of this chorus roused the autha A Crabtree, aged 62 years, 5 mouths, 1.‘
ELLSWORTH
10 10 6 19 11 24
4 29
5 59
dience to the highest pitch of enthusidays.
Co.Jc MO 18
til ..
Wa.-h’gtoii
DAVIS—At Eden, June In, Ahby 12 Davis, aged
asm, and a repetition was called for; it
Franklin Road.. 10 30 6 32 11 39 4 42 6 12
8 years, 3 months, 28
was sung the second
time even better
days.
11 49 14 5 > R5
Hancock.' 10
GC I’ll III K—At Kden, Jui v it, Mrs Ina W Gutli
than the first.
11 1 >
43 HI 52
1 53 t*> 23
Waukeag, S. Fy
rie, aged 61 vears, !i months, 20 day-.
Mt.Deseit Ferrv 11 10 6 50 11 59
5 C) 6 39
Miss Monaghan's appearance brought
HIGGINS—At Kden, July 12. Zenas H Higgins,
8 :
Sullivan.
12 15 »; 00 6 59
forth a round of applause.
Her solo was
of
formerly
Rockland, aged .'>1 years, 1 month, Sorrento. 7 15 12 45 5 30 7 15
the gem of the evening.
10 days.
Competent
5 45
BAR HARBOR
*7 40 12 40
7 15
judges said that she never sang more JOHNSON—At East Bluehill, July 13, Seth II
Sundays only—Leave Bangor 8 15, 1135 a m,
Johnson, aged 71 years, 3 months, 27 days.
beautifully. Since her appearance here
90
9
Ellsworth
a ni, 12 42
p 111. Arrive Mt
KING—At C'ambridgeport, Mass, July 16, Mr1
last fill she has distinctly gained in
Mary G King, formerly of Lamoine, aged 7.‘ aDesert Ferry 10 05 a 111,1 10 p 111, Sullivan 10 “5
power, range and expression, and more
ni, Sorrento 11 Oua ni. Bar Harbor lo 50 a m,
years.
than
ever
are
her
friends
con1 50 p m.
tirmly
REEVES—At Ellsworth, July 15, Albert For
vinced that sk has in store a most brilrest Reeves, aged 27 years, lo months, 20 days
liant future. For an encore she saug a
SMITH—At Amherst, July 12, Mrs Charles M
*
Daily.
I
Smith, aged 40 years, 11 months.
sweet lullaby song.
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
The trio by Mr. and Mrs. Webster and STEVENS —At Bangor, July 20, Abide L, be
* Runs July 15 to August 28 only.
loved wife of S G Stevens, of Brooklin, aged
Mr. Waterhouse was generously applaudThese trains connect at Bangor, wltn through
42 years, 8 days. I nterment at Eastport.
ed. Mrs. Webster is the leader of the STAFFORD—At
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, BosEden, June 24, Andrew Staf ton and St. John.
Her voice is
Oldtown festival chorus.
ford, aged 57 years, 7 months.
Tickets for All Points South and West
soprano; the part she sang is for an alto. STEVENS—At Eden, June 14, Miss Laura G
The young lady booked for the part was
Stevens, aged 66 years, 1 month, 6 days.
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket ol
TORREY—At
Deer
Mrs
to
to
be
Isle,
11,
July
Abigal
illness,
unable, owing
present,
Ellsworth.
Torrey, aged 82 years.
and Mrs. Webster kindly consented to
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellasing in her stead.
worth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Another gem was the trio “Lift thine
GEO. F. EVANS,
Eyes” by Miss Monaghan, Miss Hopkins
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
and Mrs. Cunningham. It is charming
F E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
music and was charmingly reudered.
Ellsworth Port.
The Apollos sang well, as they always
SAILED
do.

to

subject

the critique.

—

—

part i.

1— And the

Glory of the Lord (from the
“Messiah”).Mendelssohn
Chorus.

(State.)

j

2— The North

Wind.Gretty
Apollos.
3— Departure (part song).Mendelssohn

AND ALSO

Chorus.
4— Aria—Keguava nel Silenzio.Donizetti
tFrom Lucia dl Lannnermoor)
Miss Monaghan.
.'—The Lost Chord.Sullivan
Kart song for women’s voices.
6— Selection.

THIRTY VOTES
j

FOR

Apollos.

|

7— Three Glassei.Fischer
I'art song for men's voices.
5— Give me a Cu*>.Blshoi*

(Name.)

Mr. ami Mrs. Webster and Mr. Waterhouse.

0—When

Daylight’s Going.Itelllnl
(Phantom chorus lrom La Sonnambula.)
Chorus.

(Address.)

PART II.

Contestants

plums

to

must

drop right

expect
their laps;

not
into

these
work

is necessary, and work will win. Inter' t
your friends for you; get those of them
who do not take The American to subscribe for it; they will get their money’s
worth, and will do you a good turn at the
If they are already subscribsame time.
ers, get them to send it to an absent relative or friend.
It will not be found difficult to secure
subscriptions to The American. It is

admittedly far and away the best paper
printed in the county; in fact, it is the
only county paper. Don’t confine your

Ellsworth; canvass any16 where you happen to be.
64
If you want any “points” on canvass256
1,024 ing, call at the ottice and get them; you
4,096 can have all the sample copies you
16,884

8
9...

music has

one

such

no

The soloists, Messrs. Morton, Moody,
Roberts and Waterhouse, all sustained
their parts well, and,
together with
and
the
Messrs. Webster and Silsby
Apollos, did valiant service in the
choruses.
Following was the programme:

(Name.)

|

the American lines to a
miles from the city, where they
will remain under guard until they can

L

present

MARINE LIST.

To The Publisher:

passed within

I

the

..

camp two

f

as

Ellsworth;

—

city,

0

years no such chorus
has ever sung in

)
I

AMERICAN LOSSES IN CUBA.

Machine than she Knew*
Miss Natalie Schenck, of Babylon, N.
Y., some weeks ago conceived tho Idea of
be transported to Spain.
At noon the American flag was raised starting an “endless chain” of subscripabove the governor’s palace at Santiago. tion letters for the aid of the soldiers.
The ceremony was an impressive one. As
Miss Schenck’s motives were praisethe flag was raised a band played the
“Star Spangled Banner” and a salute of worthy, but when she started the chain
twenty-one guns was fired. Gen. McKib- she did not realize what a mammoth mabin has been appointed military gov- chine she had set in motion.
Now' she
ernor of Santiago, and is now in control
begins to realize it, and wishes she
of the city, acting with the municipal
The machine is grinding out
hadn’t.
government.
When the Americans took possession of thousands of letters daily, and the inthe city it was iu a dismal condition. creasing tlood promises to overwhelm
There was no food for the starving I1 Miss Schenck and her entire family.
The post-otlice at Babylon has had to
refugees, who flocked back to the city
when t lie danger of bombardment was increase its force. Twice each day a num^ her of clothes-baskets are
The British, French, German,
removed.
placed in a cart
Japanese and Portuguese consuls have re- and driven to the post-office. The letters
often overflow the baskets and have to be
turned to tbe city.
The war department posted the follow- tied in bundles. Then the six members
of the family all go to work and begin
ing despatches from Gen. Shafter:
! opening the letters. They are thousands
SANTIAGO I)K (JrHA, .July IT.
I of letters behind, and trying now to stop
T<> A'ij. tienerat, l'. S Washington:
I have the honor to announce that the A inertthe Hood.
The “endless chain” scheme is a simple
hoist***! over tin* house °f the civil government one. Miss Schenck wrote to four friends
in theeltv *»i >.inthig<».
An immense concourse |
each of them to send her 10 cents
!
asking
A 'quadron of cavalry ami
d people |»r*‘-c:nt.
tor the ice fund for the soldiers, and also
a
regiment of infantry presented arms and j
four copies of the letter to send
make
to
national
airs.
hand pia.ol
Lijht battery lived
friends with the same request.
salute tw'-nte one guns.
| to theirresult
is a constantly broadening
Perfect <>nter is being maintained bv munlel- I
The
pal ..tit. I* stress p very great, but lit- [ stream of letters. One who has not cal>carcelv any yellow fever. cu’ated
tle Bickne-s 1m town.
and paper,
result with pc
A small gunuoat and about -'*o .-**..men left by
will be startled at the rate the stream 'in4'ervera have surrendered to me. Obstructions
The following table shows the
creases.
arc being removed from mouth "f harbor.
I’poii coming into the city I ili-eovered a per- result when the series is continued only
fect entanglement of defences
Fighting as the to twenty.
Spaniards did the first davit wou'd have eost
4
1

--

for Ellsworth ir
day.
generation ago what were known af
musical
festivals were held annually
The late George F. Root came here
organized a chorus, rehearsed afternoom
and evenings tor a week in Whiting’t
hall, and wound up Saturday evening
with a concert. But for at least thirty

Shaw

three

mail

wat

to.

tuition.
The Shaw business college has branches
at Houlton, Augusta and Portland; it is
one of the best organizations of the kind
in the State.
It was established in 1S84,
and it has been uniformly successful from
the start.
The successful contestants
have their choice of going to either of
the above named-places.
The American having these “scholarships” at its disposal, offers them to the
three most popular young persons of Ellsworth; these three to be determined by
This is

this

was
organized
sixty-two members,
The
Ellsworth, or from sopranos largely predominating.
first rehearsal was held at Manning hall
pay those sums for on December
8, 1897. The music is that

say:
Any person
business college from

popular

success—all
the venture

A

tfat regular

|24. That
going to the

course, worth

anywhere else,

Nervousness"

our

for

this
scholarships at
college.
By “scholarships” is really meant tuition
fee.
We have three of these; one for six
months, worth |48; one of three months
in the stenographic course, worth
f32,
and

be called

in

an unqualified
spite of the fact that
something entirely new

THEM-

three

______■______

9

HELP

TELLS HOW.

S

Ellsworth’s
young people to hustle for the free tuition
offered by The American at the Shaw
business college.
As previously stated
The
American has at its disposal

AT SANTIAGO.

About half t he
Santiago.
ill.
Several had died on the
trip, and three died after reaching port.
1’hysicians made a thorough inspection of
the ship.
They reported t hat no contagious d.sense existed.
It was on hoard the “Harvard” before
leaving Santiago, that a break for liberty
was made by about fifty of the prisoners.
The guards fired upon them, killing six.
There was no trouble after that.
oners

SATURDAY, JULY lfi.
Terms
Surrendt

Now

mand of the

Francisco this afternoon.

PERSONS TO

SELVES—TIT

The Connecticut
troops which have
been stationed at Fort Knox, Bucksport,
last
left
Thursday, having been ordered
to Fort Alger, at Fall Church, W. Va.
Another garrison will be assigned to Fort
Knox.

Tiie wrecking vessels sent to work on
comthe four .Spanish cruisers sunk in the batSpanish troops tle with Sampson’s
ships have arrived at
Surrenders, at Santiago, to-day agreed
No report has yet been reSantiago.
to surrender the forces and ceived by the navy department direct
territory under his command, which in- from the wrecking company, but it is
said at trie department that the chances
cludes not only the city of Santiago, but
of raising the “Cristobal Colon” are exabout one-third of the province of the ceedingly small.
This was the cruiser
same
name.
It includes the important which the administration was most confident
of
able
to reclaim.
being
cities of Guantanamo, Sagua de Tunamo
PRIZES CAPTURED.
and Raracoa,and the fortifications at SanSince the blockade of southern Cuban
tiago harbor. A commission has been apwas
small
ports
established,
many
pointed to decide upon terms of surren- prizes have been captured, mostly sailing
der.
vessels, and sent to Key West with prize
FRIDAY, JULY 15.
crews.
The vessels w ere carrying supplies
The fourth
expedition for Havana.
Fourth
for Manila, consisting of
MORE SPANISH PRISONERS ARRIVE.
Expedition the transports “City of
The “Harvard” arrived nt Portsmouth
For Manila.
Pueblo” and “Peru”, with
with 1,008 Spanish pris1,750 troops sailed from San Friday morning

■Santiago

“THE AMERICAN” WILL HELP THREE
YOUNG

tenor; Misses Emily Merrill and Lotti 0
Sbbcrtisnnmts.,
Tyler, sopranos, and Misses Crabtree an
Hayes, altos.
A concert entirely deserving of th
adjective grand in describing it was tba
given in Hancock hall last evening unde r Sleepless, Tired and Miserable,
the auspices of the Ellsworth chorus o
Could Get No Rest
the MainQ music festival. * * * It wa [
a high class concert, finely rendered, am 1
the audience which filled the hall enjoyei I How This Has All Been
Changed by
it.
The favorite numbers were
Mis
Taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Monaghan’s solo “Regnava nel Silen
zio,” Mendelssohn’s “Departure” and tie 5
1 have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla as a
chorus “Thanks be to Mod”,from Mendels
blood purifier for several years past with
sohn’s oratorio
“Elijah”. * * * Ttn
most
members of the Ellsworth chorus an
It
satisfactory results.
always
builds up my system by giving me a good
deserving the congratulations which an
being bestowed upon them for their ex
I
have been afflicted with nerappetite.
cellent work. Although the audience wai
vousness and could not
somewhat undemonstrative, in fact al
sleep. I had a
most cold at times, the music was thortired, miserable feeling and work was a
oughly enjoyed, and the kindness o
burden to me. I had no appetite and no
Prof. Chapman in conducting a part o
and I could get no rest. I began
the concert
was
highly appreciated strength
Much credit is due F. W. Rollins for tin
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionsuccess of the
concert.—Bangor Whig anc ally used Hood’s Pills. In a short time
Courier.
my nerves were very much improved. I
The first concert of the Ellsworthchorui
could sleep all night and get up in the
of the Maine music festival occurrec
Thursday evening in Hancock ball in the morning feeling rested. I could work all
day, had a good appetite and felt like a
presence of a large and fashionable assemblage. * * * After two selections, Pres- new* person.” Mrs. James Irish, Stow,
ident W. R. Hunt arose and thanked tht
Maine.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because
citizens for the large attendance, mention-

A Crowded House and a Successfti
Performance.
The concert last Thursday evening ir
Hancock hall by the Ellsworth chorus o:
the Maine music
festival, may fairly

EDUCATION.

FORT KNOX.

WRECKING-VESSELS

FESTIVAL CHORUS CONCERT.

CONTEST.

CHANCE TO OBTAIN A BUSINESS

military government of
Santiago.
Santiago. The document
sets forth the rights of individuals in the
surrendered territory, and their relations
with the United States under the present
temporary government. The proclamation contains the following statements:
Under the changed condition of thing®, the
inhaidtants, ho long as they perform their duties, art' entitled to security in their persons and
reproperty, and in all their private rlgntfl ami
lation®.' We come not to make war upon the inhabitant® of <'ubn, hut to protect them In their
home®, in their employments and In their personal and religion® right®.
The judges and tin- other olllcials connected
with the administration of justice may, if they
accept the supremacy of the United States, continue to adminlst' the ordinary law of the land,
a® hot ween man ind man, under the supervision
of the Amerlc-'ii commander-in-chief.
As the result of military occupation, the taxes
and duties payable by the inhaidtants to tin*
former government become payable to the military occupant, unless he sics lit to substitute
for thorn other rates and modes of contribution
to the expenses of the government.
All ports ami places in Cuba which may be in
the actual possession of our land ami naval
forces will be opened to the commerce of all neutral powers, as well as our own, in articles not
contraband of war, upon payment of the prescribed rates of duty which may be in force at
the time of importation.

THURSDAY, JULY 14.
Gen. Jone Toral, in

*

SCHOLARSHIP

canvassing

to

want.

Here is

a

chance,

free

for

all.

Any

young person who wishes to attend a
business college can save the tuition fee

by putting

this

in

a

little time

and

work

want to leave

to-day, Jane,

and

you only came yesterday?” “Well, yes’m.
You see, you’re the 13th missus I’ve ’ad

this year, and you’re unlucky.”
“Why
‘Cause I ’ad to
then did you come?”
’ave a 13th, and I thought I’d get it over.
I leaves

to-night,

mum.”

llattan—Well, Chicago is preparing for
the census of 19C1. Burroughs What are
they doing urging all the citizens to

lead double lives in order to make them
1 don’t know as
count as two? llattan
to that; but they are talking of doing
limits.
with
away entirely
city

ora-

I f with all your hearts.
Mr. Morton,
b Vet doth the Lord.
Chorus.
■J—The “Baal” choruses.
Recitatives bv Mr. Robeiis.
Aria by Mr. Waterhouse,
ijimrtette by Miss Monaghan. Mrs Gnu
hinglmm, Messrs. Web.-ter and Waterhouse.
Kee.—u I.onl, Thou bast overthrown.
a
I)
Aria—Look down on us.
Mr. Moody,
< >pen the heavens.
c
Chorus.
4 Lift tldnc eyes.
Minse-. Monaghan anil Hopkins and Mrs Cun1 —a

—

o—Thanks be
t;

to

ningham.

ARRIVED

Saturday, July 16
Sch Wesley Abbott, Pederson, Boston
Sch L I) Remick, Wakefield, Boston
Sch Lulu W Eppes, Jordan, Boston, merchan
(lise
Tuesday, July 10
Sch Georgietta, Peterson, New York, coal lot
F S Lord
Sch Leonora, Bellatty, New York, coal for F
S Lord
Sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward, Port
land
SAILED
Sch
staves

West

Sitiitv

voices

in

the

rehearsals will be resumed
in the fall—the tirst one being on WedThe Maine
nesday evening, Sept. 7.
The chorus

music festival in
Oct.

Bangor

will take

1
O

chorus.

place

6, 7 and 8.

Through an oversight, two names that
should have been there were left off the
printed programme—that of Miss Nancy
M. Dutton, vice-president of the chorus,
and E. J. Walsh, one of the Ellsworh volunteers.

officers of the Ellsworth chorus are:
Hunt, president; Miss Nancy M.
Dutton, vice-president; O. W. Tapley,
treasurer; W. R. Hunt, Mrs. H. E. Davis,
Miss Mary F. Hopkins, executive committee; F. W. Rollins, conductor.

.iv_a

.Inin

in

/■

i THE MERCIFUL MAN

O

is merciful to his beast. \\ »*•»t
greater kindness can you do to
your horse than to provide Mm
with a serviceable

FLY NET f

1

NOTES.

Sit

Trips

have a serviceable
can sell for
I

5

^
2

Besides the out-of-town singers whose
appeared on the programme, the
following members of the Bangor chorus
sung
CJeorgc S. Silsby, the leader,
names

Week to Boston.

u

Commencing Saturday, June 25, ISMS, steamer
“Mt. De e.t” will be due to leave Bar Harbor
for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest
Harbor and Stonington, to connect with steamer
for Boston daily, except Sunday, at p m.
RETURNING.

From
From

Boston, daily, except Sundav at
p
Rockland, dally, except Monday

one

that I

E. S. J.

Mok.se, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin

Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.

cues at a

JAMES A.

j
x

4
C

\
z

?
SUMMER

q
higher price. 5

McGOWN.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

C

50 cents.
Bettor

in.
at

5 JO a m.

^

SCHEDULE.

steamers “Catherine”, “Juliette” and “Rockland”, will leave Ellsworth every dav except
Sunday at S a m, Surrv at 9 a m, for Parker’s
Point, Bluehill, ♦Soutn Bluehill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sar~enlvllle, Eggemcrgin,
♦Blake’s Point, Castlne, Dark Harbor (lslesboro), arriving in Rockland to make close connections with steamers for Boston direct.
RETURNING
Will leave Rockland on arrival of Boston
boats every dav except Monday for above landings, arriving m Ellsworth early In the afternoon.

Through tickets sold
through.

checked

on

board and

baggage

O. A. CROCKETT,

The

W. II.

a

William If.

4

eighty-four

SUMMER SERVICE.

W

York
Sld July 15, sell Mollie Rhodes, Dobbins, New
York
Sld July 1*5, seb C I Willard, New York
Bucksi'OKr— ->ld July 17. -eh Cavolta, Whit
taker, Frankfort and New York

0

were

Steamship Company.

and heads for C J

Chorus and audience.

There

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Wednesday, July 20
Haynes, Goodwin, Rondout,
Treworgy
Hancock County Port*.

Harry

Wood, Stanley, Southwest Harbor; Mattie .?
Alles, Crockett, Portland
Ar July 11, seiis Lucy Bell, Martin, Boston;
Molly Rhodes, Dobbins, Boston; Kate 1. Pray,
Pray, Boston
Sld July 13. sell Kate C Pray, Pray, with curb
stone from Hooper, Hnvey Co for Boston
Ar July 17, sells John Braccwell, Benson,
Dover ; Victor, Dyer, frojn Portland with corn
for Franklin; Wederloo,* Boston
Sld July 1-, sell C B Wood, stanlev, with paving from Dunbar Bros for New York
sld July 13, soli Mattie J Alles, Crockett, New

T

God.
Chorus.

-Amer’ca.

on

summer.

One young man has already begun.
The real “contest” will not begin until
more than one starts in.

“What,

(First live numbers from Mendelssohn’s
torio “Klljah”.)

Wednesday, July 13
Sch Sarah A Blaisdell, Farrell, Bluehill
Sch David Faust, smith, Rondout, staves and
head, H M & B Hall

♦Flag landing.

p/\
*

^11
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Manager. Rockland, Me.
O. W. HIGGINS,
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will buy a new Guaranteed
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grades at higher prices.
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success.

Henry Buckminster
last week
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in town
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to attend the
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.11

B. Clark went

lay

where she is

Truman

to Seal

Har-

Blaisdell

is loading a vessel
is whispered that stone

With stone.

It

business bids

fair to

brighten

in the

near

suture.

July ;Ch’e’er.
3

StiBrrtiurmcnls.

Much in Little

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,
sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 2.*>c.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
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Store
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to

A

landing.

few

At

Santiago his
the troops

while

days later,

in

com-

to Guantanamo, where he
volunteers from the ships
After a
to go ashore to aid the marines.
fruitless day’s march up the river, he re-

they proceeded
was one

of the

brother, George Ward well,

her

wife,
the

f

sum-

mother, Mrs. Clara Bowden.

Ed. Dunbar and daughter Mari
are

spending

a

:

and

few

arrivals.

| few weeks.

Preble’s

Mrs. M.

former

husband

was

from the

following

The

verses,

mother

Tibbetts,
is visiting

S.
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of

Maplewood,
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composed by

many

Capt.

never

will be read

years

Anson
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Mrs.

interest

scendants and friends scattered
w

over

and
dethe

orld:

Oh, Thou who reign st enthroned on high.
Who canst our wayward thoughts control,
Who art to all Thy creatures nigh,
Oh, calm the anguish of my soul1

flrmlr

rest

Hodgkins,

has

is

was

while

the

came

vessel

home from

“George

Rock-

11. Mills”

loading.

j

fore
run

July 24,

services

It will be
have

charge

Minturn and Prospect.
O. Rich is foreman.
“Thelma.”
July 18.

Wight and wife, of Newport,
were in town recently.
Miss Bessie Williams is visiting friends
in Aurora and

at

Amherst.

Miss Grace Collar is at home from
Beachmont, Mass., where she has been at-

M. Crothers, First

tending

school.

parish, Cambridge,
Miss Lillian Clarry, of Bangor, and Miss
July 31, Rev. Frederick L. Hosmer,
Church of the Cnity, St. Louis, Mo.
Mae Clarry, of East Somerville, Mass.,
Aug. 7, Rev. Charles Cuthbert Hall, D. arrived Saturday, and will spend the week
D., Cuion theological seminary, New j here.
York.
f
Rev. IE W. Cummings was in town for
Aug. 14, Rev. John P. Forbes, First > a few
days recently. Although it was his
Congregational society, Taunton, Mass. i tir«t visit here, he made
many friends,
Aug. 21, Rev. Amory H. Bradford, ]>. ftnd hi- met
tings were much enjoyed.
D., First Congregational church, MontDr. E. S. Bunker, of East Eddington,
clair, N. J.
T nine again Tuesday for a short
fishing
Aug. 28, Rev. Samuel A. Kliot, Ameritrip, lie was accompanied by a friend.
can I'nitanan association. Boston.
returned
home
They
Wednesday with
Sept. 4, Rev. Lyman Abbott, U. I)., Plyj tifty or more trout. F. A. Avery was
mouth church, Brooklyn, N. Y.
guide.
Hr nest A.
Crne
Sept. 11, Rev.
Flossie.
j July 17.
Baptist church, Northeast Harbor.
Services at 10.3<V
| W«-*t Sullivan.
Mass.

Lora
Southwest
A

Harbor.

photographer

has

pitched

here.

bis tent
;

market has beerf opened
management of Thomas
Lawton and James Crockett.
A

That crew must end their voyage there,
No human arm could lend them aid,
N'» eye could see the death bed where
Beneath the deep their bones arc laid.

Nearly

the

ail

cottage residents

have

taken

possession of their summer homes, and
hotei guests are arriving daily.

Long will the

sea its motion keep
Fathoms above their coral bed,
Hut none shall wake them from their sleep,
Till the last trump shall raise the dead.

Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Bunker, of the Fernald farm, whose
only child. Rubie, aged eight years, died
recently.

All

day my mind oppressed with grief
Laments my loss in ceaseless sighs,
And evening brings me no relief,
In dreams I see his image rise.

Mrs. Fannie Dolliver and daughter, of
Waltham, Mass., who have been visiting
Mrs. Abigail Robinson for two weeks, returned home
Edward

|

j

West

Brooksville,
while on a fishing cruise
recently in the
pretty sloop built By himself, called on
his brother, J, B, Mason, at Southwest
Harbor.

The Southwest Harbor debating club is
j
preparing an interesting programme of
patriotic features for presentation at Trej rnont hall during the present week, the
jI proceeds to be devoted to the soldiers'
hospital fund.

j

Rev. G. H. Heffion exchanged pulpits
Sunday with Rev. E.L. Hunt,of E.Ist\ orth

to

live

Swan's 1scargoes

of
a

Ja--.es Scott, H. Blaisdell and Alvin
i Reeu are cutting stone in Bangor.
I

resi\wt

Higgins

F. G.

and

family,

Brockton,

of

Mass., are Ht the old homestead on t hi
West Side enjoying their summer outiog.
Messrs. Finery & Toininski, of Kockland, have finished their work on the
church and Masonic

hall

and

will

leave

this week.

July 18.

O. P. C.

Snrr>.

Fverett Treworgj*, who has been quite
ill, is better.
Wallis Smith has
for tlie

gone

to

Bar

Harbor

summer.

W.

“Glen Cove”

Thomas is at her home,
cottage, this summer.

Morgan’s Bay is
progressing finely, under the supervision
of Miss Chan la Treworgy.
Kev. W. B. Whitney, of Newton Center,
Mass., is supplying the pulpit in the BapThe Sabbath school at

F. O. Kicker, of Lynn, Mass., is
spending thesummer at the “Homestead"
with her mother, Mrs. D. G. Means.
The “Homestead’’ is open for guests.
Master Parker Frances, of Boston, arrived
July 2. The Misses Frost, of Waltham,
Mass., arrived Saturday.
Spec.
July 18.

the

Johnson,

summer

of

Boston,

is

Mrs. Hill, of West boro, Mss*., Is visiting her mother, Mrs. Frank Cushing.

Frank Johnson and wife, of Fast Bluehill, spent Sunday with Mrs. Caroline
Wescott.
Misses Cora Thompson and Georgia
Wardwell, of Bangor, are visiting Mr*.
Benjamin Saunders.
Mrs. M. Ftta Cleveriu* and Mrs. Jessie
Bent, of Newport News, Ya., are spending
a few weeks with Mrs. Cleverius’s
sister,
Mrs. Charles Wescott.

July

18.

Mrs. Emily Babbidge, of IK-.r
visiting relatives and friends here.
Charles A. Tripp

Destrt,

and

family,
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Contract and
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KING MEDICINE CO., tkx
«

v

...

u

n.oi

kinds of
i<» order.
other,
York.

PATENTS.

4

Caveat-*, and Trade Mark* obtained and a Patent business conducted f-*r M.-derate Pecs.
Wo
Our office Is opposite f. >. Patent < > Hi e.
have n<> sub agencies, nil hudness direct, hence
•an transact patent hu-dne-■* in less time and At
LESS COST than u.
remote from WashIngton.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descripWe Advl-e, If
or
tion.
free of
charge. Our fee not due till ;»itefit Is secure*!.
A nook, ’‘How t** obtain Pateios," wUh refer
r-’ !«
enecs t*> actual clients In y
ointy, or
town, sent free. Atldre-s
<

C. A. SNOW & Co.,
Opposite Patent office.

*

Washington, D. C.

BLiIjflWORTII

STEAM
ANI>

LAUNDRY
ROOMS.

HATH

PAY, N O W ASIIKK,"

“NO

All kinds of laundry worn done at short noGoods called for and delivered.
H. K. KSTEY £ CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.

tice.
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BANGOR, ME.,

the Specialist of Rational Medicine,
will

make
to

a

professional visit

Kll»ui»rtli,

Every other Tuesday,
•

**

I-

Bluchill

Every

other

|

u.

*

Wednesday

until further

m--;

Ml.

Mrs. Alice Craves and infant sonChanKlniont, of Northeast Harbor, are
.siting C. W. Kittredge and wife.

Mrs. Blanche Ualrymple and son, Master Harold Higgins, of
Boston, are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Higgins.
18.

wT THOBAS,

DR. [.

jj

The patient* of Dr T:
know that he ha* arra:

,-wi;
1

he

glad

to

r.al visit* to
Ki!'Worth every other Tu -day at the Nnicriean
II"use, and to Hiuehlll ever;. ..ther \V. dnesday at
H
!
in in the
rnited State* better ki wu than the doctor. Ill*
—

9

cures are *o numerous

and ofu n of such a mlraculou* nature that many writer' have claimed
that many of hi* cure* were miracles.
Dr.
Thomas* ability to tell a patient hi* disease*
without asking a question l- a- w i t-tabli.*hed
as that Dr. Thomas lives.
These visits of the doctor whl afford an excellent opportunity f..r many to consult this
eminent specialist close to their homes.

^

YORINE
WASHING

r

POWDER

To Wash '(fee Baby's Clolhos,
Ivorifie ; it thoroughly cleanses and
purifies without harm. Ivorine will effectu-

use

lioogins

and

wife have moved

Margaret Sawyer

relatives in

cmi«^l
Indi*-

etc

••lit

*r"fe. r-iHiwi'-L-'.wi~m\j r.econmi15c:. i.a.
Star Crown

is

(tier

Kllsworth.

Mrs.

oraa.
--(■>

«

•

Fallir.fl Mem-

For ante In t --rib. Mo„ by
fihOKl.K A. I’AUi ’ll Kit, PrUifK'iftt.

ami to

are stopping at O. B. Knowles’.
Little Winifred
Sargent is stopping
with her aunt, Mrs. Klmer Sargent.
Mrs. Abide Sumlnsby and little son
Clarence have returned home to li.ir
Harbor.

July

•»*#*—

AJAX REME!/< CO.,

West Krien.

G.

Miss Leulla Bridges is employed in Bar
Harbor for the season.

ing

have cured thousand*

itive written ttnanintoo'» of
Mt'h caw< or ref und the
iu knc«\ or pii r^c**-*
mail, in plain wr-u>p*r,
fw

w.

Went Hancock.
to

A LLSmitt. !>.
•(
ory, Impcu cy.
«»•
.« A UiHj <
s
crrHioon.
•.
^
v!
r»-*tor*> LcI
ttt a man f »r «*u *■
l'n*T"iit 1 »
v
t
n m time.
Tb**ir u* v
I
r' v
m*>ut and eff“Cta i»
■■
^i-t
u|>on having fhn p

spending

here.

renewing old acquaintances in
Franklin recently.
Nellie Cook has discovered a new way
to break up broody hens
by standing
them in a tub w ith a little water in it for
twenty-four hours. It is a sure cure.

Malcolm

ME A MAN
MADE
AJAX TAP! ITTS BOSITIVKI.Y CURE

llluehlll.

Arthur

ant visit

18.

Small Pill.
Small Dose*
Small Price.

Mrs.

Helen Thomas is home from Lynn.
H* r cousin, Miss Clark, accompanied her.
Mrs. John Adams enjoyed a very pleas-

July

Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

tist church during his vacation.

Miss

Monday.

Mason, of

trip

The Daughters of Rebekah enjoyed
pTo :e last week.

meat

new

a

Dunbar Bros, shipped
paving last week.

Jessie IP. tilon. of Connecticut, is
visiting her brother, liev. <; H. Heffion.
here under

Gordon is visiting in Franklin.

James Havey took
| land
last week.

.Miss

Young, of Bangor, a former
this village, made a short

here last week.

North

H. E.

summer:

Rev. Samuel

they are fairly started.
by the same parties who

of the factories at

A

of

Mrs. L.

Brandscomb has been home on
a short visit after a two
years’ cruise to
South America. He will return to Port-

been

the order of

I’nion churcb for the

nineteen seamen who set sail,
N *t one -hall meet his dear friends more,
While many lonely widows wall
And orphans, too, their loss deplore.

C. M. R.

P. Lunt, Everard Lunt,

Charles

Charles

UNION CHURCH.

Of

the widow's friend,
And who for us didst bleed and die.
To me Thy grace in trouble lend,
And show Thyself a helper nigh.

j port

Harbor.

Following

mortal state.

art

in

was

Nortli«*»*t

of his vt
l’s numerous crew
Not one -urvlve.- to tell their fate,
No one alive the moment knows

Ju'ylB-

who

church and

And though upon this western shore
I’ve many friends both true and kind,
} et none can that los-t one restore,
Eor whom I left my native laud.

was

_

K

Oh. Thou who

Harbor,

!

in Ellsworth.

friends

above.

Far from my parents and my home,
With my loved husband did I stray
We did through distant Europe roam,
And o’er the Atlantic find our way'.

Capt.

spending the
large number of
present. Miss Hodgkins is a
most popular young lady and is highly
esteemed by all who know her.
Spec.
July 18.
winter

<

e t

Bar

Rena

Lelia Reed art at work at the
Ocean house at Manset for the summer.

Last Thursday, July 14, Willie Vincent
a party in
honor of Miss Emma

hidden rock or mountain wave,
* >r
rn-hliig !«•»- with fury borne,
Ha- Ti’.iglit him to an early grave,
And from my arm- my husband torn.

at

Hodgkins, of

Saturday.

visit.

Reed, Rida Sprague,

Lunt and

gave

i/itna.l < rv

rbat

on a

A. (i.
dent

for home

Mrs. H. D. Gerrish has opened her cotland Monday.
|
All are glad to see
tage for the summer.
;
Capt. R. B. lJix, who has had a store
her and her many friends again.
twelve years, left home a
: here for over
Willie Vincent left Monday for Bar week ago to join the schooner “Hyena’’
in
Calais. He is now in New York.
Harbor, where he is to be employed for
the remainder of the season.
He will be
The factory here will begin operagreatly missed by his friends.
tions to-day. It will take some time be-

death.

printed,
by many

here

are

and Wills Walls

Mr. and Mrs. William Gerrish, of Dorchester, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Gerrish’s
brother, F. T. Hodgkins.

ago, and

Hadlock’s

before been

with

has

Mi-s Eunice

>1 arllu.ro.

cherished by her daughter, recall the circumstances

A.

A per.
Drowsi-

ness,

Spec.

Mrs. Lucy Andrews and little daughter SimIbh I«• I..
Lillian are expected soon from
Fugtne D. Tapley, of West Brtmksvillc,
Beachis in town, the guest of F. II. Smith.
mont, Mass., to visit her uncle and aunt,
Mr and Mr-. C. H. Blake.
I
O. 1*. Carter spent la-t week at We t
f C. !..
Then are now twenty-three hoarders
View. Little I>etr Isle, the gue**t
at
Cndereliff. Ten arrived Saturday. Babson.
Judge Kimhall and family and others
Mrs. Hoxanua Connry is recovering
; from Washington. I). C., are among the from the dangerous illness of the past
new

Indigestion and Too I Icarty Eating.
remedy for Dizziness, Nausea,

feet

though he has not been in the worst of
the fii*lit. Mr. Kan*1 !ih* seen a good deal

daughter Florence
and Miss Fannie Nudd, of Malden, Mass., i of naval warfare ami hardships.
July 18.
are at Cndereliff.

Ego.

Campello, Mass.,

Mrs.

A

has Bone cf these objections.
Yon light it when you want it, I
put it out when you’re through. It
ourns STOVE GASOLINE andl
for itself in less than a month.
Stove Gasoline manufactured by
the Standard Oil Company, makes
no dirt, never smokes nor smells.
Livery modern home should have
I a modern Vapor Stove. You can
■ cook anything on a Vapor Stove
■ that yoii can cook on any other
■ stove, and do it better.
W
If your dealer does not soil Vapor Stores

April

voys to t he transports.
ship helped bombard

New York

Dr. Reed and wife

In winter’s stern relentless reign,
hen fiercely howls the raging storm,
My husband dared the northern main,
Where fields of ice the seas deform.

va m
ST 11

Harry, in which he reexperiences since he left

son

of his

pany with other ships, they bombarded
Thence
the town of Altaires [Siboney].

of Tremont.

Hut ah' How shall I tell the tale?
In four short years my joys are o’er.
My briny tears can naught avail
Nor ir on the deep my friend restore.

H

some

on red by thcso
Little Pills.
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,

Positively

He
enlist in the navy.
receiving ship “Wabash” but a short time when he was assigned to the gunboat “Bancroft”. The
“Bancroft” left Tampa as one of the con-

were

SICK HEADACHE

a

had been aboard ttie

Spray.

Capo Rosier.
M. M. Crockett is home from

Alice Roberts.

More firmly still by friendship’s ties,
Had joined our hearts as well as hands,
And dreamed of future years to rise.

when you only
I need a lire a little while at
■ meal time is poor economy.
I Such a stove overheats the
■ house,
makes
everything
dirt}', keeps the housewife
■ busy. A modern

Kane, of this town, has received

home in

of the mountain-locked

Mrs. Hamblen

avenue.

with his

Mrs.

house, and was largely attended.
Rev. J. R. Norwood, rector w(
the Episcopal church at Northeast Harbor, officiated, assisted by* Rev. Edwin
Fairley, of Roseland, N. J.

U'o

day long

lates

B. A.

_

letter from his

fishing, returning with
They were delighted

July 18.

her son, M. P.
George Sanford, by whom she had five ; Mass., who
children, only two of whom are living— Hinckley, in Bluehiil, was in this place
recently calling on relatives.
Samuel C. Sanford and Mrs. Dora Rice.
Climax,
July is.
The funeral took place Sunday after-

And valued far the

s all
fl

in

trout.

| visiting at Yinalhaven for two weeks.

pre- j weeks with Mrs. Dunbar's cousin, Miss

was

lie

t

Point

rner

of

Although I still have friends most dear.
And greatly do I prize their love,
Vet there was one more truly near

Stove

place

Prof. George Bowden and
Hinghatn. Mass., are spending

ice dur-

mother

I would not of Thy will complain,
Nor e’er a murmuring thought impart,
But, oh, I can’t conceal the pain
That deeply penetrates my heart.

a

day

G.

18.

A. I*.

as

visiting

;

Thy deep designs are good and wise,
Though not to thoughtless mortals known,
They are concealed from human eyes
By clouds ami darkness round Thy throne.

Feeding

the

with the scenery
lake.

has

greatly,

Her
20, 1S25.
bears the signature

Capt.

king.

Preble’s

Hood’s

July

One day last week he took
party and their neat-folding

several lake

ing by

March

certificate

Andrew C.

noon

I* especially true of Hood's Pills, for no medicine ever c <:imined so great curative power in
so small .-'pace.
They are a whole medicine

Providence, is vis-

of

ing his parents.

good business.

Blake
just completed
have engaged rooms | Fasaiele IX of the Phycutheca Boreall
j in H. Perkins’ house. Dr. Reed is a class- Americana in Malden \s here she stayed |
Mrs. Preble married William P. Preble
of Dr. Parsons, formerly of this through the month of June ) for Collins,
; mate
November 27, 1S74, and has been a faithplace, now in Bluehiil. All join in v\ i*h- I Holden A J.vtehell. She exj vets soon to
ful and devoted wife to him in all the in- j
him success.
arrange Fascicle X and is employed at
! mg
tervening years. Mr. Preble feels his loss
Willie L. Gray has purchased a house mounting algae meanwhile,
as
does
now
is
it
when
he
j
keenly, coming
B.
July IS.
lot of B. L. Condon next to the knitting i
ill himself, having been prostrated by a
He
has
commenced work on the
factory.
WVat I i« uiHiit.
paralytic shock one week previous to his cellar and after
haying will build a house.
j
wife's illness.
Mrs. Henry Thur«ton and Mrs. Walter i
was

|

employed.

the old

at

*

Freethy,

Charles
it

by team to Long pond, where they

boat

enjoyed

for

was

The past week has been devoted to hayall the farmers, and a large quantity of hay has gone into tfe barns in excellent condition. The rain of Wednes-

he

king witli a snuff box said
to be valued at ?300. Her second husband

in town

visiting patients.

w.

Miss
bor

of

belonging

married

was

sented

here

was

it

glad to have him remain if it

with her here

father

this

perished

to have

Prussian

of the

entertaining representatives
reign nations.
is

Her

Hadlock, of

marriage

..itives here.
i-'ran-;

the Smith

apwould

his interest.

should

arrived

ing the winter of 1 v29.
and

Whittaker, of Ellsworth, is

v..

be

WILLIAM P. PREBLE.

MRS.

July 4, 1S26.

Samuel

a

rrs-nkliu.

Miss

are

Friend, of Melrose, is spending
his vacation here.

east Harbor.

highly

His work here is

preciated by the church, and

bound

parents

ller

supposed
1

V« e^t

tend school.

prisoners.

burg,
on

|

Eugene.

■T'i i v r>.
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breathed her last.
I gust.
Mrs. Preble was born in Paris, France, !
July 16.
March ltf, 1S26, her parents having arrived
| South Penobscot.
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been where his vessel was
be takeu, and himself and crew
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Friend and wife

Leslie A.

homestead.
Hubert

J. H. Gilley, who for several seasons
past has bad charge of the boating arrangements of W. H. Lawrence at Sorrento, this year remained at home ami is
employed much of the time in running
the steam launch belonging to Dr. A.
McKay Smith, of Stonyacres, at North-

Mr. Garland's friends begin to lengthen,
as he expects to leave in September to at-

worriment.

why they
never dreaming

H.

helped other growing crops
the ground was getting very on a visit.
and growth would soon have stopped.
H. O. Holmes, of Cambridgeport, Mass.,
dry
After nearly five weeks of severe and
turned to his ship, which in company
The Epworth league business meeting is visiting friends here.
patient suffering from a complication of
with the “Castine” started to take Sagua
was
held
and
the
SunGilman
Blake
is
BenTuesday evening,
diseases. Matilda J., wife of William 1*.
visiting his uncle,
la Grande, but on account of an unavoidhoard
held
a
meeting Wednes- jamin Coombs, at Vmalhaven.
Preble, died at noon July !S. Although day school
able delay of one day and a half to the
An evening’s entertainit was known that she could not sur- day evening.
Colin Blake and his daughter-in-law, of
“Castine”, they did not take the place
vive many hours, yet the end came so ment is planned by the league, and the New Haven, Conn., are visiting here.
but went to Havana with the blockade
quietly that only her two children and | annual picnic is being talked up by the
Mrs. F. L. Sawyer, with ;iittle Earl, is Mjuadron where they still remain.
Alin Aut he nurse in attendance
when she 1
school, both to take
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Idlers were counted on the
stonington to Oceanville one
week.
The dry weather has

the

great
home, and off the
he
noticed several large
coast,

crew

wondered

made

day.
Toad fre
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was

stopping at the Clark cottage.
E. E. Crockett, deputy collector of Caswas
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be

at

are

tine.

until

war

Meth-

of last

and

estimable woman, died this week.
The
funeral took place at the house Thursday,
attended
by Rev. Mr. Garland. Mrs.
Torrey was a member of the Methodist
church. Her age was about eighty-one

tug-boat informed him of

hve mouths.

war

from Philadelphia
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not
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He said when

William ^ullivan has moved his family
■from South Bluehill.
siQiiie

when

SS&rrtiscmcnts.

Hallie Powers and friends

odist church Sunday evening.
One of the best entertainments ever
given here delighted large audiences on

handsome span of

a

beautifully matched
by the jolly way in which

bliss"

was

month

account of it at tlie

page*.

Wednesday
Thursday evenings
Tourists are
The town is at its best.
week, and was due to the enterprise of t he
association, who enjoying the beautiful weather, boating
and
he whistles Village Improvement
had secured the services of the owners of and driving. All are sure of a good time
as he drives, he seems to be satisfied with
a fine phonograph and operatoseope, the
if they come to Brooklin to spend their
them.
of music and living
pic- vacation. West Pud is at its best. Hotel
reproduction
Mrs. Abigail Torrey. of the Reach, an
tures being highly appreciated.
Dority and Woodbine Terrace are doing a
S. S. Scott received

horses

hostilities upon his arrival off Sandy
Hook. Capt. Bulger had been away nearly

yacht,

the ball grounds

on

“Jennie

did

captain

port Wednesday.
Frank Gross, who has charge of

last

interesting

an

of

Mrs.

other
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K. Q. Wells is at Mrs. Grindle’s.

Having just attended the Epworth i
league eon vent ion at Bangor, they gave

Greenlaw.

on

Willey’’ arrived in
New York from South America with a
cargo of cocoanuts. Capt. Bulger sailed
from New York for Cartagena and other
Soutli American ports, on the day previous to the blowing up of the “Maine",
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preached a sermon in the
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The only place to got bargains is at the
store that advertises for your trade.
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up nearly all the
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visiting
Mary Small.
She is accompanied by her niece, Mrs.
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Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Tompson, of Highlandville, Mass., spent Sunday of last
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her aunt, Mrs. S. F. Warren.
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assisted in the funeral of the late
P. Preble, is spending his
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The American has subscribers at 1<)6

has been visitRockland and vicinity the

past two weeks.
The house

formerly owned by Jacob
Curtis, deceased, is being torn down, us it

has been untit for
occupancy since the
Italians lived there last winter.
July 16.
Sumac.

ally remove

dirt from the finest fabrics
Wash the Baby with While Glycerine
Toilet Soap found in every package.
i,
'utely pure and w’v ! me- Kmc
tne sum soit and smooth—Fur Hath
au l Toilet it F,
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give something to
eat to every one and to provide shelter for
most of their number to sleep under.
Bacon and hardtack, in very limited
quantity, made up the bill of fare. The
coffee supply was also very limited, and
almost without exception the men had
helping,
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who knew but to obey
orders, into a trained man capable of
working with accuracy and precision.
“All the difference in the world,” said
an old seaman who began his naval life as
seaman,

powder monkey thirty years ago, but
now cannot qualify as a gunner in
any class, in commenting on the changed
condition, k*is that now it's all a matter
a
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Our citizens who have been entrapped
into reading newspaper composition that
turned out to be a cleverly worded intro-
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seaman

officer, having
ordinary seaman.
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He is not,
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that of a gunner of the first class, iielovv
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TIIK subscriber hereby gives notice tha
lit- has been duly appointed aduiinis
X
trator of tinestate of Charles James,
at«
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds us the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to presen
the same
tor
settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
Philander K. Austin.
mediately.
July 5, a. d. 1898.

|

I
j
I

riTHE subscriber hereby gives notice tha
he has been duly appointed adminis
X
trator of the estate of Kebeea A. Rice, lat
of Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to presen
the same for settlement, and all indebte<
thereto are requested to make payment im
Ernest Hu e.
mediately.
July 5, a. d. 1898.
subscriber hereby
rpHE
be has been
X

tin l.t-t will and testament of Joshu;
N. Jordan, late of Trenton, in the conn
ty t>f Hancock, deceased, and given bond
as
the law directs. All person- having tie
mauds against the estate of said decease!
are desired to present the same for settle
nunt, and a.I indebted thereto are requestei
to make payment imim dintely.
John A. I’ktkrs, Jr.
July 5, a. d. 1898.

I tor of

j

1

|

gives notice tha
duly appointed exeru

rPHK subscriber her- by gives notice tha
X he has been duly appointed adminis
trator of the estate of Samuel Seammon, lat
<»f Franklin, in the county of Hancock
deceased, ami given bonds as the law direct.*
All persons hav ing demands against the estut
of said < 11* <
i-e-1 are desirerl to present t li
same for settlement, and all indebted theret
aie re-jiu sted to make payment
immediately
I.YNW OOD F. till -.
June 7. a. d. 1898.
subscriber
rpHE
X she has been

hereby gives notice tha
duly appointed a-imini.tratriv of the estate of Charles F. Rabbidgi
late of Stonington. in the county of Hancock
I deceased, ami given bonds as the law directi
All per---n- having demands against t.;.
etate of said deceased are desired to presen
the same for settlement, and all indebte
thereto are requested t-> make paym< it iiu
Mary L. Rabbi dor.
mediately.
j June 7, a. d. 1898.
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Hagerthy is t ti
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A
i-reditor ami Hannah Maduock.1
debtor which exeeut b»n is issm*1
worth municipal court on a judgm
cciirt remlered at the .Jay u rm »:
1898, and will be sold at public a■■■-•
:.
iu15£h day of Angusi, 189s, at ten o<
forenoon, at t be odie*: ot \. W Kworth, in said county, all th* rig'
y
which tiie said Hannah Maddocks
on the lot h day of June, 1898. a:
r:gt une wh -n the same was attach' d
inal writ on which said judgment
to redeem the following descr;
im.
from a mortgage given by tin
Maddocks to cha.s. W. Mo: «.
dated Nov. 27, ls'.<*. ami re. «.rd.
page 2H7, of the Registry of 1
cock county, Maine, ami a'i
and interest which the said li
n J
docks had in and to said real os’
m
tenth day of June. 1898, at 5.30 p. m.
said, said real e-tate hi-ing dt
c
lows: A certain lot i»f land sii'i-i’
worth and bounded and descrioe<l
to wit
Beginning ,:t a c» dar sta
fence on th*- west line of tin- hie
i.
the homestead of Sarah J. Ham.,
westerly twenty roils to a ceiia;
!
!
northerly and parallel to the re.el :
! to a cedar -take: thence easterly t
j to the road aforesaid; thenci
said road line four rot Is to the tirst- mm •::
i».
bound and containing one-half an i.
or !!■--, with tlie buihiiugs thereon.
Dated this 12th dav of J ul v. a. d.
L. F. Hoopul Sb. :d.
<
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kidney^-emedy

other.

t<
sit-

r!'HK subscriber hereby gn
1 he has been duly appoint! r.
trator with the will annexed <>t
late of
of Walter Lawrence,
in the county of Hancock, m
given bonds as the law dire*
having demands against the <-t
deceased are desired to present
fur- tb-noni, and all indebted
requested t*> nm ke payment imi.u d
William \
.May ::.a.d. 1898.
S

even

exists? t arefully read the following and
see if it does not till the bill:
Mr John Drake, of Chapel street, an
engineer for MO odd years and for 1 1 of
them employed at Hall's mills, running
the engine, says: “Years ago 1 strained
my back lifting a log and after that 1 had
a dull aching across the loins now and
t hen, but I paid little attention to it as t lie
attack.' usually passed off. Two years ago
the trouble got wor.-e, the aching mure
severe and of
About
longer duration.
this time a urinary trouble set in and developed into something serious, the secretions being scalding and at night annoying, breaking my sleep 5 or *i times. 1
took remedies for the complaint, but they
had no effect and as 1 had read of Doan's
Kidney Fills and knew of several people
\\ ho had us< d them and claimed
they were
good, 1 got a box at Wiggin's drug store,
that
would
do
as
well
for me
they
hoping
as they had
for others.
I continued the
treatment until I was well, the aching
ceased and the urinary trouble was corrected. Doan's Kidney Fills are the be*t
that 1 used. They did a
great drhl for me and 1 can t say too much
f«>r them.”
Doan's Kidney Fills 50 cents per box,
for sale by all dealers, sent by mail on
Foster-M il burn Co.,
receipt of price.
liuffalo, N. Y. Sole agents for the C. S
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take ik

on

'id

t

1 sented for the action thert i., <11 hereinafter indicated, it is hereby order* : *ha* notice thereof be given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Elisworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they nay appear at a court of insolvency to be held in.
Ellsworth, on the second day of August, a. d.
1898, at eleven of the clock in the m.vuouU,
and be heard thereon if they see can e.
In the case of the partnership of Hanson
arl
Bros., composed of Hoel H. Hans; r, a.
\V. Hanson, doing business in Winter Harbor, in said county, ami of Hoel H. Hanson*
as individual, of Winter
Harbor, in said
county, insolvent debtors. Petition- f-r discharge from all debts provable against, the
estate of said Hanson Bros, and said Hoel H.
Hanson, individually, under the m-oivencry
laws of Maine, presented by said Hanson.
Bros, and by said Hoel H. I-Iaus«>u, individuallv.
O. P. ( I'NNl.Nb H A M, Judge of -aid .•i.u't,
A true copy of original order of e«*.::-t.
ter
Attest:—('has. P. Dork. P

medicine ad-

not

f

o

.i.

<

r|MIE

are

some

.1

all persons mtereste>l in either «*'.:.•• estates hereinafter named.
At a court of insolvency held at Billed;.]„
>.i
the
in and for the county of Har.eofifth day of July, a. d. 1898.
following matters having been prw-

honestly searching for a remedy
advertised in their daily paper, drop on to
one, and invariably the tirst question
him are the gunners of the second class,
comes to a more important one. why don't
formerly the gunners’ mates, and the
they publish local testimony instead of
gunners of the third class, who in the
forever asking us to believe statements of

you will observe that the law
‘There shall be duly attached and

j.
...mot

>■

To

impatience, some mentally vowing they j
won't be foolish again.
Other renders

apart from
however,

line

<

vertisement always stop the perusal of it
when they discover the fraud, some with

and the non-commis-

sioued

some

,.i

I
de-

1
,.

...

tlie

by Hundreds of Ellsworth
People -A Citizen Answers it. |

present
which

i.reenuiw,

fsoioiuon

Asked

navy, who operates the small guns
compose the secondary battery of

.i,in-

out

upon
for vic-

A Vital Question.

lads

e.s

.for

said county, deceased. Petition fo
of personal estate of said -it
sented by Comfort s. (ireenlaw. u.
deceased.
Florence N., Jennie P. and (b .•
son. minor heirs of Deorge W. M:
Orlaud, in said county, decease..
tiled by Estelle C. .Mason, guard:.
minors, for license to sell, at publh
sale, certain real estate of said n
uated in said Orland.
O. P. CUNNINtiHAM, Judge of s
A true copy of original order of
Attest:— t'HAS. P. Doiti.'

ones

gunner counted

ibf

M
.*

ceased.

power

close oihmk

J&tofral.

be called
butt end of an old

reads:
them; I *. the men toiled on, unmurmurcancelled a stamp to the value of one
ing and clinging to their packs, heedful
for
that
of
the
and
a
enemy,
fully
pickets
f tie warnings \vl :• b they had heard
c-.-nt.’ 1 ins doe* not say that the express
tired
of
the
shots
at
third
night during I company shall attach the stamp, but on
about dt erting ilicir shelters and rations.
rir
week
followed
the
-t
that
engage- tin contrary it leave* it
This c uditi'Ti grew w orse continually. the
open so that tin days of the old navy were known as the
ment were sent in the direct ion of wanAs the troops pen- :r..:«*d further into the
In the old order of
j expres* company run require the stamp gunners’ apprentices.
tie hMixed before, or at the time,
:n
Instead of dering land crabs whose movem nts had
u:b" liable.
hills it
it
naval affairs gunners rose from the rank
aroused the suspicion of some sentry on a
signs tin- reei-ipt. If it had been the in- of ordinary seamen and had as their only
finding a .-ha. ! i t-ail, that w hich tiny
lonely out post.
lent :on to imp.**» the tax upon the exwere o,-!:g d to f"i!"W was without a tree
cnim to the titles the skill in the point]
I Camp life had its hardships in 'fainpa,
to shield it f- r the greater part of tlie disblank shooting of the time, acquired by
press companies, ti e lav, doubtless would
but they were as nothing rompnred with
two
between
have
read:
‘The express company shall long practice.
tance. ami, lying
higher
J
men have endured on Cuban s..il.
what
tlie
attach,’ etc.
lien ides the cool head, steady hand and
ranges f tie hills, was practically cutoff
The packs on the men's I (lood nature has been noticeable among
TWO DO
from any b e
keen eye of the old-time gunner the gunpj.AHS V*. A ITiNT.
Oflicers
mismen
now
at
the
front.
the
“Some say that as the railroad companbark- c.
ner of
the new navy must possess a
ght in the overhanging underTieies pay tin tax upon tin ir bills of lading, gunner’s education, including not
brush. <m- :ig th. ::: to -turnble and lose pert a man who does not grumble.
only a
< hind
i
soldier
but
always grumbles,
At last one man threw his good
their f" -ting.
shipp* rs think the express companies thorough knowledge of both common and
as
which
has
been
tlie
same
the
kicking,
“hot:id do the same. The tax is paid by
blanket away. His example was followed ;
decimal fractions but also the use and
! would b< heard in any army p-»-t, there t i; raiiruKil
a ul extra clothing, blankets,
eomj. inks, not in our opinion application of the principles of algebra,
by oth
of
has been an abundant fund
patience, btcau-. tiny are required to do so by law, geometry, trigonometry and trajectory.
cans of
a a.,d
egeta: les, shelter tents, I
the army over many but
and cooking outfits littered the path along which has helped
He is taught first, that to locate to a
because, comparatively, it amounts to
|
hard places. The enlisted men all seem
but little to them. Senator Wolcott, in
which th*- army passed. The first guide
nicely the object upon which he is to
to think that their oflicers are doing the
his address mentioned, stated that The j train ills gun, he must observe it from
posts ,.n th way to Santiago were the ar- J
be.-d they can for them, and they accept
ticles ca-i aside by that weary, toiling line
average shipment upon each line of railj two different points and then having esresult with thanks and a few growls road for which a
of soldiers who forced their way over the the
separate bill of lading or ! tablished a base line and two adjacent
! against tin-arrangement of the universe in
sun.
The
is
is
about four tons in angles by the science of triangulation he
hills through the hot
practice general, which assure the oflicers that receipt
given
once begun, it was easy Hi discard things,
their men are not sick. So far as is known | weight.’ It is our experience that express finds the intervening distances.
Many
ease
of
lias
not
U-en
a
disobethere
f«»lsingle
l oats, underclothes, and haversacks
shipments average forty pounds. It fol- experiments have resulted in the formula; dience to orders since the army landed.
lows that a tonnage that would cost tlie tion of tables and the invention of meulkier articles, and the ground
lowed the
No man in
Lnthusiasin is e\try where.
might have been tie* scene of a retreat in- the army questions the result of the catn- express companies i n the neighborhood chanical instruments w hich make the calMost of them of two dollars would cost the railroads culation a matter of but a few seconds.
stead of a s< areely opposed advance, judgpaigu or its -peedv ending.
have
talking about what they in- but one cent.
These are based upon the science of traing from the litter along the line of march. tend stopj»ed
to do in Santiago, and are laying
j
“People have said that the local ex- jectory and enable the gunner to know in
Many a soldier who started out bravely plans for outings in Porto Kico.
presses have decided to pay the war tax an instant at what angle to elevate his
sidcred necessary finished his tirst day’s
themselves, claiming that it will be easier gun.
School That llt-gau at Noon.
to get live cents additional charge than
march w ith little besides tlie clothing he
Comparatively simple as this may seem
“Tho Thrive K’s at Circle City” Is the
»,i u If
f liu
tr
I hu lav
What
with the use of the instruments and
wore, his arms, and his canteen.
subject ■>( a paper by Miss Anna Fulcoiuer
not w holly lost,
New York, June 29, it was decided that tables it embraces in naval gunnery acwas throw n away was
The author says:
in T!ie Century.
During the short winter days it Would local expresses shall be required to col- curate calculations of the speed and dihowever, f« r a busy band of Cubans spent 1
their time in picking up the articles cast often be noon before all tho children put lect revenue tax of shippers on all goods rection of the motion of the vessel carry1 arrived at 0
The proposition
aside and packing them back to liaiquiri in an appearance. When
accepted in transfer.
ing t he gun, the speed and direction of
o'clock, it would either be dark or bril- of local
and Siboney, where they disappeared in
express companies to raise their motion of the target, if it be another
liant moonlight.
Smoko might l»e seen
rates tive cents to cover this tax
is
a
the huts in which the Cubans live. Those
ship, and the direction and velocity of
lazily rifting from four or live cabins out
days when the American army was drag- of tho 4oo or f»00. 1 would light one lamp burden upon the public generally, and one the wind, not one of which can be disging itself to the battle line were harvest and wait. By 10 o’clock a few children which the regular express companies do regarded if the range be a long one, but
times for the natives of Cuba. Never before would straggle sleepily in ju>t as tho day not udorse.
which at close range are overcome to a
“It is said that the position taken by great extent by the shorter distauce and
had they seen such wealth in blankets, began to dawn. By 11 o’clock, shortly
after sunrise, tho majority of the children the leading
express companies is exceed- by the high rate of speed attained by the
clothing and food, and they made the
were at school, some coming w ithout their
best of the opportunity. The advance of
ingly unpopular, that the public say we projectile.
wore
Id
ail
who
breakfasts.
half
By
past
are trying to avoid paying the tax and
In the case of a moving vessel being the
the stars and stripes will long be written
coming that day would have appeared.
in the clothing of the south coast.
It was hard to got up before daylight on that the express companies should assume target the range is determined by means
When camp time came our troops began
of the range finder and noted.
After an
those cold, dark mornings. I often used the burden themselves.
“It is evident that the public does not interval of two minutes or h convenient
to wish that I was one of the little girls,
to regret what they had lost. With the
s<>
that
until
heat
The
tax
sun
the
terrific
understand
matter.
the
I,
too,
this
might sleep
daylight. fully
fraction thereof, a second calculation is
passed,
setting of
and the damp night air seemed doubly No one in camp pretended to get up early equals 3 per cent, of the gross capital of made.
By the tables the distance in
was some special work on
unless
there
march
had
I
the express companies. Surely with this yards between the two points is deterchill after the exhausting
they
hand w hich must be done. As I was goof
was
an
food
imand other information given herein
it
mined. and this divided by the interval of
made. The question
t<» my lunch at noon friends
I iug homo
portant me, too. Many of the men had ; would sometimes cull out tome: “Good will be conceded that if the express com- time gives the speed. By another table
abandoned their rations, which were not morning! Come in and have some break- panies paid the tax. it would be neces- ba-cd upon the rate of speed attained by
liberal at the outset, and as there was no fast. Wo have line moose steak and hot sary to collect the same by raising the the projectile and the range, the distance
hope of a supply train reaching the camps cakes.” On Saturdays and Sundays I rates, and as our rates are multiples of which the target will have traversed durbefore two or three days the situation lived and slept us did other people. Even tive it would result in the public paying [ iug the flight of ttie projectile may be obw hen one did nut sit up later at night
tive cents where they now pay one cent. tained and the gun aimed at such an authreatened to become a serious one*. The
than 10 or half past It required an effort
was no worse than was
This tive cents would be distributed as glc as to cause the shot to take effect as
of
men
the
plight
to rise before daylight.
There is somefollows:
One cent to the government, ! desired.
lhat of their officers md the tirst regithing In the air and In tho manner of life
mcnts that pitched ca n: n to the westward
which makes one sleepy. As tho days about l*T cents to t he railroad and about
By another process, if the ship upon
I
of
h the gunner is stationed be moving,
•_;»
w
my enough out- j lengthened tho children came earlier to 1!_. cents to the express companies.
school.
“It follows that the leading express the aim can be made quite as accurate,
look. In this situation, as on the march,
the wonderful good nature of the soldiers
A strong nation is made up of strong men
companies, in deciding not to impose ( Mid t<> this exact reduction of the science
this large burden upon the public, are is dut the almost marvelous marksmancame to their aid and made it possible for | and healthy women, and health and strongil
them to overlook some of the discomforts, are given by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, America
really acting in the interest of the pub- | -hip of the Yankee gunners in the recent
lic.”
dismiss otl.-rs, and belittle the rest. In Greatest Medicine. Get only Hood’s.
I engagements in Cuban waters.
MAY BE A TEST CASE.
W f ile our modern gunner must know
Hood’s Pills are the only pills to take will
spite of their weariness and hunger, they
with' ut complaint, and by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Easy and jet undent
It is reported that the Merchants' asso- tho; ughly all this he docs not have the
went l'.*
j
c- ntriving, lending and
—Adit.
com bluing and
ciation,of New York city, will make a test opportunity in an engagement to apply it.
_

old

small

me

why.”

>

tj

nicnt.

Mehitable S. Rogers, late of Ca<‘
First account
county, deceased.
H. Hooper, special arl mini st rat
settlement.
Colin N. Dix, late of Tremont. i:
tv. deeeased.
Petition for allow.
personal estate of said decea
bv Bessie Gertrude Dix. widow

|

execution of tfie orders.
“Load! To battery! Fire!” while now
each order is expected to be executed in a
few seconds.
While ten shots whistled
harmlessly
about the ears of the enemy then, the
modern gunner feels his disgrace keenly
if by chance, in an engagement, one or
two shots miss the mark.
The old gunner who, as an ordinary seaman, still remains in the service of the
modern navy lias learned long since that
his time has passed, and as a naval writer
has said of him, “he resents the supremacy of the sailor who known the art of war
as thoroughly
as his officers know its

and I’m laid

“Again,

n, ■

■

.*

Without the aid of science he
sighted his cumbersome piece, while his
crew stood ready
with ramrod, swab,
powder and shot. Minutes were con-

of education and while I used to

cent.

>>

|

tory.

j

*

tlie

which

the

oore.

shot and the broadside

1

t

because of

-•

...

•1

<

projec-

of the

course

j

note the havoc it creates even
distance of several miles, was im-

a

uie oiu cmooui

j

4

ordinary sailor, who,
rank, was often in point

to watch the

practicable

■

*

shots.

|

who

The rates have been amended
are

trail

for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of July, a. d. 1898.
^PHK following matters having been pre1
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to ull persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be inuil at Ellsworth, on the second day of August, a. d. 1898..
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard thereon if they see cause.
Isaiah Blaisdell. late of Ellsworth, In ?at<3
county, deceased. A certain instrument purto be the last will and ;• ..-.diluent of
I porting
for
said deceased, together with pctitbrobate thereof, presented by Fred M. Blaisdell
one of the executors therein name.I.
I Alexander R. Plumer, late of Tremont, in
I said county, deceased. A certain instrument
U lu.m'ut
purporting to be the last will ,ii.
and codicils thereto of said d-s.-h together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Charles K. Wcntworui, tin A..catoi
therein named.
Daniel Bunker, late of Gouldsboro. in said
1 E
county, deceased. Petition th.u
i.eiv
Tracy, of Winter Harbor, in sei.l
be appointed administrator of the estate of
said deceased, presented by Beufon.
Tra<
holding an interest of one <«f tb< 1
Amanda C. Freethy. late of Penob"Ot,
said county, det eased*. Petition
K
II. Rice, of Bucks],..: ;. in said
.a
.i
la p pointed ad mi nistrator of le
deeeased. presented by (.. 11. lb..,
d
! itor of said deceased
Elmira Gray, late of Bluehi.:.i;
i:i
! tv. deceased. Pet it ion that E.i w
of said Bluehill. may be app.e.nnd
-1,».
I trator of the estate of said dec* as, |
e*| by San Juan J>. < uuuiugiiam,
of said deceased.
Newton Curtis, late of Bueksph
county, deceased. First aceoui
< urtis. as
representative of We
executor now deceased
tiled for >■•>'
I
Robert M. Redman, lat. of B-.
:.
deceased.
am
said
First
!
county,
W. McAlister, administrator, liie
ie

j

tile ami
at

as

done, viz.:
iii

used to

of

equal of his chief.
The long range shot of the new guns,
tiie one which enables the gunners nowa-

evidently
give
range,
tleship
only
companies t he right to make such has taken the place of the old-time gunsaw
lit
before
ner
and
he
in turn has risen and is now a
they
they accepted
goods, and this is just what has been warrant officer, occupying a place be-

word

the

navy and

more

tax should

whom

tween the old

the

courage and ended with the transformation of the gunner from the grade of or-

express company
from

mark

began when the hydraulic lift
supplanted the powder monkey, when
the ordinary seaman became something

bill of

a

things which
difference

lading, etc.
“Please note the word ‘accepted.’
This
are

what

man

vessel’s lowest hold to the gun deck, adding that he is now obsolete. The passing
uf the powder monkey is one of the many

burden upon the express
the law subsequently passed

duty

modern inan-o’-war's

days when a wooden frigate was the
ideal liue-of-battle ship, used to hand
the powder up from the magazine in the

tin-

convinced

method

them to the

though without

t he

h;<>.

“It is evident that the Senate concurred
be made

Firing

the

powder monkey is and he will smile at
your seeming ignorance and tell you that
the powder monkey was a boy who, in

tax, therefore, upon the express comthe extent >d 1 cent upon each package
Would collect friiiu these express companies
$l,Soo,000, or from the four principal express
companies of the country $l,fio0,ouo. They are
already taxed, and taxed heavily often, upon
gross earnings in the different states of the
ITilon.
It is needless to say that the express
companies cannot pay and continue their business without raising their prices.
‘“One might say that they could add the penny
to the cost of the package.
They cannot, because the contracts of most express companies
with railroads call for 40 per cent, of the gross
receipts, and if the express companies should
add 1 cent for the purpose of covering the
stamp, they would have to pay one-half of it to
the,railroads with which they transact bu-iness.’

not

a

in

a

to

and

A( ( I KA( V.

Kvery Shot.

of

‘A

un-

Science

on

tax

gate 180,000,000.

inexhaus-

(il WKKS’

I'liey IJcly

railroads which carry
(MX',<>00,
their own express matter, ami there are several
such railroads, the express package- carried
upon the e\pro.-s lines of this country aggre-

panies

old

of skill t he

impordtion
tie*
upon express companies as
general section of the ldll, fur, curiously
enough, an accurate statement <>t the package-,
carried by express companies shows that the
packages carried by the four leading express
of

In spite of the exactness of the science
it is necessary under unfavorable atmospheric conditions, such as fog or rain, to

express tax.

__

ous

true.

is

N. B. Scott,
A smaller gun is used and by means of a
commissioner of internal revenue, says:
rangefinder attached to its breech the
In my opinion, It was the Intention of Con- range can soon be determined.
gre-- t.» place the stamp tax required fur hills
Then the gunner applies the knowledge
of lading and receipts Issued by railroad and which has
rank, and
given him his
and
carriers generally upon science
express companies
does what the greatest skill of
the companies or corporations and not upon the
the old days could not.
shipper. If the carriers are contesting the
On. the wooden ships with the bristling
matter and are refusing goods offered for trailsportatlon, except upon condition of the pay- sides the process was entirely different.
ment by the shipper of the price of the
stamp, ! The gunner though far inferior to ours of
the Internal revenue laws afford no remedy. | to-day had under his charge guns numWhether the laws prescribing the obligations j bering from four to eight, varying with
>l e.,mmon carrier-. It
appealed to, would af- j the size and strength of his vessel, and
f<>rd a remedy, is a question for the courts to ;
by force of circumstances left the task of

requires the express companies,
the shippers or consignees, to

‘A* no laws ircneral in their
:ij»j• 11« -• 111• r•
work without speeillc injury to certain in
dustries and to certain interests, I have to say
that I think the committee have made m,r -eri

aim

less

resort to the

Regarding the

of this interview, the most lucid
interesting information was obtained.

the law

in

or

from soldiers and sailors to their homes.

public generally is of the opinion that

the

rates,

this

The remarks below will thus be read with
unusual care by citizens generally.
“First,” said the otlicial, “you say that

tible, especially as the springs at the
source of the brooks will be constantly replenished by the heavy rains during the
next few months.
When water in such
quantities was found the men wanted to
bathe in the streams. As the water would
be used lower down by other soldiers it
was necessary to picket the streams to
prevent this. Men were allowed to take
water in buckets away from the stream
and bathe.
Most of the buckets had been
lost on the march, and the few that had
been saved were in use for bathing purposes from the time camp was pitched
until the regiment was ordered on again.
The men have not been annoyed much
so far
by insects. Land crabs abound in
the woods and plains, and wherever a
camp is pitched they turn out in squads,
companies and battalions to annoy and
pester the men. Some of these creatures
have bodies as large as a musket butt and a
-pread of two feet. They crawl about over
everything, making a noise singularly like
that of a man working his way cautiously
through the brash or grass. Their approach lias frequently turn mistaken by

their shoulentered their
ami

purposes, although

determined.

faces and arms, coverIt worked
red paste.

t
j ack-shifted Oil
Ini-: and jk-rspiration

iy<.-aml

all

be

the

result

shallow, and flowing clear and
bright over a rocky bed, comes down from
the mountains to the north, and flows
parallel with the trail until it is within
sight of Santiago. With these sources of
supply there has been no lack of water for

the

would

their

and

stream,

beach, preparatory to
starting into the woods, they looked as
though th *y might march forever and not
be forced to abandon their baggage.
Then the march began. Starting at all
h«>urs of the day, without much attenm as the position of the sun, the soldiers passed on to the front. The trail
was narrow and rugged, now leading up a
rough hillside, now dipping into a steep
ravine. It was not long before the men
l>ogan to feel the weight of their burdens,
which shifted and slip]K.d as they struggled up t be hillsides and trampled down
on the opposite sidi
The sun beat dow n
on the line of men, w ho were strung out
in single file for miles.
There was no
shade t<» protect them, and their feet
crushed the red earth into a tine dust,
which rose in elouds, enveloping them
from head to foot.
It settled in the perm

than 5 cents

OR

administration of tlie new war
taxes, but as there have been various misunderstandings in the matter, and as
these have found expression in various
newspapers of Maine, the Commercial, on
Saturday, sent a reporter to the offices of
the American express company, to question one of the high ollicials there. As a
in

they replenished them again. I hree
miles further on a small stream was discovered, and this was used without question. Three miles beyond this a larger

was

COMPANY

To the officers in the conning tower and
in the turret fails the task of determinI To all persons interested in either of the e«ing the ranges. This is usually done by : tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in and
the officers on board the flagship and

increasing of the burden communicated to the officers on board
upon
public generally as hereinbefore the other ships by means of signals.
From them the gunner in the turret gets
explained.
as
Express
company
official’s
The express companies are already shar- his angle and by means of a lever and a
VIEW OF A QUESTION WHICH IS
ing their portion of the burden «f the scale elevates or depresses his gun as his
AGITATING
THE
PUBLIC.
war for they have men
to-day on their orders may require.
Then comes the task which he alone
payrolls, whom they have agreed to con[From the Bangor Commercial.]
tinue there, who are lighting at Santiago, may perform. Attached to his gun, near
unless they have been killed or wounded
the breech, is a powerful telescope, fitted
Tt seems almost needless to explain that
in battle, and besides they are
transport- at the outer lens with a horizontal and a
tRe American or other express companies,
ing shipments of merchandise to the vertical hair crossing at right angles in
which have repeatedly shown their warm
soldiers and sailors in tlie army and navy the centre. Through this he locates his
patriotism within ttie past few months
at twenty-live per cent, less than the
mark, and having done so knows that his
regare not trying to impose upon the public

Mere

be able to bear them

march.

matter, and should it be won
by shippers it will compel the express
companies to increase their rates not less

SHIPPER ?

There is no difficulty in picking out the
trail to Santiago now. Two weeks ago it
was little more than a half-detlned path
winding around the boulders and through
the rocky passes between here and the
! cally.
metropolis of t tie south coast. Now it is
The camps for the troops were selected
a road—a poor one,
indeed, but better
so far as was possible on the sides or crests
than any other leading to the city and
of hills and as near running water as was
Re fore the American army I
more used.
thought wise. The water problem was
a
like
roadbed
tramped it into something
t horoughly discussed previous to the delaid
a
teleand the Ann-neaii** ngineers
parture of the army from Tampa. Miligraph and telephone wire beside it, the
tary men, scientists and civilians talked
only guide a traveller had on the path and wrote about the water which would
was a barbed-wire fence, tumbled down
be found in Cuba, and hundreds of sets of
ill places, and overhanging the only passrules for its preparation and use were
able pieces of ground in others. Now the
drawn upand published.
Almost all the
brush has been cut away on each side, the
authorities agreed that the water must be
fence 1: is been straightened so that it does
boiled. Some wanted it filtered previous
not endanger life, and it is possible to
to boiling, and the army was instructed
walk from here to Santiago without dancarefully in w hat it must do to avoid disIf ever the American
ger of being lost.
ease from this source.
It would pain the
that
it
east
the
marches
along
path
army
authors of the elaborate water regulations
toiled over so laboriously going toward
At Baito watch the men at the front.
the west, it will appreciate the improveand Si honey complete water systems
quiri
•
merit, for the march from the transports
were found.
The retreating Spaniards
«^.o the front, with its days of weary climb- had
attempted to cut the supply pipe at
ing through brush anJjtmdergrowth, over
but had not succeeded.
This
toss gulli* s, was a
rocks am
task that Baiquiri,
4
water was used liberally for all purposes
I
exhaust*
id wore out the men.
by the troops, and so far there is no ap,!••
Win *
troop w*re disembarked at
Those troops
parent ill effect from it.
id Siboney they were outfitted
lJaiqir
j
that wa re marched from Baiquiri found a
.! the impedimenta prescribed by
with
running stream crossing the trail. They
I « the
departm nt for campaigning. drank from this and filled their canteens.
Via*! h ^ ri
rt.!
rt ridi'r-s h:i v
-lol, lantern, blanket, poncho,
a
ha f
shelter tent, rations, and the
o
rigs considered necessary to milill-being in tie held. The men
t.;y
had '.v
n the packs in Florida, and it was
thought that they had become accustomed

IT;

PAYS

I

in this

case

TAX.

the tinned meats and vegetables with which they had been supplied
at starting. The fare of officers and men
in most of the regiments was identical.
The officers had what each had packed for
himself, and many of them had thrown
their supplies away on the march. No
hardship borne by the men was not in
equal measure borne by their officers, and
all alike took the situation philosophi-

OUTFITS.

From the New York

able to

abandoned

HEAVY PACKS

—THROWING AWAY

were

I Olt !•:< 1-0*. 1 It!

I

Mtl M

» d
the twenty-sixth day of \ ig
n
1895, by his mortgage deed of t hat d.o
e:
corded in the Registry of Deed', fo
mi nook
tv of Hancock, in the State ot Maun
t-o\\n293. page 307, Charles H. Jae k m.. b
1 ship No. 32, in said count}, icnvi'o
?, :m i;
I gage to me, Benjamin F. Jaekst
Mil<'ed
ford, Maine. a certain tract ot lami
bilin said township No. 32, and bom..!< d
lows, to wit: Begin at a stake on
;h
line of said township and at the m-r! h-vest
corner of
land formerly occupied 1
Ce
<*t
».a.-K
I F. Trask and known as the (ieo. I-.
road :e ir;,
thence southward by
Ik.
f.,r..v, ul
i
hiin.lr.il |i
rm*r of
! and one-third rods to the southwest
said Trask lot; thence eastward h\
line of said Trask lot about one ha.d u«1
.cel
;
twenty rods to the west line of Ian
to be owned by the Coe heirs; them*
\ihward by said west line sixtv-six
i twol.u: her
thirds rods to the north line ot land
A. Jackson; thence
westward
named north line two hundred an »'• *-»v rodia .i.c>
to the east line of the Whiteomn
lot. so-called; thence northwaid !•
ot
<■
line two hundred rods to tin- no ;h
-tin
said township; thence eastward b>
1
line about one hundred and twenty reds;
the point of beginning. The condition in ajd
-a-"
...
mortgage deed is now broken, at..
!
of said breach of condition. I. th*! gagee, claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
th*
! ami of the right of redemption
Dated this twenty-eighth dn> "t
1
'■
1898.
Bknixmin !
liy George
Sewall, bis attorn-

ON

<

<

>

>

->

■

......

<

••

MKsSKNtihK’s NOIKI
STATE OF MAIM!.
IIA M'm' K
rpms is

ss

to

JL

give

notice that

■■

on

a.
d.
189^,
day of June,
rant in insolvency wus .ssiied
of insolvency, for said '-our.••
against the estate of James K

war*

>

said county ot tin.
of
State
Maine, adjudged to
| vent debtor, on pet it ion of 'aid ii
petition was filed on the Tt 1 !
a. d.
1898, to which last-named -I.*••
| on claims is to be computed, t.i
nu nt of any debts ami tb.-d'-i:
Tremont,

[

j

1

fi
to

of any

property belonging

lo

..

->•

t
I

t

h

1

v
amt
him or for ins use, and tin- dt
...
transfer
of
by
any property
! forbidden
by law; that a im
| creditors of said debtor, to pro,,
t
j and choose one or more a.-signe-.
tate, will be held at a court of mu
*,.
| be holden at the probate court •»:
ond day of Au
j worth, on the
| 1H9S, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given uuder my baud the dutt
hove
W
written.
Depute Sheriff, as Messenger of the
I of insolvency for said county ol Hancock.

|
t
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<

THE
NEWS AND

which

WAR.
OF

RUMORS

ARMY

AND NAVY.

FOR

TEACE

NEGOTIATIONS—THE SITUATION AT MANILA.

The event of the past week

the

was

sur-

of

ends the

United States and other slight concessions, such as allowing officers to retain
side arms, etc.
These conditions Gen. Miles considers
just as good as an unconditional surrenHe

der.

says:

begun.
THE

troops
to Spain.

Spanish

“The

eventually have to be sent
By sending them at once we feed and
keep them for only a month or so. instead
of, perhaps, a year. It would be hard
work to keep them in Cuba, where they
would be a constant agency for the spread
of yellow fever. In Spain they would
!
have no chance to break their oaths nor
j
to fight against us. They will never get
would

[From the Bar Harbor Jfecord.]
The

SITUATION

Bar

hospital

Harbor

will

soon

be

surgical
actuality. The

an

plans have been accepted and work will

begin.

soon

Less than

year ago the first steps

a

were

taken toward establishing in Bar Harbor
a hospital which should meet the immediate

wants

of

the

town

and

Eden

of

last

a

A royal decree has been issued in Spain
suspending the rights of individuals.
This is accepted as an indication thHt
Spain is preparing for peace negotiations,
and is to be prepared for emergencies.
The preamble of t be decree contains the
following significant words:
“The government would have maintained
constitutional right14 wen* it not for fear of
grave events necessitating the strengthening ol
that it may act .-pecdjly in
public authority
an\
merge nr \The government will apply
the new regime with moderation, but will be
inexorable in anything touching the conduct of
the war ami the maintenance of the public

contend that with
precautions it can be successfully combated.
The village of Sibone.v and also isolated
buildings from which there was danger

,

!

|

of

insurgents!

|

PULL...

merchandise affirm

it

be. it must be pretty

to

WILL SEIZE THE

near

fact.

a

being the case,
having a stock of

Such

and I

...

Desirable aiul Seasonable
GOODS
that

the
tbe

larly

public—particuladies—want, I

have decided to make

a

lib-

eral reduction from my al-

ready
can

low

prices,

so

j

that all

be accommodated.

j

CAROLINES.

The navy department lias practically
admitted that the monitor "Monterey”,
on her way to Manila, will stop at the
Caroline islands long enough to raise the
American flag over them as the "Charleston” did at the Ladronea.
The fortifications at the Carolines
are
somewhat
stronger than those at Guam, but the
"Monterey” will have little trouble.
The Caroline Islands, or New Philippines. are a group of islands in the Pacific between the Philippines and the Ladrones. They have an art: of about 1,000
square miles, and include several hundred
small islands. The climate is mild and
agreeable.
The
DODuIation
is
about
30,000, mostly of the Malay race.
The islands are included in the Philippine government.
Germany has long
been anxious to annex them, and several
The quesyears ago attempted to do so.
tion of their ownership was submitted to
the arbitration of the pope, who decided
it in favor of Spain.
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part of the month.
Miss Hose Maddocks leaves Monday for
Kennebunk, where she w ill have employment.
Her father, George B. Maddocks,
will accompany her for a two weeks’ visit
to relatives in that
July 16.
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Carpet and Furniture House
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I

Q. H. OAKES & CO.?

3
pleasure yet in prospect, and
a
profitable pleasure, too. Every yard of carpet, ^ M
in the large stock, is new, ^
m
p every article ofthefurniturelatest
and
of
been
fresh
;
very
style, having
y
pur- ^
3 W
chased within three months.
E
^
^

light

over

will

provided

be

a

Tobacco, Cigars,
boots. Shot's, Rub-

sky

Confec-

bers and

A granosurgical apparatus.
adamant plastering will
A well
prevent absorption of bacteria.
modern

lithic floor and

tionery

with

for preparing dishes for the sick.
Both hot water and hot air will be used
in heating the building.
Already the contract for building has
been awarded to Goddard A Hunt, of
this place, and work will be begun as
It is hoped that it may
soon as possible.
be completed before winter.
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three sides
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THE NEW

N. B.- Mr. Frank L. Hodgkins is connected with this establish- ^5
ment, and would be glad to welcome all his old friends and a ;uaintances from Hancock County.
—^

one

first

floor above will be

operating
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a
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me.

places for boilers and heating apparA matrons’ room and an administration office on either side of the broad
main hall
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Silver Tea Sets, Coffee Sets, Fruit Dishes, Water
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Candelabra, Cracker Jars, Celery Dishes, Knives, j*
Forks, Spoons, Soup Ladles,
J

Pitchers, Cake Baskets,
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Writing Desks, Kodaks, Musical Instruments,
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annual

The Misses Annie and
Waltham, are in town.

1

Ada Cook, of

building
improvement in the

back from the road and is
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State Street,
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family
Samuel

visiting relative*

iu town.

True, of Ellsworth, with
daughter, is visiting her parents, G. E. M. Warren and wife.
Mrs. William

!

Harry Brown, of Boston, are at her
father’s, C. A. Blaisdell, for the summer.
Kay.
July 18.
I)eer Iale.
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Paper, Lead,

35c. a bottle.
Avoid Imitations.
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PLACES, FIRE SETS
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People’s Ixxlies are still constructed
they were furty years ago, and the
L.K.” cures more casesof indigestion
and constipation than ever.
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SHERMH-WiLUAX $

When sick you grasp the first
new tioating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.

25c.—Advt.
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desire tin*
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HEN there's work to be
done you send for Mr. X.
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.
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very 1 est results
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Mrs. Eliza Jordan is ill with the grip.
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Xot a laxative unless taken before breakfast.
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leaves
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ASK

per
flOCBjUL
^CUiUftliiUI glass.

member of the

was

a
husband, live sons, an
son, one sister, and three brothers, who have the heartfelt sympathy of
the whole community.

to

AND

cts.

adopted

July

CALL

0

The church

always ready and w illing
to lend a helping hand wherever needed.
As a kind neighbor, and devoted wife
and mot her, she w ill be greatly missed.
She

2

decorated with

ho knew her.

church and

J

1

flowers, !
the most of which were from Mrs.Smith's
garden. Mrs. Smith was beloved by all

beautifully

was

and Clocks.

died

largely

was

Served in its

looks

night, July 12, at the age of
years and eleven months. The funeral was
held at the church Thursday afternoon
at

Lamps

Spring

I'rban Jordan has moved his old barn

people on account of the tyreign of King Alcohol.
There are those who say: “Nothing more
can be done for the cause of temperance
until the people are educated to the evil
our

ami

s

ItRICK

for

i

FIRM-

ANDIRONS.

PAINTERS' SUPPLIES, HOUSE unil CARRIAGE
VARNISHES.

are

rannical

of

rum.”

When

Everything
upon the

dispenser
drinking,
cases

Wore than 500 beautiful designs more endurin*r than stone and lens expensive. Send for
Park
full descriptions to s. K. JOHNSON,
St., Bant
NIaiue, agent lor 1’enobscot and
unties.
Hancock

wide-spread suffering

Ellsworth

of

Falls, is visiting friends here.

To the

No. 5 Main St.

Laffin,

Margaret

Miss

YOU

|

and

no

Franklin, July 2,1898.

Editor of The American:
While the press of this country is
bringing before the people illustrations
of suffering among Cubans, brought about
by the tyranny of Spain, very little is

Victor.

18.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

a

Andrew

on

The house and outbuildings of Levi
Scott were burned Monday. There was

Temperance Question.

West

Everett, Mass., visited his
Whitmore, last week.

Alfonso

raising money met with such success that
not long ago prominent architects were
invited to submit plans for the proposed
building. At a meeting of the building
committee, consisting of I)r. Amory, J. S.

l.ittle

Correspondence.

George, of
brother, Capt.

^ HAVE

son

committee met, approved the idea Sunday with his mother, Mrs. Abiah
j
hospital ami subscriptions were at Nason.
Mr. Sparhawk is arranging a concert of
started. The committee’s efforts in

once

j

BUSINESS—

Whitmore and

Joseph

The

-«»

starvation forces our brave men to surrender.
Had we a fleet the situation would he quite dtfterent.
As it i> there Is nothing to do hut treat
tor peace. The army would resist to the last,
but the governmeu. cannot consent to such a
useless sacrifice.”
I
Still it is evident that the terms which
The troops will not be allowed to enter
t
States will accept and those
Santiag". but will be camped on the bills, j the nited
1
which
Spain considers compatible with
where there is no danger from fever,
that
and where they can recuperate for the ! her honor, are so widely separated
is tio likelihood of ending the war
fall campaign, at the same time being there
It will be weeks, perhaps
immediately.
on
attack
to
Santiago
ready
prevent any
months, before Spain will realize that she
by the Spanish garrisons from Holguin must
The apsue for peace at any price.
and Manzanillo.
pearance of Watson’s fleet off the coast of
PORTO RICO AND SPAIN.
a
to
have
is
powerful inSpain
expected
With the Santiago campaign ended, the fluence in opening Spain’s eyes to this
to
their
attention
and
turn
fact.
navy
army
the moves on Porto Rico and the Spanish
In the meantime the Carlists are growcoast. Roth these expeditions are being I ing restless, and are assuming a more arhurried forward. A news censorship, not rogaut tone.
In some provinces it is reas rigid as before the Santiago campaign,
ported they are already arming and prehas been established, so that details of paring for war.
the plans are not officially known.
THE SITUATION AT MANILA.
The Porto Rico campaign takes the first
For a long time rumors have been rife
as
was
Miles
Gen.
having
reported
place.
of contemplated interference of Germany
moved with the advance guard direct
in the Philippines. This government and
from Santiago on the “Vale” Monday,
still insist that there can be no
Germany
but bis sailing was delayed. He was ex- serious
complications in regard to the
pected to sail yesterday, and will beat Philippine Islands, but nevertheless press
Porto Rico before the end of the week.
reports from Manila indicate an inclinaTroops will be hurried forward from t be tion
on the part of the German vessels
United States, and within two weeks an there to
go as far as policy will admit in
army of 30,000 men is expected to be on aiding the Spaniards as against the infoot in Porto Rico.
at least, if not against the
For obvious reasons the place of land- surgents,
Americans.
ing is not made public. It probably will
The despatch received from Admiral
be on the south side of the island, and
last week concerning t he Subig
the troops will march across to attack Dewey
bay incident [see "war news”] may be
San Juan.
The navy will co-operate with
taken as a very conservative statement of
the army. The climatic and topographtiie matter, but it indicates that the preical obstacles which were met with Ht
vious press reports are not without foun- |
Santiago will not be encountered in Porto elation.
But it indicates also that the
Rico.
Germans at Manila, when it comes to the 1
In the meantime Watson’s ti et is being
pinch, recognize that Dewey is master of
put in readiness to sail for the Spanish the situation there, and will brook no incoast. The ships which will compose this
terference.
fleet are not definitely known, but it is
No official notice will be taken of the
reported that the fleet will be much more incident by this government. Technione
formidable than first contemplated,
the government has no quarrel with
object of this being the greater effect cally
The insurgents
Germany because of it.
but are,
are not allies of this country,
of
circum- j
Jtoucrtisniimts.
advantage
taking
simply
stances to advance their own interests.
The United States believes it thoroughly
t he
understands
by
position taken
Germany in the Philippines. Germany
has strong objections to the
gaining control of the- islands, hut has no
intention to interfere with the United
said to be
States.
The Arm yet conservative and diplomatic course pursued by Dewey at Manila
is a matter of great gratification to the
administration, which has perfect confidence that he will be ready toad promptif business is as dull as
ly and effectively when the proper time \
friction with the;
comes, and without
dealers in all classes of
other powers, or with tlie insurgents.

proper treatment and sanitary

are

Sidney Williams, wife and son, of Boston, are visiting Mr. Williams’ parents,
J. Williams and wife.

was

Harbor,
embodying
j
peace.”
hack to Cuba, that is certain.”
arrangement
together with
The arguments which the Spanish gov- the best
The problem of returning the Spaniards eminent is now using in order to get the beauty and comfort.
j
:s believed will not be difficult
to Spain
populace to contemplate calmly a propThe new hospital will stand on the lot
The government will a-k I osition to sue for peace arc expressed in
of solution.
situated between Hancock street and
comfrom
t
bids
for
transportation
I he following statements attributed to
Weytnan lane, and will be in the colonial
panies. .'iu bid* will be for the trans- j l’rime Minister Sagasta:
portation of 1,000 Spanish officer* with
Its dimensions will
“We are now making it our duty to ascertain style of architecture.
first-class accommodations ami 24,000 sol- ! the conditions that the United >,utes will grant. be about 82x30 feet.
The basement will
I am convinced that it only the war could be
diers with third-class steerage passage.
be of red brick and granite, while wood
our heroic Cuban army would Anally
Early last week it was announced that j nrolongedbut.
alas, we have no fleet left. Noth. will be used for the two
upper stories.
yellow fever had appeared within the I triumph,
but famine stares our soldiers In the face.
ing
more
This disease is
American lines.
In the basement will be situated the
“The Americans have no need to light. They
than Spanish
bullets, though ! have only to sit down and patiently wait until
dreaded
kitchen, nurses' dining-room, store room

prominent physicians

Mrs. Fred Sadler and two children
visiting relatives in Bucksport.

nent residents.

IN SPAIN.

home

Clark, of Boston, is the guest of

Mrs.

July

appointed by the Bar
Harbor village improvement association
to consider the subject and to report at a
public meeting of cottagers ami permaphysicians

are

John

Late
August
committee of resident and non-resident

surrounding places.

Mark L. Milliken and wife
Bar Harbor.

V

from

Mrs. Eunice Williams.

and

medical

atJfarrtiscmcntB.

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.

HARBOR HOSPITAL.

Plans Accepted and Contract Awarded Description of Building.

mobilized,

Santiago, which practically
campaign in southeastern Cuba
for the present. The terms of the surrender [see “war news”] include the return
of the Spanish troops to Spain by the
render

BAR

Cuban ports.
The United States has all necessary information concerning these boats and
their armaments. There‘are more than
tifty of these in all, including four torpedo gunboats, eight cruisers, thirty gunboats and a number of small yachts and
tugs.
Singly these boats are insignificant, but
they might be able
to cause trouble to some of the smaller
vessels of the American fleet.
A rep'ort by way of Spain, not yet confirmed, to the effect that seven American
warship bombarded Manzanilla Monday
morning, burned three steamers and destroyed several gunboats, is accepted as
an indication that this work has already

FALL OF SANTIAGO—PORTO RICO NEXT
—STAIN PREPARING

demonstration

powerful naval

ft

would have on the Spanish mind.
WILL HUNT SMALL GAME.
Pending the beginning of the Porto
Rico campaign, it is probable that some
will be detailed to
of Sampson’s fleet
ferret out and destroy some of the small
are lurking in
which
gunboats
Spanish

will that

time come?

being brought to
youth of this land, by the
is

evil

complete.
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BUYING FURNITURE
AND

reforms

Temperance.

I

BY

LOWEST PRICES POSSIBLE.

rum, to form the habit of
and when once formed in most

must be backed by good laws vigorously
enforced.
In a certain city in Maine a subscription paper was passed around for money
for a Fourth of July celebration, and the
rumsellers liberally subscribed. The temperance people asked the mayor to close
the rumshops on that day, believing that
open bars would do great harm. Did the
mayor grant this request of these temHis reply was:
perance people? Oh no!
“These gentlemen rumsellers) have subscribed most liberally, and it would be
doing them a great injustice not to allow
them to sell and get their money back.
Little did that mayor care for the halffed, half-clothed wives and children of
the citizens of his city. Talking, writing
or preaching temperance
is of no avail
unless the law is enforced. Jf it cannot
be. let us petition for its repeal. No law
is better than a law not respected.
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The purely vegetable ingredients tliat give
True'* Pin \\ orm Dlixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
l« st medicine known for curing all diseases
of the mucous membrane or th* stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illuesa in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and atomach. True's F.lixir has been a household
remedy fur 4ti years. I tacts nt once upon
tbr* blood. expelling impurities and giving
health
! new life t< the whole system.
Price ;J5p.
Ask your l»ruggint for it.
Dr. J. F. TRI E & CO., Auburn, Me.
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